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This report was prepared by the Advanced Flight Mechanics department
of the Navigation Guidance and Control Division of the Lockheed Missiles
and Space Company, Sunnyvale, California. It presents the final
documentation for the Scout 0peretlonal Performance and Dispersion computer
program developed by Lockheed for the Langley Research Center under
NASA Contract NAS 1-5106. FORTRAN source listings, and symbolic decks
in both FORTRAN II and IV, included with the master copy of this report
complete the program documentation. Mr. R. E. Wlllwerth was responsible
for program development. Optimization and pitch program llnearlzation
techniques were developed by R. C. Rosenbaum. Initial development of
body dynamics si_ulatlon was done by C. W. Edwards, and the dispersion
and range-safety modules were developed by R. L. Moll and John Slimick.
The major portion of the programming was done by Mlss Zoe Taulbee. The
work was performed under the cognlzanee of R. L. Nelson and D. I. Kepler.
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_he Scout Trajectory OptILisation and __d Pitch cc_er pro_m
(TOL_) obtained from the Lockheed Kissiles an_ Spaeo Ccqs_ under contract
_AS 1-5106 is designed to perfors the 1_-lJeetorT-releted calculations necessary
in mission-plenning and preflight analysis with a lerse re4uetion in ecuador
time. It uses a closed-loop steepest descent optimization proce4ure to
obtain flight trajectories that maximize p_load, inertial or aerodyMate
velocity, or altitude for up to five-sT_e vehicles. Followte_ optiaization,
the pitch prod-am is sutoasticall_ linearised to enable its aoehanizatton
in the autopllot system. Control system and bo_ d_Ics effects are included
in the sINulatlcm. A lerp number of eonstrslnts on the tr_eetory and pitch
program can be included in the optiaization and linearisation solutions, so
that a great deal of flexibility a: well u reeogplition of vehicle liaitations
are possible in the use of the _.
Following the solution for the opttm_ tr_eet_y aa4 pitch _, the
computer progreo can proceed, by option, dlreetl_ into calculating: (1) radar
tracking coordinate histories for up to tventy stations; (2) I_ locus Of
nominal i_t points of the spent s1_s; (3) _mIoal dispersion envelopes;
and (_) failure-_ode har_ tm_. l_ll_r, for planni_ l_es, first-
order perforasnce exchan6_ r_ttos for sewr_l vehicle/motor ebaz_tertstics
are calculal;ed.
l_iculer atteution ms d_vc_e_ dm'i_ _ d_e_ to e_r_lug
speed. The convor_enee sehem, the _re£ _ _--_- -_'-,sad the
r_bz-_iaes _ been aodifted to _w_Aae sli_L/_ _ in _ for
special applLeations.
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XNTRODUCTXON
During the past few years procedures h_ve been developed for evaluating
the launch vehicle tilt pro_ams that result in maximum performance ascent
trajectories. A variety of d/gi_l computer routines have been mechanized
to perform these computations. The early versions of these routines were
used primarily for applied research studies and to a limited extent for
preliminary design studies. Typically, the derivation of tilt programs with
• these routines required a sequence of trial computations for which the operator
provided estimates of initial conditions for a number of mathematical para-
meters. The time required to achieve an acceptable result with these routines
and the associated cost of the analysis were such that their application was
very limited.
More recently significant advances have been achieved in both the analyti-
cal techniques applied to trajectory shaping problems and in the mechanization
of these techniques in suitable computer routines. An example of these
advances is the digital computer program PRESTO* which solves a complete tra-
Jectory shaping problem for multistage vehicles in a single pass at the computer
with total computing times of the order of one minute. From further study of
these techniques, it became apparent that with certain refinements similar
methods could be applied to operational performance and trajectory dispersion
problems. The advantage would be a substantial reduction in cost and reaction
time (i.e., time from receipt of input data to transmittal of output).
PRESTO - Program for Rapid Earth-to-Space Tra_ector_ Optimization, NASA
Contractor Report NASA CR-158, February 1965.
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The computerprogramdocumentedherein brings application of the new
technology to operational performance and dispersion problems for the Scout
launch system. T_,e report sections are sequenced into three groups. In the
first part, a discussion of the theoretical methods used in the program is
provided. All equations of motion, constraint parameters, optimization and
pitch program linearization equations are fully documented. Part two is an
extensive description of the programming, ranging from a discussion of the
overall computation flow to the details of some of the more complicated sub-
routines. The third part of the report is a users' manual in which the data
input and output formats are described and detailed instructions are given
for using the various program options.
PART I
THEORY
SECTION4
POINT-MASSEQUATIONS OF MOTION
A[A]
a
A
e
[B]
[C]
CD
CL
Cxx
D
E
F
FL
G
g
H
I
i
J
K
DEFINITION OF SI'MBOLg
Aerate reference area, ft 2
A matrix (see page 4-11)
Net vehicle acceleration in local coordinate system
Rocket engine nozzle exit area, ft2
B matrix (see pete _-ii)
C matrix conversion from P to L _%ewe
Drag coeffic4ent
Lift coefficient
C_nponent of C matrix, x row and y eoX_mn
Aerod_ie drag on vehicle, Ib
Orbit energy per unit man
dv/at
Aerodynamic lift on vehicle, Ib
d¥/dt
p/r 2 gravitational aeeelerttion on spherical Earth
at/at
Angular momentum
 /at
Inclination of poeentrie orbit plane
Unit vectors for L (local) coordinete system
ax/at
Oblate Earth gravitational constant - 1.0_ x 10.3
Unit vectors for platform (P) coordinate system
aTi/at
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kx' _y' kz
_x' _' _z
m
P
r
r
e
rp
T
To
t G
TI
V
VI
Unit vectors for Earth-centered inertial (I) coordinate
system
Unit vectors for G (launch geocentric) coordinate system
Instantaneous mass of vehicle, slugs
Atmospheric pressure, pola
Radial distance from Earth-center to vehicle, _t
Earth equatorial radius, _t
Perigee radius
Vehicle net thrust force, ib
Thrust vector in geocentric (G) system
spaceAge Date- judah Date - 2,_36,93_.5
_hrust vector in inertial (I) system
Cc_nts of thrust along axes of local system
Ccmponen_ of t_'u-,t along axes of platform rj_t_m
Velocity in local system, ft/see
Velocity in inertial system, ft/oec
D e
p
Pp
V
6),
C
e
p
Right ascension
In-plane angle from ascending node
Argument of perigee
Flight path angle of V in local system, tad
Flight path ,angle of VX in inertial system, red
Angle between geocentric and geodetic vertical
T_ue anomal_ of position
Vehicle pitch attitude in P system (see Fig. k-2)
Geocentric latitude of vehicle poeition, rind
Gravity constant, f_3/sqm 2
Atmospheric density, shzgs/i't 3
TTI
X
W
C_
e
Earth longitude angle, M
Inertial longitt_le e_le, M
Vehicle yaw attitude in platforw system (see Fig. _-2)
Azimuth of V in local system, red
90° .
Azinarth of VI in inertial system, M
Earth rotation rate, rld/see
Longitude of uceMing node
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EQUATIOR3 OF MOTION
_ne equations of motion employed in the Scout computer program are based
on the equations use& in PRESTO (see reference_ page 3-1). However, improved
accuracy in the simulation has been achieve_ through an oblate Earth gravity
model and representation of an inertially-oriented vehicle pitch plane. The
trajectory variables of integration are the velocity relative to a spherical
rotating Earth and position relative to the center of the Earth. These
• coordinates are shorn in Figure 4-i. The local (or L) system is made up of
the _x' _y and _z vectors. The origin of the L system moves vith the vehicle
center of gravity. The _y axis lies along the aerodynamic velocity vector, and
the _x axis is perpendicular to the instantaneous plane of motion. The _z
vector points generall_ avay from the Earth's center. The _x " _y " _z system
will be referred to as the inertial, or T system. Xts origin is at the center
of the Earth. The I system is fixe_ in space.
The point-mass acceleration, a , in the local system,
reference, page B-l) as follows:
is written (see
_ = _x EV cos _-_
cos2_ sin , sin
cos
2 V cos y w sin
- r_ 2 sin _ cos _ sin, + 2 V _cos _ cos , sin y_
+ Tz_V_-_cos _-2V_cos _sin,
(cos2X cos Y + sin k cos A cos $ sin y)_

44
The forces acting on the body may be divided into three groups: aero-
dynamic, gravitational, and thrust. The components of these forces along the
L axes are:
Aerod_namlc
It will be assumed in evaluation of the point mass motion that the vehicle
will be controlled in such a way that no significant aerodynamic side force
m
will appear along the ix axis. Thus,
FA " "_y D + _z(FL)
where the drag (D) and llft (FL) are computed from input aerodynamic coeffi-
cient s.
Gravitational
The gravity model used in the Scout program is derived from differentiating
the Earth geopotential function
re )2 J2 re )2
(rej
• (3 - 9 sin k) sin _ + J2 "r- 3 sin k cos k cos $ cos y
J2 re)2 re)2.
_ [co,_+w(_ (__,_)oo.__(
 oo,
The Earth radius as a function of latitude is computed from relationships given
on page 4-21.
Solution of the Problem of Artificial Satellite Theory _¢ithout Drag.
Dick Brouwer. American Astronomical Journal, November 1959.
Thrust
The thrust acts along the center line of the vehicle vhich is oriented
with respect to an onboard inertial platform coordinate system aligned vith
the local vertical a few seconds before launch. During flight, the vehicle
pitches and yaws about the axes of this system in • pre-_ manner.
For simulation purposes, it is necesssry to resolve the thr_t into the trs_ec®
tory coordinates of integration (local system). In the not•tics used here, TLx
indicates the component of thrust along the x o.xis of the lo_1 system. Thus,
T
I"
/
(P) coo Ix 
,l,t
and TLx , TLy and TLz must be evaluated. It will be neeessar 7 to make several
coordinate transformations to go from the platfc_w ryttew to the local system.
The remainder of this section will be concerned with these %reasfmtions.
The platform, or P coordinate system, is shown in Figtu_ _-2. The orien-
tation of the P system is tnertisll_ fixed, area the origin moves with the
vehicle center of gravity. At the start of the flight, the _s axis is along
the geodetic vertical pointl_ any from the Eaz_h'l centaur. _ _y axis lies
in the desired trajectory plane. _he orientation of the 1_t vector with
respect to the platform system is shown here.
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The components of thrust along the platform axes are
Tpx = T cos e sin X
Tpy = T cos e cos X
Tpz = T sin e
It is necessary to introduce a geocentric coordinate system to be denoted
by G. The G system is similar to the P system except that its Z axis is along
the geocentric, rather than the geodetic vertical. The platform and geocentric
systems are shown in Figures 4-3 and 4-4 on the following page.
To go from the platform system to the local system, the following sequence
of transformations is required:
i. Platform
2. Geocentric
3. Inertial
-- Geocentric [B']
- Inertial [B]
- Local [A]
The letters in brackets indicate the name of the matrix that will be used to
represent the transformation.
Platform-Geocentric Transformation [B'
The following sequence of rotations is required (see Figure 4-4):
a. Rotate about _z by the angle $' so that J-y
b. Rotate about _y by the aagle 6), so that _z
geocentric vertical.
c. Rotate about _z by "#' so that J-y
trajectory plane.
is pointing east.
is along the
is ba_k in the desired
GRI_TrATION OF PLATFORM COORDINATE STSTH4
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\
Figure 4-4
GEOCENTRIC AND PLATFORM COORDINATE SYSTEMS
LI_UNICM
G_CCE NT_IC
V =I_.T I CAL,,
j/,.A
L.&U I.¢C
_g_- NORTN
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This transformation Is represented by the equation
where [B'] is a 3x3 rotation matrix. Note that $' - 90° - _.
Geocentric-Inertial Transformation [B]
(See Figures 4-3 and 4-4. G and P systems are nearly aligned. )
a. Rotate about _z by -$
b. Rotate about _x by -_
c. Rotate about _ by
This transformation is represented by the equation
Inertial-Local Transformation [A_
(See Figure 4-1. )
a. Rotate about _z by "mI
b. Rotate about _ by 90 ° -_
Y
c. Rotate about k--x by 90° -_
d. Rotate about _y by -y
This transformation is represented by the equation
_L" [A] TI
The three transformation matrices appear on the following page.
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THRUST D_ON _TRICEB
[c] = [A][B][B']
_t S _ sinep C ..t cos:L_e
[B] =
_'] =
+c_cksV
+c_ckc'_
+c _s),ct s_
+s_sts'Y
c tc _+s_sks_
-s_ck
s 2 _ c 6 k + c2
s_s6_
.s_sv-c_skcv
s _c_-c _s ksV
c_ck
c),cVl
c),sv I
sx !
2 c2
-c_s6), cSk
(See page _- _)
MATRICES B AND B' ARE EVALUATED ONLY
AT TIME = 0
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In terms of these matrices one may write
This equation can be expanded to give the components of thrust in the local
system. One obtains
TI_ - T ECII cos 0 sin X + C12 cos 8 cos X + C13
T_ - T EC21 cos 0 sin X + C22 cos G cos X + C23
TL_ - T _C31 cos 0 sin X + C32 cos 0 cos X + C33
sin 6_
sin 0_
sin G_
All of the forces acting on the body have now been obtained in the local
coordinate system. _he equations of motion can then be written and appear on
the next page.
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3-D I_Q_TJA.n'IO_OF MOTION
F r_[oo."_,.,. ,-.,._,oo._,oo.,oo.,,]-,E.,o_-_-(_ •
• (3. - 9,1n k),In _+J2 "_ 3,1n koo, k cos _ oos
- cos e sin X + 022 cos 6 cos X + C,,.. -,in e - -m
G U m
÷-_- cos2A, cos %,÷ sin _. cos kcos _, sin %,
+ _ 031 cos 8 sin X + 032 cos 8 cos X + C33 sin 8
H
• V
cos V sin _ sin kCOS
rw2 sin A cos k sin
V cos V
+ 2_ sin k 2_ cos A cos _ sin
cos ¥
re_2.+ g J2 (_-
3 sin k cos k sin
• V cos V
÷
T
mVcos ,/ 6|CllC°S @ sin X + C12 cos O cos X + C13
i
J
K
U
roll
m V sin V
y cos _ cos
r
v cos 7 9lq
r cos
+ @
_re g. ,_/2
'I'--Tv-PA _
i)._½p_c_
FL = ½P_CLA
re m Equatorial radius
J2 " 1.oa_7 x _o-3
8,X = Control variables
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COMPUTATIONOFANGLEBETWEEN GEODETIC ARD GEOCERTRIC VERTICALS
The angle between the two verticals can be found with the aid of the
following diagram.
GEGDETTC...... _,
• V_qTICAL 7 _ ERTRIC V_TICAL
' .-_ \,q./ "/ \g ON NON-ROTATING OBLATE EARTH
r...............J
The geodetic vertical is the measured vertical, i.e., the direction of a
plumb bob. The geocentric vertical goes through the center of the Earth.
For the purpose of this calculation, it is assumed that the Earth is an
oblate spheroid. 6A will then be a function only of the latitude.
The measured gravitational acceleration is made up of two parts. One
is the acceleration _ue to the oblate figure of the Earth an_ the other is
the centrifugal acceleration. _he radial and tangential components of the
acceleration due to the figure of the Earth can be written as
2
3°9r e
26_a r
e sin 2X
r
(i - 3 cos 2),)
*"3 Dimensional Orbits of Earth Satellites Including Effects of Earth Oblateness
and Atmospheric Rotation." NASA Memo 12-4-58A. Melsen, Goodwin, Mersman.
where r e is the equatorial radius
ev_ 6o - ]..638 x lo-3
• he angle between gU and gr can be written as
g)" _r 8in 2;. 6k1Im 8R%.
• his expression neglects the second component of gr and asmmes r e equal to r.
The tangential component of the eentrif_sl aeeelerstton 18
2® r cos k sin k
The angle between gnandthe _dette wn-tieal t8 then
2
a) r cos k sin k
g.
6k t8 the mm of these _ angles. _herefore,
6_. = _6(r+ #Kn_ein2_.-8).1+ 6).2
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_1_ VARIABLESZM_ lqW4S
The folloving equations are use& in the subroutine INER to cc_pute the
ms_itude and direction of the vehicle velocit7 vector relative to a non-
rotating Earth. _ese vLriables are used in calculating the terminal orbit
elements defined on the next page.
v z - + 2(v co, ,_ ,in $)(mr co, )_) + (_ co, ),)2
/j_ . _-_[v ,_ _ v_- (v,_,_)_]
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DIAGRAM ARD EQUATIONS OF T_ ORBIT
In the Scout program, terminal constraints can be imposed on the trajec-
tory variables explicitly, or they can be specified in terms of conventional
orbit elements which are functions of the trajectory variables. The orbit
elements are diagrammed in the figure on the following page. The equator
constitutes the basic reference plane. The inertial "longitude" reference
is in the direction of the vernal equinox, which is defined here to be the
intersection of the plane of the ecliptic at 1950.0 and the equator of date.
The form of the equations used for the orbit elements defined on the
following pages is such that they are valid for elliptic, parabolic and
hyperbolic orbits. A spherical Earth model is assumed for these relationshipz.
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GEOMETRY USeD TO DEFINE THE TERMML MIT ELM_
/
\
B Booster burnout
B1 Equatorlal projection of B
P Perigee of orbit
P1 Equatorial projection of P
Y Vernal equinox
True anomaly
_e Right ascension
_n-plane angle from ascen&ing node
Argument of perigee
i=EYE Inclination of geocentric orbit plane
v Znertial longitude angle from
ascen_i_ node
_e Eongitu_e of W
W Ascending node of the orbit plane
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.Energ_ (X2)
2_.- vI - _r
An_u far Momentum
- rVI co, _I
Perigee Radius
:' +7:'-+Cm):
Inclination
i = cos "I (cos X sln il)
Longitude of Ascendin_ Node
e •
where
and
_e = right ascension of vehicle position
v = inertial longitude angle from ascending node
_e = 990"659967 + 00"9_56_7_3 t G ÷ T° + 3600 (tG " [tO])*
to = Jullan_e- 2,436,934.5
(to - [to]) . e_,m,i_ ti_ or_z
o° _: % < 360°
sin i I sin k_
" tan'l < cos #I j 0 _- v "_-
an_ o _ ne < 3_ °
Herget, P., Solar Coordinates 1800-_00.
Nautical Almanac
Vol. XI_. American Ephemeris an_
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Argument of Perigee
B - in-pleae range angle fram ascending node
C " true anama_V
where
cos x cos _I
0 "¢ _<2n
an_ 0 _ _p <360 °
Additional Computed Orbit Elements
The following quantities are computed and output at the end of each
trajectory but are not avail_ble as constraint parameters.
Semi-M_Jor Axis
r
Orbital Period
7 = 2w r
P
Eccentricit_
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OBLATE EAR'_ MODEL
The Earth model use_ in the Scout program is that of an ellipsoid
having a flattening factor of i./298.3. The equations used to compute the
radius of the Earth at a given geocentric latitude are
" tan'l [ (f f I) tan kc_ *
where f - 298.3
k - geocentric latitude
C
z - i)
f sin
X ,, e08 "_
where R_ - E_rth equatorial radius
The altitude is then ccm_utc_l from
h = r - ROB L
where r is the geocentric radius to the vehicle, a variable of integration.
For output purposes, the geodetic latitude, kd , is computed from the
geocentric latitude, kc , from
kd = ke + C1 sin 2_c + C2 sin _ke
"Physical Constants for Satellite Calculation," R. J. Mercer, Report No.
TOR-469(5110-02)-2, Aerospace Corporation, January 1965.
**"Relating Geodetic Latitude and Altitu_e to Geocentric Latitude and Radius
Vector," E. W. Purcell and W. B. Cowan, ARS Journal, Vol. 31, #7, Pp 932-935,
1961.
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where C 1 = 3.372672 x 10-3
c2 - -5.6873 x 10-6
Fin_lly, the gravity mo_el has already been _eflne_ on pa6e 4-6.
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RANGE_UATIOR3
The _ownrange distance from the launch site to the vehicle is computed
and output at every integration step, and is available as a constraint pe._a-
meter at stage points and final burnout. Downrange is defined as a great-
circle distance between the geocentric latitudes Ck) and the longitudes (_)
of the two points. Range is considered a central angle in the equations. (D_)
Cos(DR) - cos(90 - kO) COS(90- k) + sin(90 - Ao) sin(90 - A) • cos(7 - 7o)
or
cos(DR) = sin
O sin _ + cos Xo cos _ cos(_ - _o).
Downrange is then converted to nautical miles by assuming 60 n.m./degree of
arc. It is calculate_1 in the subroutine INER.
During computation of the dispersed trajectories (see option 21), the
crossrange dispersion from the nominal trajectory is evaluated. Since the
crossrange dispersions are generally small, computational accuracy is improved
by using a small angle approximation in the solution. This is done with the
following equations, where the azimuth angle _ at the nominal staging point
determines the reference plane on which crossrange distance is zero.
| _I I (_r d " Wrn) / (_i_l ' " _n)
^ ½
2
_oss_m_ - - (s_t_) • sin (l-Q)
where ranges are again considered as Earth-central angles and with subscripts
4-24
n = nominal, d = dispersed.
Crossrange is then converted to n_utlc&l miles by aaaumlng 60 n.m. per
degree of arc.
The sign convention _ss_naed gives a crossrange _ispersion to the right
of the nominal trajectory (as viewed lookln6 downran@e) & positive value,
left croserange a ne_tive value.
S_TION 5
DERIVATION OF OPTIMIZATION EQUATIONS

5-1
DEFINITION OF SYMBOLS
The equations of Section 5 are closely dependent on those of Section 4.
Thus, if a symbol is not defined below, please refer to page 4. i.
a
dx
d_
h
Jc
M
S
Y
Local speed of sound, ft/sec
Vector of deviations in trajectory variables
Vector of constraint corrections
Vehicle altitude above Earth surface, ft
Total number of constraints
Mach number
Array of sensitivity coefficients for adjustable parameters
on constraints
Array of weighting constants for adjustable parameters
5_
5_
8x
A
k etc.
vi' kVi' X_i
Aerodynamic angle of attack
Change in pitch angle from previous trajectory
Change in adjustable parameter
Vector of deviations in trajectory variables
Vector of sensitivity coefficients of e or X
AdJoint variables giving effect of V, V, _, etc., on ith
constraint
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DERIVATION OF PROPERTIES OF AIIIOINT VARIABLES
_he steepest descent method of trajectory optimization depends on
obtaining the effects of -mall changes in the control and trajectory variables
on the trajectory constraints. These effects are provided by solving a set
of equations which are a_oint to the linear perturbation equations written
about a nominal trajectory. As used here, "ad_oint" means that the coefficients
of the two sets of equations are the negative transpose of each other. A deri-
vation of the properties of the solution of the a_Joint equations is given here.
Assume a _wo-variable system which is described by the nonlinear differ-
ential equations
. f(x,y,t,u(t)) (5-I)
- g(x,y,t, u(t)) (5-2)
where x and y are the dependent variables, t is the independent variable and
u is the control variable. Assume that a solution to these equations is given
by the solid line in the figure. One is Intereste_ in determining the effect
of perturbations 6xi, 6y i and 6u on a function Z(x, y) at the terminal time tf.
5xi and 6yi are known at a particular time t i an_ 6u is a function of time
which is known from ti to tf.
Y
×
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_ne straightforward wa_ to solve this problem is to obtain the solution
to _s. (5-I) _ (5-2)with initial conditions
•x i = xnl + 6x i
Yl " Yni + 6Yl
and a new control variable
u-un+ 6u
where the subscript n denotes the nominal value. The values of x and y at
the terminal time are then substituted into Z to determine 6Z = Z(x, y) - Z
n
(_n, Yn_"
If the deviations from the nominal trajectory are small, this process is
ecuivalent to solving the set of linear perturbatlon equations
6_ bf _r _f (5-s)
(5-4)
Note that if one wanted to change the time ti at which the perturbations are
known, it would be necessary to obtain a new solution to Eqs. (5-3) and (5-4)
in order to find the terminal perturbations. Thus, it would be very tedious
to determine the effects of perturbations at all times t from ti to tf.
However, by solving the equations which are aclJoint to Eqs. (5-3) and (5-4),
it is possible to obtain the desired information with Just one solution of
a set of differential equations.
To derive the ad_olnt differential equations, begin with the desired form
of the adJoint variables, _ and _ , as first order sensitivity coefficients.
Itf " E +P(6u, t) ti _t,tf (5-5)6z xx _+ _ 6y_t
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and k are functions of time which relate perturbations in x and y to
x y
the perturbation in Z at the final time, i.e., kx(t) = _Ztf/Sx(t). P is an
unknown function which represents the influence of 6u on 8Z Itf •
Consider the perturbed trajectory represented by the dotted llne in the
figure. At time t I all the quantities on the right-hand side of El. (5-5)
will have some value. At t2 they will have, in general, a slightly different
v_lue. However, 5Z Itf is always the same for a given perturbed trajectory.
Therefore, the quantities on the right-hanA side of Eq. (5-5) must change in
is zero.
remains constant. The time derivative of 5Zlt fsuch a way that 87,Itf
_Itf = O= _x _x+ kx 6_+ _ 6y + _,y _y +P (5-6)
Substituting Eqs. (5-3) and (5-4) into (5-6) gives
kx, _y, and P depend only on the nominal trajectory.
(5-7)
One is, therefore, free
to pick any perturbed traJectory which will produce the desired results. In
particular, assume that 6u is zero (and therefore P = O) and that at some arbi-
trary time, By= O.
8x is the only remaining perturbation. In order to satisfy Eq. (5-7), the
coefficient of 6x must equal zero• Similarly, if 8x is assumed to be zero
while 6y has some value, Eq. (5-7) is satisfied only if the coefficient of 8y
is zero. One is, therefore, led to the differential equations
• (5-8)kx = -Xx B_ " Xy
5-5
(5-9)
Eqs. 5-8) and (5-9) are ad_oint to the linear perturbation equ_uions
(Eqs. (5-3) and (5-4)) with the forcing function 5u set to zero. Xx and ky
are referred to as ad_oint variables. One solution of the ad_oint equations
provides the effect of perturbations at any time t on 5ZJt f .
To solve Eqs. (5-8) and (5-9), a set of initial conditions is required.
These initial conditions are specified at the terminal time, because it is
at this point that values are known for _ an_ _. Referring to Eq. (5-5),
it is seen that at tf
For Z = x,
k = i k = 0
X Y
Note that the adJoint equations do not depend on Z. Only the initial condi-
tions depend on the form of the constraint parameter.
Now consider a perturbed trajectory for which 6u is not zero. The terms in
parenthesis in Eq. (5-7) have been shown to be zero. The term in square
brackets must also be zero. Therefore,
- _k x 3f _g -
Integrating Eq. (5-10) from tf to t
_t 5U_kx 5f _y _g
Pt Ptf _ + _ ) dt
" = - Jtf
At the final time tf
terminal constraint.
(5-io)
a change in the control, 8u,
P.f is therefore zero and
can have no effect on the
5-6
t
tf
(5-ii)
_hus, to find the influence of changes in the control variable, one
evaluates the integral of Eq. (_Ii)where kx and ky are solutions of F4s. (5-8) and
(5-9), and the partial derivatives are evaluated along the nominal trajectory.
One is often interested in finding the perturbation in Z at the time
that another function S(x, y) reaches a certain value. S is referred to as
the stopping condition. Let T be the unknown time at which the desired value
of S is reached. As_uning that T is close to if, one may write
5ST =
where 6t = T - if.
met. Therefore,
5Stf + §tf 6t (5-]2)
5ST must equal zero if the stopping condition is to be
I6t . . _1
S ] tf
Similarly,
6ZT
Substituting Eq.
6Z T
(5-13)
= 5Ztf + Ztf 5t (5-14)
(5-13) into Eq. (5-14) gives
- "-zI_ 6st_ (5-_51
6Z and 6S at tf are given by
6Ztf _ _Z
- B-_ 5x + _ 6y_t f
5Stf _ BS= _ 5x + _ 6y_t f
(5-_6)
(5-_7)
5-?
substituti_(5-16),=I (5-17)_o (5-15)si_,
(5-_)
the following v_lues at if.
should be given
With these Initi_l conditions for backward integratlon, the solution of
the adJolnt equations will determine the effects of perturbations in x and y
on Z at the unknown time when S reaches a deslredvalue.
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l_X J_UATXOm3
_he linear pert_rbatlon e_uati_ vrltten about the equatlons of
motion, defined In Seetlon _, are assfolAcws.
___6 6V +_ 6y+ 6_+ 6r+ 6).+ _,+_6_+ 60+ 6X
_Z 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
.I.1---0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
O.'G
5-_"
ADJOINT EQUATIONS
•he ad4olnt differential e_uations, of the form shown in Eqs. (5-8) through (5-10)
and ad_oint to the pertur%_tlon e_uatlons of the preceding page, are as follo_;s:
dkv -k 5F _G -k, _H 51 _J -kv 8K
day 5F _G _H
a"_'- " -k, _ "_h, "_ "_*
_H
5- i0
ADJOINT EQUATIO_
EVAIAIATION OF PARTIAL D_IVATIVES
E i V _CD]5F ipv A CD + _ _
r _ cos2k cos _ + sin k cos k cos $ sin _ - g cos
[ aA21
sin 8
aF _ cos2k stn¥- sin X cos X cos _ cos + r--_ sin• _
- _ _ C21 cos 0 sin X + C_ cos 0 cos X + C23 sin
V da hOD
_-_ - ---_ 021 cos e sin X + 022 cos 8 cos X + 023 sin 0 + -_
m m
aF _ Lr'c2zslne slnx ,±n ecos x + c23cos e]j
_F T r ]
= _ LC21 cos e cos X " 022 cos e sin x
r _ sin _ cos _ sin_ cos
os e sln-_
,11,
Neglect oblateness terms in a_oint equations
_-iI
5F 2
- r w |-2 cos k sin k sin ¥
L
- co,2_co,_ co,_ + sln2kcos_ cos_]
"%T" o_ _ [_][_']Ic°See°"
L sin 8
fos 8 sinx_
_F . T
_ [_A__ ]_'_ I°°"_°°"_I
• _-V " r - _ eos2k cos _ + sin k cos k cos ¢ sin y + cos y
[ v _cn7
T [C31 cos 8 slnx + C32 cos 0 cos X + C33 sin 8 + _A CL +K'6"M--J
",7
. v ]
- _ sin _ + -V-" sin k cos k cos ¢ cos _ - cos2_ sin
s 8 sin X_
VA _CL
5G V
= --._ co,_
r
+ -$.. eo,,2k aos _' + sin _ cos k cos _ sin y]
• r_ cos y - _ 031 cos 8 sin X ÷ C_ cos 8 cos X + 033 sin e
V
5-]2
. _ s:l.n e 8:l.n X - C32 s:Ln O eos X + C33 eos O +
. -f cos e cos X - cos e sin X
- 2wcos ). cos t - _ s:Ln X cos _. sln t sin ¥
o8 e sin XX_
L s_a It
Z_G
_R cos _ s_.n _ s_.n ;_ r_ sin _. cos ), s:Ln ,_
r ao8 A %12008
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V sin V sin _ sin k
r cos A
÷
rw 2 sin _, cos ). sin _ sin "f
V cos2V
+
2w COS k COS _ + T sin > [CII cos 8 sin X + C12 cos G cos X + C13 sin @]
cos2¥ mV cos2¥
T
mV cos
[ _i _A]2 _AI3]J c_s 8 sin X_
-_ "w_ _V [B][B']I_°"e _o.x1
L_ sin 8 _J
V cos _ sin _ sin
2
r cos
+
2 sin k cos k sin
V cos V
mV cos V CII cos 0 sin X + C12 cos 8 cos X + C13 sin 8_
_H
om
T
m2V cos V
Cll cos 8 sin X + C12 cos e cos X + Cl3'sin 8]
T c
uI-C11 sin @ sin X - C12 sin 8 cos X + C13 cos e|JmV cos
T
mV cos V _,CII cos 8 cos X - C12 cos 8 sin Xj
V cos V cos $ sin _.
r cos A
+
2
rw sin A cos k cos
V cos V
2_ cos k sin 9 sin 7
+
cos
T r 8All BAI2 _AIsG
mY_o__ L-W- -XF _ J
cos 8 sin "X,I
F'_"l [B'] 0 cos xLAJJ j
_H V cos _ sin
" r coax
+ 2_ cos A +
+
2_ sin k cos $ sin_
--V coa V
_V cos _ _-'6X- _X _ J sin e
_I sin
5V
5I V cos
B_
aK cos Y sin
_V r cos
5K V sin Y sin
"_ = " - r COS
8K V cos V sin
8j cos _ cos_ _ = " '2
B-_ = - r r cos k
_j V sin _ cos
= " -- r
_j V cos Y cos
_K V cos _ cos
= r COS
_ V cos ,_ p_n _ sin ,k,
B-i = r cos2_
_j = V cos _ sln
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ADJOINT _UATIONS
PARTIAL DERIVATIVES OF _AMATRIX
8All
_ 0
ay
--------- = 0
a_
_AII
a_
sin v sin _ + cos _ sin A cos
-- = -COS 7 sin $ + sin _ sin k cos
a_3
. -_o_ _os
cos 7 cOS k sin
sin 7 cos k sin
oA_aj._ = sin k sin
ak
= -cos T COS $ - .sin 7 sin k sin
-- = -sin 7 cos _ + cOs • sin A sin
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_AI3
•' 0
_Y
cos • sin k cos _ sin _ + sin 7 sin $ sin _ + cos T cos k cos
sin • sin k cos $ sin - cos 7 sin # sin _ + sin T cos k cos 7
-cos k cos $ sin + sin k cos
cos T sin k sin $ cos _ - sin m cos $ cos
ms sin 7 sin k sin $ cos V + cos T cos $ cos V
B_3 -cos k sin $ COS
_k
- -cos m cos k cos $ cos 7 - cos m sin k sin
_k
-sin • cos k cos _ cos _ - sin • sin k sin
= -sin k cos _ cos 7 + cos k sin
B_
sin • sin k cos $ cos _ - cos • sin $ cos _ - sin m cos k sin 7
__8_2 = -cos • sin k cos _ cos y sin • sin _ cos + cos • cos k sin
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_y
_y
_y
= -cos • cos k sin V + cos • sin _ cos _ cos V + sin • sin ¢ cos y
-sin • cos k sin V + sin T sin k cos $ cos V - cos 7 sin $ cos V
-sin k sin V ,. cos k cos $ cos V
_i -cos T sin k sin $ sin V + sin • cos $ sin
-sin 'I"sin k sin _ sin V - cos T cos _ sin
cos k sin $ sin V
_A31
_X
-cos T sin k cos y + cos 7 cos k cos _ sin V
m
_k
-sin 'I"sin k cos V + sin v cos k cos $ sin V
_k
cos k cos V + sin k cos _ sin
-sin • cos k cos N " sin • sin _ cos _ sin %" + cos m sin @ sin
cos • cos k cos N + cos m sin k cos _ sin V + sin T sin @ sin 7
L_
5- IS
Ii;ITI_/_ CO_'D!TIO_13 FOR I_P7_G_iTIO_, T OF TH_ ADJOI_ E_QU-ATIOI_S
One set of adjoint equations, as defined in the preceding pages
is solved for each constraint which the user wishes to impose on
•the trajectory. As discussed earlier in Section 5.2, the initial
conditions given each set of adJoint variables are functions of
the constraint parameter. Since the constraints are applied at stage
i_,_r,ition or burnout tj_es, the initial conditions are simply the
partial derivatives of the constraint with respect to the trajectory
variables evaluated at the point on the trajectory at which the
constraint is to be applied. This is the case for all constraints
at stage points and for the terminal constraints.
On the next pages are given the various partial derivatives
of al] the constraint pare_meters used in the ICS subroutine, where
the adjoint variables are initialized. The equations and nomenclature
defin_n g the constraint parameters arc given in Section _.
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PARTIAL DERIVATI_ OY I_ TRA_ VARIABEES
_VI
_V
V+_r cos_ cos ysln_.
Vl
r VI
_VI
-(_ cos k) (,_ Vi) 81n
5VI
a,
(= cos k) v cos X aos _,
VI
_k
(¢ ,co,_,), (= co, _,)z7-
VI
.J
_YI
_V
tan V VX _VI
m
_r
tan VI _VI
_V
tan '_I _VI
-
m 1
A
i 1
_VI
L_
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_I - (_ cos A1 c°s2 $I
_I (urc ),) cOS2 $I
_.y (= cos _.) (_ v)
_I c°s2 _I
-- - - ÷ _ (=eos_)
_ cos2 t cos
m m -_" sin X
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PARTIAL DERIVATIVES OF ORBIT
ENERGY
_-_ = -_
r
ANGUIAR MOMENTUM
5V-_ = r cos ¥I
- VI cos _I
-- - -rV I sin _I
PERIGEE RADIUS
_r
_r
P
_ =
r 2
_r
_2
_I
r_---_
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sin _ sin _y
_I
cos _ cos _Z
" sin i
_O.e coe _ cos _!
sin
Z
BTG
_..i0_{:_5 x 10.3 _eg/sec
- _
_VI v:i: 'c_n'_y
_r N t_n W_I
.4.
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_p sin _ cos
5"_" = cos _ cos"X
_p . sin _ cos _ sin *I
55i COS *I
LOCAL ORBITAL VELOCITY
VOR h " V I l
BVoR B
5VI
le
_VoRB _VI 1 _--
5r 5r _-r
DOWNRANGE DISTANCE
5k sin
sin k COS (7-T 0 ) - sin k0 cos k_
N i [
sl---_ cos ko
cos _ sin (_-_o)_
DYNAMIC PRESSURE
5r 2 _h
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D_IA_ON OF OPTD_ONEQUATXOI_
The initial type of ccz_ut_tlon performed by the Scout co:purer program
is one of solving for the boost trajectory char_tertsttcs which maximize the
desired payoff function (payload, velocity_ or altitude) while satisfying
various constraints on the trajectory. _he technique applied to this optimi-
zation problem is known as the '_ethod of steepest descent." It makes pos-
sible the optimization of a function of time (pitch program) and _iscrete
trajectory parameters such as coast durations, be trajectory optimization
program known as PRESTO* employes the methods of steepest descent an_ consti-
tuted the basic buil_ing block upon which the Scout program was developed.
The following pages show a derivation of the steepest descent control equa-
tions, including the use of the ad_oint variables disoussed in the first part
of this section•
Define the following matrices:
A
d_ = .
AB I
ABjc
See reference on _ B-l.
where d$1 is the desired change in payoffpara-
meter at the end of the trajectory, and d$i ,
i = 2,Jc, are the desired changes in the constraints.
Jc is the number of constraints, including the
payoff.
where Ael = - E_vi _ + _yi _ + _,i _ ]
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mm
m
k
v1
k
"2
k
Vjc
k
V1
k
5o
r1
k
rjc
m
x, xx x xJc Jc _Jc mjc
where the k( )i's are
the solution of the ith
set of a_Joint equations
6X =
6y
&r
ST*
8m
6_
where 5V= (V on present trajectory) - (V onnominal
trajectory) at the same time.
6_ is the deviation in inertial longitude
y _.
I
Yl
Y3
0
0
y_
where Yl is the weighting constant for the
first adjustable parameter
6e z the change in the pitch plane component of thrust attitude.
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Sll
S21
- S3I
eJ,_q
m
vMere Si_ 18 the effect of
the _ a_usta_le parameter
on the ith constraint.
6T m
%1
where 6mi is the change in the ith adjustable
parameter.
The effects of changes in the trajectory variables, control variables, anl
a_Justable parameters on the terminal quantities are given by
ti
d_/ - k6x + I A 68 gt + S 6_ (5-19)
tf
One desires to determine the value of 68(t) and 6_ that will permit (5-19) to
be satisfied for a given d_. There is aa infinity of solutions to this
problem. Xn order to determine • unique solution, one fUrther requires
that the solution to Eq. (5-19) maximize the following quemtlty, i.e., make
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which is a neptlve mmber, ss _ ss possil_le in absolute value.
t i
Q . J' (6e)2 _ - 6,Ty 6T (5-2o)
tf
Making use of _ xa_Itipllers _, form the
The superscri_ T stands for transpose.
The _oblem, then, is _o fi_ 68 and 6_ which mnxAmise Q, while satis-
fying the constraint on _.
quantity
z. Q . (_ - x6_- J ^6oa_- s 6_) (5-21)
tf
Combining _erms gives
1z. (6o)2. _T^60 _t + _ (_,- X6x). 6_:y6_- _: s6,
Note that Z is equal to Q.
Q. 6Z must equal zero for arbitrary changes in 60 and 6_.
ti
6Z= O=
tf
_e 6@ a_ 6_ t_t maximize Z will also maximize
_26o6(6o)- $ ^ 6(6o)]at
- 6__ y 6(6_.)- 6(6'r)_: _"- _ s 6(6_')
(_-_3)
.ti ,.
The eoeX=flelentm of 6(60) e_l 6(6m) _st e_l _ero _ 6Z Is to be zero
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for changes in 6G an& 6T.
ar_
_refore,
6TT- -0.5 T S y-I or 6T - -0.5 y-i ST
(5-25)
(5-26)
To solve for _, substltute Eqs. (5-25) an& (5-26) Into (5-19).
I [_ 7 1 y-I ST
tf
an&
tf
(5-27)
(5-28)
substitute_k _-to_s. (5-25)ana (5-26)to zlve
6e AT [ ]'ti. AAT&t S y'l sT] "I- (&_- _)
tf
(5_9)
t -i
tf
(5-3o)
At this point it is useful to Incllcatethe &ifference between the
Scout optimization procedure an_ that of previous programs. 1,2
In References 1 an& 2, the matrix in the brackets in E_s. (5-29) and (5-30) is
inverted only once at the initial time ti. The inverted matrix i8 then
_elley, H. J., "Gradient Theory of Optimal Fli6ht Paths," ARS Journal, 30,
9_7-953 (196o).
2Bryson, A. E., and Denham, W. F., "A Steepest-Ascent Method for Solving Opti-
mum Programming Problems," J. Applie& Mechanics, 29, 247-257 (1962).
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multiplied by the vector d_ (6x is zero, assuming initial conditions to be
fixed) to form a vector of constants. This constant vector is then multi-
plied by AT, which is a function of time,to determine the entire 8e time
history for the trajectory. 6m is evaluated in the same manner vith y-1 ST
used instead of AT . Thus, the changes in the control and theadjustable
parameters are fixed at the beginning of the fo_;ard trajectory. In con-
trol systez terminology, this is an open-loop system.
In the Scout program, the first 20 points are all treated as
the initial point. The time t i becomes the running variable t and the
bracketed matrix is inverted at each of these points of integration while
running a backm'ard trajectory. During forward trajectories, the change in
the control to be used for the remainder of the trajectory is recomputed
at each point, taking into account the deviation from the nominal trajectory
at that point. The program operates in a closed-loop fashion because it con-
tinuous]y checks how it is doing in its attempt to satisfy terminal condi-
tions.
The advantage of this closed-loop approach is that larger deviations
from the nominal trajectory can be tolerated while still meeting terminal
conditions. It is, therefore, possible to move more rapidly from the ini-
tial nominal trajectory to the optinram trajectory.
The closed-loop mode of operation can be used with convenience only
up to the point at which the first constraint is to be applied. In the
Scout program, stage 1 burnout defines that upper limit. For simplicity
and core storage re_1irezents, the number of closed loop points was fixed at
20. At this point in stage i, the computation s_'itches to open-loop for tha
rest of the trajectory'. The 8T for launch azLwuth and tiradeof day are co_-
puted at the start of the trajectory using Eq. (5-30), and the r_maiTing 5m
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are computed at the switch point.
Selection of Initial Payoff Improvement
In general, one does not know how far from the optimum a given nominal
trajectory will be. It is, therefore, difficult to guess how much payoff
improvement to ask for. On the other hand, one can predict reasor_ble
values for the expected changes in the control variable. The procedure
to be used, then, is to guess the change in the control and let the com-
puter determine the corresponding change in payoff. The required calcula-
tions are given here.
Define dP2 as
ti
dP 2 = _ (6e)2 at - 8TT yST (5-31)
tf
dP2 is a measure of the amount of control change. To obtain an estimate of
dP2, an average value of 6e is selected. This is squared and multiplied by
the expected burn time to get an approximate value for the integral. Reason-
able changes in the adjustable parameters are also selected and their squares,
modified by the weighting functions, are added to the integral terms to
determine dP 2.
Substitute Eqs. (5-29) and (5-30) with 8x=O into Eq. (5-31) to obtain dP2
in terms of the changes in the terminal constraints.
d.P2 = d_T [ _tiA AT dt - S Y'I sT]'Id9 (5-32)
tf
Let the inverted matrix be denoted as A with components Air.
vector into two parts, 6m_ and. d_.
Split the d$
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where 6mcl is the initial change in payroll an_
a_jcI
,.iI
The object now is to solve F_. (5-32) for 5m& in terms of _2 and d_.
Rewrite P.,q.. (5-_9.) as
m m
All .....
• A3_ •
Let the minor of All be designate_ as
[x]
I
Then _ I Al I 6m_ + _ _ 6|_ + _T IN] (5-33)
where
N I
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Solving Eq. (5-33) for 6md gives
/ _2 _#_(.CM1._ I
d_
All _ All
(_-3_)
The above derivation explains the type of calculation which the program
makes. The actual details of computation which are used are explaine_ more
fully in Section 9.6.
SECTION 6
PITCH PROGRAM LINEARisATION EQUATIONS
LINEARIZATIONOF ASCENT TILT PROGRAM
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The objective of the linearization subroutine is to convert the
thrust attitude history obtained during the traJe@tory optimization
into a pitch program co_osed of linear segments. The linear program
must satisfy the specified trajectory constraints, and the loss in
the payoff function due to linearization should be negligible.
The l_Off loss will be small if the linear pitch program
close_ approximates the optimum program. It is _athematically con-
venient to obtain this proximity by minimizing the time integral of
the square of the difference _etween the two pitch programs. In
equation forz, we want to minimize
ti
(6e) 2 _t
tf
(6-i)
subject to the constraint
ti
d* = _ Ao 6e dt
where
(6-2)
59 - Olinear - eoptimu m (6-3)
d_ is a vector of trajectory constraint perturbations.
A O is a vector of influence functions which gives the
effect of a change in the control variable on the
constraints.
AO is used _ring Re optimization procedure and is therefore
available without any further computation. The d_ are the errors in
the constraints when the optimum pitch program is used.
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The first problem is to write expression (6-i) and Eq. (6-2) in
terms of the parameters that determine the linear pitch program. The
most convenient set of parameters are the values of the pitch attitude
at the break points where the slope changes. Consider the figure
shown below.
e3
elinear
e2
eI
AtI
t I t2 t3 tK tK+ I
81inear is described by a separate equation in each segment. One
may vrite
82-81 t2-t t-t I _
8linear = 81 + _ (t-tl) = 81 _ _ + 82 _ _ ; t I _ t _ t 2
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; _ _ t _ tK+ I
6@ is found by substituting for @linear in Eq. (6-3).
Eq. (6-2) is written in terms of the @i by substituting for 6@.
One obtains tI
(6-_)
tl t1
l
t I
rl 1
÷
_K-I
tK+l
(6-_)
_. (6-5) can be written in a more compact form.
! "J:l
÷
M_c_
@I
@2
BK+I
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where
Before evaluating expreaslon (6-i), we will break it up into a sum
of In%e@_als an& Introduce a weighting function _ for each aegment.
Thus, exI_es=ion (6-1) is replace_ by
_'neweighting functions are Introduce& so that the 60 in any segment
can _e more closely controlle_. If _i were to be made much larger than
the other _'s, for example, the reault would be to decrease the _B in
the first se_ent.
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Consider the f_st segment.
tI t 1
After intentS, one ob_i--
_i _ 6e2 dt - _i + Ae22
tI
+ 2B@182 ÷ D@ 1 + E02 + F] (6-7)
where
A R / 3
i
B - _A
D
t1
2 I @OPT dt
- At--i (t2"t)
t 1
E n _ (}OPT
tI
t2
_e s_ e_ssion c_ _ _itten for e_ of the k _ne_ se_ents.
"_e i_e_l _er all se_ents c_ be _itten as
t
i+l
t I
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+ DieI + =_.e2 + Fl J
+_e2÷_% +_
,+ +_%%%+I+%%_i+%% ÷%°K÷l
(6-8)
Deter collecting terms t one obtains
k ti+l
i=l t i
+.... ('k-_'k_-+_)e#
2
+ T_AKe_+ 1 + 2"QiBlele2 + 2T_B2e2e 3 + ...2T_3KeKeK+ 1 + _IDlel
÷ (_IEI÷_D2)e
K
+Z
JIl
+ ('_+'Q3D3)e 3 + ... ('QK.3.,_.I+'Q_)e K
+ _2KeK+ 1
(6-9)
_nis may be written as the sum of a quadratic and a linear expression
plus a constant.
K ti+l
i-i t i
(6-Io)
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where
p
O
O
P is symmetric with all terms equal to zero except far the middle three
diagonals.
_K
.... ]
E
J=l
A representation has now been found for expression (6-1) and Eq. (6-2)
in terms of the values of the linear pitch program at the break points.
It is now possible to find the values_ 6i , which minimize (6-1), subject
to constraint (_2_ This is done with the aid of Lagrange multipliers.
One forms the quantity
v - eTPo+_Te+F+_(d_-L-Me) (6-n)
where _ is a vector of Lagrange multipliers.
with respect to e. To do this, evaluate 6V.
We want to minimize V
6-8
8 is determine.i by setting the coefficient of 68 equal to zero.
e . ½p-1(_. _)_ (6-13)
To evaluate _, substitute 6 in the equation
One obtains
- L + M6
The final equation for 0 is then fourgl by substituting Eq. (6-I_) into Eq. (6-13).
The result is
T
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THRUST ATTITJDE LINFARIZATION WITH SPECIFIED VAI_F_ FOR SOME 8i
Because of hardware considerations, it is necessary to take certain practi-
cal constraints into consideration when linearizing the thrust attitude history.
These constraints are:
i. The pitch rate cannot be too large or too small.
2. The change in pitch rate from one segment to the next
cannot be too large or too small.
3. There can be only one pitch rate segment with a sign
different from the other segments.
If any pitch rate limit is violated, the thrust attitude at the beginning or
end of the offending segment is' fixed at an acceptable value and the attitude
history linearized once again.
The equation for 8 (Eq. 6-15) must be modified to make provision for fixing
certain ei. A derivation of this modified equation is given here.
Let the vector 8 be made up of two components, e and ef, i.e., 8 = _ + of.
is composed of the adjustable parts of e while ef contains the fixed parts.
Both e and ef have £ components. If the ith component of 8 is fixed, then
8i = 0 and efi is the fixed value of e at that time point.
With 8 in this form, the integral of 6e2 is written as (see Eq. 6-10):
+ efTp +  Pef + efTPef+ + + F
where the superscript T means transpose.
is equal to P with the rows and columns corresponding to the fixed e's set
to zero except for the diagonal element which is set to one.
The constraint equation becomes
de = L + MY + Mef (6-16)
The derivation now follows that of the previous section, beginning with
E_.
_o-±±). '±me quantity V becomes
V = _T_ + 8fTp_ + _Tp8 f + efTpef + NT-_ + NTef + F
+ _(L + MN + Mef) (6-17)
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_e _i_erential 6V is
6§ (6-18)
Setting the coefficient of 6_ equal to zero, one obtains
_T
- ½ (_ . _' . 2er_p) (6-19)
It shoul_ be noted that the diagonal terms in _-I corresponding to the fixed
G's are set to zero. Take the transpose of Eq. (6-19) to obtain
. ½ _-i (_. _T . 2erTp)T (6-20)
Substitute Eq. (6-20) into Eq. (6-16) to determine 9. The result is
.. [_J + _-_._ . _,._-_ _2- _-_2)] c._-_2) "_(6-_)
Substitute _ into F_. (6-20) to obtain the final result.
This result is identical to Eq. (6-I_ when 8f = O. Eq. (6-22) is therefore
used in place of Eq. (_15) even when no constraints have been violated.
The complete 6 history is then obtaine_ from the equation
e = _ + ef (6-23)
S_CTION 7
BODY DYNAMICS SIMULATION
7" i
DERIVATION OF BODY DYNAMICS EQUATIONS
In developing the Scout program, one of the a_litions made to the
basic PRESI_ point-mass trajectory optimization package was a technique for
including body dynamics effects on the boost traJec%ory. This is necessary
in design of the optimum command thrust-attitude history and in eva_'_uation
of probable dispersion envelopes. An appraximation to the body rotational
motion is employed, which yields a suitable compromise between program
execution time and overall accuracy. A brief derivation of this technique
is given here.
The equations of rotational motion in one plane can be written, under
the assumptions of linea_ization of the overall system and omission of
actuator and sensor dynamics, as follows:
_" . M68 ÷ M_ (7-3-)
where 8 = pitch attitude angle
6 : control system deflection
= angle of attack
. e- _ (7-2)
where V =
where
c
K8 =
K =
q
flight path angle
= K8(8 c - 8) - Kq
commanded 8
autopilot position gain
autopilot rate gain
(7-3)
*See reference, page 3-i.
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"_"- K_ M6(ec - e>- _ M6 _ ÷ _ o- _ (7-_)
This equation can be represented by the following block _iagram.
K_M_
)
A full-dynamic simulation, then, would include two integrations of "e.
This is a very time-consuming computation since the integration frequency
must be at least thirty times the motion frequency. On the other hand, it
is known that the primary effect on the trajectory is determined by the
steady-state solution to equation (7-4), rather than the transient response
which requires the high integration frequency. The steady-state thrust atti-
tude represents a moment-balance condition and can be evaluated by inspection
of the above block diagram _rith the inner loop eliminated (or set = 1. ).
Thus,
e@ %
= _ L%. KeM6
?-3
fr_ vhich
K e M5 -
by assuming e = ec in s_ state.
An equation of this form for B, along with an analogous expression for
the yaw angle _ is usel in computation of the nominal trajectory. Additional
terms to account for thrust mlsali@Tm_nts a_l winds are ad_e_ for computation
of disperse_ trajectories.
_ne actual equations for O and X require proper evaluation of the angle y
in _. (7-5),_ collov..
Let the inertially-fixed platform axes be the P-system of axes.
PLATFO_ (P)_ _SSZLE (m)CO0_n_ATE S_ST_S
J_
_,_ .....-./ )i f,
i/7---
-t'
J_
The missile axes are the m-system.
m --
_x is always in the Jx, Jy plane. The
thrust is directed along the _ axis, which is the center line of the vehicle.
Y
To begin we find the components of 7, the velocity with rezpect to the rote-
ting Earth, along the P-system. The transformation from P to L is given by the
C matrix defined in Section 4. To go from L to P we invert the C matrix. Thus,
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Vjx I
vjy 1
me C-I
Vi x
Vi z
Vix an_ Viz are O. _erefore,
VJx
Vjy =
vj..
i --
We nov ccnrputethe angles _ ar_ Azv shown
A--J-
V_DO
m-- J-
v_
m m
below.
"V.
i /
,AZw
/
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• VJz
The quantities e and X that appe_ in the equations of motion are then
replaced by
K_M 6e c - K M6_ - M _, (7-6)
K0 M5 M
x = _l u m, (7-7)
K@ M6 - M:r
where @c is the desire_ thrust attitude and _c
for the first three stages. _ is always O.
is the pitch rate. _c is 0
SECTION8
P_X_.NCE EXCHANGE RATIOS
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PERFO_4ANCEEXCHANGERATIOS
Oneof the optional computations available in the Scout program whenever
a trajectory optimization is performed is the evaluation of performance
exchange ratios. These quantities are flrst-order sensitivities of the payoff
parameter (payload, velocity, or altitude) to changes in five vehicle charac-
teristics in each of the pc_tered stages, evaluated under the requirement
that all trajectory constraints still be satisfied. To first order, they show
the increase or decrease in performance that would result from a change in one
of the variables, asst_ming a new optimum trajectory. The five stage variables
are burn rate, propellant weight, specific impulse, aerodynamic drag, and
inert Jettison weight. The exc.hange ratios are computed analytically using
the solution of the adjoint equations as the basis of the calculation. The
computation is performed during the backw_rd guidance run preceding the final
guidance run at completion of optimization. With this approach, up to twenty-five
performance partials are obtained with less than one minute of computation
time. A derivation of the relationships yielding the exchange ratios is pro-
vided at this point.
In order that the analytical technique be best understood, the derivation
of the exchange ratio equations will be performed for a simplified problem.
Then the corresponding relationships for the complete problem will be written
in matrix notation.
Consider a single-stage vehicle operating outside of the atmosphere.
Exchange ratios for specific ,H_,,L_'A and _+_°__ _,°_g_._........._11 b_ e_luated
since they are representative of the two types of parameters to be treate@.
This formulation is developed for a two-dimensional trajectory which satisfies
a constraint on ra(lius at the end of the trajectory. The equations of motion
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anl massflow rate canbe written as
F - _ = -_cos_- gsin_ (8-I)
m
_vsin _ + -r--v cos y
. 9 _ v sin_ (8-3)
- _ _ _ (8-4)
go Isp
where _ is the angle between the velocity and thrust vectors, and the defini-
tions of the remaining v_riables are given on page 4-i.
Assume that a nominal trajectory meeting terminal conditions has been
determined. One is interested in finding the influence of changes in the
vehicle parameters on payload, assuming that the angle of attack is adjusted
so that the terminal constraints are still satisfied.
The adJoint differential equations, with the partial derivatives evalu-
ated along the nominal trajectory, are (analogous to Section 5._)
(8-5)
dk
r 5F _G (8-7)
dk
m _ _G × (8-8)
%heir solution has the following property:
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t=tf r m t_to
t t
• o _F + _G 81
m _ s'rsp et (8-9)
tf tf
The initial conditions for these a_olnt equations are specified at the time
the stopping parameter is reached, tf. They are functions only of the terminal
coI_t_aints and the stopping parameter. One separate solution of the adJolnt
equ_ians is required for each terminal constraint and one for the payoff func-
tionmass.
At the initial time, to , the perturbations 8V, 6V, anA 6r are zero.
Furthermore, 81sp is constant. Assume radius to be the only terminal constraint
and let the second subscripts _ and _ indicate that the adJoint equations are
solved using the initial conditions associated with mass s_ radius, respectively.
Using Eq. (8-9) the expressions for terminal deviations in mass and radius
are t
O
8_f -- xm¢% ÷. [ _ 6o dt - _# 6zsp (8-zo)
tf
t
8rf = km_/ &mo + _" °A_/ 81] dt - R_ 6Isp (8-11)
tf
where
and
R _ _ °k 8I____ dt (8-11b)
m 81sp
tf
and kmf = krf = 1.0.
We have assumed a nominal trajectory that meets terminal conditions, i.e.,
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6rf = O. In order to maintain this condition in the presence of perturba-
tions in initial mass and specific impulse, it will be necessary to aclJust
the angle of attack, 0. The minimum change in _ that will enable the ter-
minal conditions to be met is found be setting 6_ = CA r. Substituting 60
in s_. (8-Io) _a (8-i_)gives
6mr = km_ " 6m0 - R_ 61sp + CI,_ (8-12)
6rr " ½, mo " 2,. 61sp+CI** (8-13)
where
t
tf
and I_ , correspondingly. Solving for C, with the condition that 6rf = O,
one obtains 6_
-½_ 6m + R_,6Isp
6_ -- o A_ (8-15)
To determine the influence of these perturbations on final mass, substitute
for 6_ in _. (8-12)
m_ = (½_ -u½,) 6mo + (R_-UR,)61s_ (8-_5)
where
u = _ (8-16)
I_
The coefficients of 6m° and 61sp in Eq. (8-15) give the influence of these
perturbations on final mass, assuming the angle of attack is adjusted to
meet terminal conditions.
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As meatione_ before, there are two types of parameters in the group
of five to be considered. _ne first is one in which there is a unit change
in mass over a portion (or all) of the trajectory. Far thisp the column of
ad_oint variables for mass provide the basic information. This is seen in
the coefficient of 6mo in F4. (_15). Type-two parameters are those for which
the basic sensitivity information must be generate_. In the above example,
the R array for specific impulse is this information. For the Scout program,
the type one (mass only) stage variables are propellant weight and Jettison
weight. For the remaining three, the R array must be f_.
•he generalized form of Eq. (8-15) is
5B.R._5mprop.
where (analogous to _. 8-16) U is found from
tf tf T dt + St y-i T _ -iT dr + S_ Y"I T _E _ A, A, S, C8-18)
t t
o o
It is to be understoo_ that the elements of the arrays in Eq. (8-18) are
evaluated for optimization, bey have been discussed and defined in detail
in Section 5.6. Evaluation of L and R is discussed on the next page.
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EVALUATION OF SENSITIVITY COEFFICIENTS
Jettison Weight
The L vector for Jettison weight is formed by recognizing that an
increment of one pound in Jettison weight implies an increase in weight of
the vehicle by one pound from Bunch to the point at which the stage is
Jettisoned, after which the vehicle weight returns to the nominal value (for
a given payload). Thus,
[ -I [ "Ljett. = lira - Aim i = i, JC (8-19)
launch " stage burnout
Propellant Weight
The L vector for propellant weight again recognizes that an a_klitional
pound of propellant is carried from launch to the point of burning. It
is assumed that the additional propellant is burned at ignition of the
stage of interest and at the level of thrust and specific impulse that nomi-
nally exist there. Thus,
Lprop. = E kim ]launch + [ k] • --gTsP (8-20)Tv
stage ignition
Burn Rate
h_aluation of the R array of sensitivities for burn rate reflects the
fact that both thrust and mass flow rate are affected by a change in burn
rate. The unit of change selected for this parameter is "one percent."
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Generalizing from F4.
_._. = _ °s
(8-11b), R is formea from
[x][o]at - Ix][_] • gzsp
%, (8-2].)
stage ignition
where the integral is evaluate_ over each stage and
[G] " _ where [_]
OB.R.
m--
F
I
G
I
H
J
K
L
V
so that
, T
[G] is evaluate_ by referring to the equations of motion in Section 4.2.
For a one percent change in burn rate,
]B_.R. " _ I cos 8 sin X + 022 cos 8 cos X + 023 sin e
@01 Tv
_3
[031 cos e sin ×+ 032 cos 8 cos X+ 033 sin %]'IB_-_-_.R. " mY
b-B?_. = 0
8H "01 TV [CllCOS e sin X+ 012 cos e cos X+ C13 sin 81B_.R. = mVcos_
5J _K
B_.R. = B_.R. = 0
5L -.01 TV
B_[_-__.R. = gl
sp
The second term in Eq.(8-21) reflects a shortened burn time for an increased
burn rate.
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Specific Impulse
In this program it is assumed that an increase in specific impulse
manifests itself as an increase in thrust while maintaining the nominal mass
flow rate. S3_e unit of change is again "one percent." Therefore, the R
array is formed with the same expressions as for specific impulse, except
_L
that _ = 0 ant there is no second term a8 in Eq.(_l), since the nomi-
nal burn time is preserved.
Aerodynamic Drag
Aerodynamic drag is treated in essentially the same manner as the above
two parameters. Here [G] has only one term, since drag appears only in the
The unit of change was established as "square foot of referenceequation.
sA'ea." r_u8_
m
[G] - -
m
0
0
0
0
0
0
PART TT
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SECTION9
OPTIMIZATION MODULE
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DEFINITION OF SYMBOLS
Most of the symbols used in Section 9 are matrices, many of which are
best defined in the text of previous sections. Accordingly, for many of the
symbols listed below, a page or equation number is given for reference.
A
B
C
D
d_
E
F
G
H
JC
K
P
S
Y
Matrix - page 9-2
Matrix - page 9-2
Matrix - page 9-2
Matrix - page 9-2
Vector of constraint corrections - page 5-24
Matrix - page 9-2
dV/dt
d_/dt
d_Idt
Total number of trajectory constraints
Vector - page 9-2
Vector of time derivatives of trajectory variables
Matrix of sensitivity coefficients for adjustable parameters
on constraints
Weighting constants for adjustable parameters
68
6T
A
Change in pitch angle from previous trajectory
Change in adjustable parameters
Vectors of sensitivity coefficients of _ an_ X - page _5-24
Matrix of adJoint variables - page 5-25
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PROGRAMMINGOFTHEOPTIMIZATIONF_[/ATIONS
Theprogrammingof Eqs. (5-29) and (5-30) of Section 5.6 will be des-
cribed here. The quantities that are to be stored _Iffer depem_ingon
whether the computation is in the closed-loop or open-loopmode. To
indicate the difference, Eqs. (5-29) and (5-30) are rewritten im the follow-
ing manner.
Closed Loop
8e - sa_ - D_ (9-I)
6_ = cat - E_ (9-a)
where B = AT A
Ao
tf
D = Bk
C = .y-i ST A
E = Ck
Open Loop
68 = AT K
6_ = .y-1 ST K
where K = A [d_ - k dx]
Note that K is evaluated only once,
from closed to open loop operation.
at the point that the computation switches
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Terminolog_
A forward run goes foI_ard in time. With the exception of the first
forward run, all forward runs are either guidance or cptimization runs.
On a for_ard guidance run, one attempts only to meet terminal conditions.
On a forward optimization run, one attempts to obtain payoff improvement
along with meeting ter_,inal condition_. The first forw_-rd run (the initial
trajectory) uses a control program that is read in.
A backward run goes backward in time. All backward runs are either
_lidance or optimization runs depending on whether the following forward
run is to be a guidance or optimization run. The equations for the quanti-
ties which are to be stored on the backward run are different for guidance
and optimization.
A count is made of the number of integration steps. KPOINL is the
number of the integration step at which the computation switches from the
closed-loop to the open-loop mode of operation. KPOINL is always 20.
The number of constraints, including the payoff parameter, is given
by JC. IC is one (i) for optimization runs and t_o (2) for guidance runs.
Computations to be made on Backward Runs
J=l, JC
The Ae's are stored from the final point to KPOIT_TL. They are placed
in the DD storage area. The index MLI is the ro_ location in storage for
the A matrix being storod at the current integration step. ML1 is initialized
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to the number of integration steps in the trajectory ar_ is reduced by one
at each integration step until EPOINL is reache_. Then MLI is set equal
to I. During the closed-loop portion of the trajectory, the current A
matrix is stored in the first row of DD.
S matrix.
t
lij I
tf
is used only in evaluating the
EA0i A0j _ dt
for all i, J from i to JC for i _ J
(_7)
Z Sik SJk
Jij " YK i, j = i....Jc _or i _ J (9-_)
JiJ is computed only for the values of k corresponding to adjustable para-
meters that are being optimized. Discussion of the evaluation of the S
matrix is given in the following section.
lij and JiJ are added term by term. The matrix (lij + Jij ) is then
inverted. On backward guidance runs, the first row and column of (lij + Jij )
are not included in the matrix to be inverted. On backward optimization
runs, the entire matrix is inverted.
Let the inverted matrix be represented by A.
KPOINL. It is known as A92 at that point.
JC
Bli = _ Aej Aij i = IC,
J=IC
Store A when MP01E_ =
_c (9 9)i . . I I O I . I
B12
JC
= Z B_ d_j
J=2
(9- lo)
Store BII in the first column of B matrix and BI2 in the second column.
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One row of the B matrix is stored at each integration point. The index
MBI gives the row location of the matrix being stored at the current time.
The B's are stored only during the closed-loop part of the trajectory.
JC
--Z S_k Ai_ i - IC, ..... JC (9-11)Cki " . Yk
J=IC
The C's are computed and stored, at the launch time point only, for the
launch azimuth and time of day adjustments.
D is a 1 x 7 matrix. It is stored in the DD storage area. The index
MB1 gives the row location of the D matrix being stored at the current
time. D is stored only during the closed-loop part of the trajectory.
E. c_ (9-_3)
E is not needed since dx is zero at launch.
Computation to be Made on All Forvard Runs After the First
For KP01NC < KPOINL (closed-loop)
7
6e = BII d_l + BI2 Z Dl_- 6xz (9-14)
JC
6_k : Z ckj aCj zor k = 6,7 (9-15)
J-IC
For KPOINC = KPOINL (transition to open-loop)
Compute K : A [d_- k6x]
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where A a_d _ have been stored at this point on the last back_rd run.
JC
1 Z Kj k = 1,2,3,_,56%- _ sjk
J = IC
(9-16)
For KPOII_ _ KPOINL (open-loop)
6_
JC
- _ Kj Aej
J- IC
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EVAI/JATION OF S MATRIX FOR ADJUSTABLE PARAMh_fERS
Terms in the Sikmatrix are the sensitivities of the Ith constraint
to the kth adjustable parameter. The correspondence between k and the eleven
adjustable parameters is as follows.
k
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
i0
II
Adjustable Parameter
Stage 4 pitch angle, 8 (when spun)
Stage 4 y_,_ angle, X
Length of coast after stage 3
Length of coast after stage 2
Length of coast after stage 1
Launch azin_ath
Launch time of day
Stage 5 pitch angle, e (when spun)
Stage 5 yaw angle, X
Length of coast after stage 4
Length of coast after stage 5
The methods of obtaining the eleven columns in the S matrix are described
in this section.
Stages 4 and 5 e and
_en a stage is spin stabilized, 8 is constant over that stage. Further,
X is always constant over each stage. Recall that A is the sensitivity of the
terminal constraints to a change in the control angles per unit time, from _¢hich
t i ,ti
d_ = 6S _ Ae dt + 6X ] A dt
• tf tf
It is therefore apparent that
and
t4i t4i
Sil = _t Aedt , si2 = _ A dt
4_ t4 f X
tgi t5i
= A8 dt, Si9 = _ AX dt
Si8 _t5 f tsf
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r_"J.ese Int_._als are evaluated over the respective stages on backward Inte-
grations and then stored in the S array. _._en stages 4 and 5 are spun
(together) the integrals are taken over both stages and stored as stage-four
adjustable parameters to be applied to both stages.
Coazt _Jrations
The S terms for the coasts are sensitivities of the constraints to
e_ensions of the coast times. This is obtained l_j the matrix product
Slk = kP
formed at the upper end of the coast, and _here
-.-3
P = V
i
T
_ud k is */_e a_ray of adjoint ,ra_-iab]es at that time.
Leunch Az i_Ith
The launch azimuth is significant through the orientation of the
Inertia! p!atfo_ U as es_-_l .s}'e_ at launch. The basis for e_-aluation o_
Si6 is the fact %_-%t a change in azL_uth direction of the platform axes
produces the sane effect on the thrust direction as does a change in ya_z
anz!e over the entire boost, q_us, the Si6 is fon_ed b2 inte=_ration of AX
o vcr all s_....__
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Launch Time of Da_
This adjustable parameter is of use only when the longitude of the
ascending node is a specified constraint, since the node line is measured
from the vernal equinox, be SiT is evaluate_ by
si7
as for the coasts.
= MP
Here, however, the k's at launch areused along with
the P array of derivatives before launch. At that point _ is the Earth's
rotation rate, an_ all the remaining derivatives _re zero.
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INTERMEDIATE TRAJECTORY CONSTRAINTS
Constraints on the trajectory at stage points are handled nearly the
same as are terminal constraints. They are always applied at the same
time (relative to stage ignition). Thus, on backwar_ trajectories, the
adJoint variables for each constraint are initialized at the constraint time
by setting them equal to the partial derivative of the constraint with
respect to each trajectory variable. On forward trajectories, the achieved
value of each constraint is stored for comparison with the desired value.
OPTI_[_ATION_JCCESSCRiT_ION
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Themethodused to determine whether a for_ard optimization trajectory
is successful takes into account the effect of errors in the trajectory
constraints on the payoff parameter in judging whether or not a net increase
in payoff has been accomplished.
In order to assess the relationship betwreenpayoff and errors in the
constraints one starts by representing the changesin the control variable
and adjustable parameters required to meet terminal conditions with no
constraint on payoff. Theseare given by:
-i
8e = AT[ _tiA AT dt- S y-I sT_ [d_- kSx] (9-18)
tf
t i -i
8T ___y-I sT[ _ A AT dt - S y-i sT_ Ed, - kSX_ (9-19)
tf
The equations are identical to the basic control equations with the exception
that the first row and/or column of all matrices (for the payoff) are left out.
The change in payoff (Smf) that will be produced by given changes
in initial conditions, control variables and adjustable parameters is
ti
8x + J A_ 8_ dt + SI 8_ (9-20)6mf kI
tf
where kI is the first row of the k matrix
AI is the first row of the A matrix
SI is th_ first r_,_ of the S matrix
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6c.and @T, required to meet terminal conditions, are given in Eq3. (9-18)
and (9-19). Substitute these values into Eq. (9-2o) with zero change in
initial conditions (Sx).
t.
6mr [_l . y-i
tf
where IA! is the inverted matrix appearing in the brackets in Eqs. (9-1S)
and (9-19). Eq. (9-21) gives the change in payoff associated with adjusting
6_ and _T in order to remove errors in the trajectory constraints.
'_his calculation is made in the _,_Y_,subroutine at the end of every
bzck_'ard trajectory and is use_. to correct the magnitude of the payoff
para:_eter indicated on tbe previous for_zard trajectory. _-klrthermore, the
element_ of the ro_ matrix
t i
_tf AI AT dt- Sl Y-I sT_ [A] (9-22)
from Eq. (9-21) are partial derivatives of payoff with respect to cbanzes
in each constraint. These arc printed out on each backward trajecto_7. Th:_y
are also stored for use on succeeding fozutard opti_izatiom trajectories in
order to judge :.Jhether or not an ita'ration should bc judged a success on
Th_,_ is_ only if the corrected payoff onthe bnsi_ of payoff imorovemcnt. ' _
the r......_ iteration e:<ce¢Js the co_Tect, ed _" ....p:jo_ on the previous iteration
will the run be judscd a success.
OPTZMIZATION FOR MAXIM_J%i PAYLOAD
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Optimization with payload as the payoff parameter, compared to velocity
or altitude, has the added complication of a varying mass history (payload)
between iterations. Further, it is necessary to recognize that the final
weight (payload) is determined solely by the payload chosen at the beginning
of the trajectory iteration. This is true since each trajectory tert_inates
at burnout of the final stage or the following coast. The 9 program or
coast d:,_mations will not affect the terminal mass; however, they and the
psyload together affect the terminal trajectory variables. _us, it is
natural to consider the payload as a control variable since it affects both
the payoff (one to one) and the trajectory constraints. Further, since the
pay]oad assumes one value for an entire iteration, it is the equiv_alent of an
adjustable parameter.
As with other adjustable parameters, it is necessary to develop partial
derivatives of the payoff and constraints with respect to a change in the
parameter (payload or equivalently, launch weight). These are simply the
colt_mn of adjoint variables on mass, taken at the launch point. In the TPAJ
subroutine at the end of stage 1 on each backboard trajectory, the k m are
multiplied by their transpose and a weighting factor and added directly in*o
the FJ matrix which is otherwise comprised of Sy-1s T terms of Eq. (9-8). By
so doing we have added laur_h weight as a control parameter.
The implications of this move are simply that nov in computing the payoff
correction for constraint errors, discussed in the preceding section, the
equations h_ve these additional ter_T,s included. On guidance iterations the
change in payload between iterations is set equal to the payoff correction which
has been computed. Similarly, on optimization iterations the change in pe.yload
is set equal to the payoff Correction plus the attempted payoff improvement.
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ALLOCATION OF V_RIABLES OF II4_f_JGPgTION
There is a maxLmum of 294 variables of integration which are treated at
various times by the progrez_. In order to minimize the computing time and
core storage requirements for handling this large number of variables, the
following progrm:_n_irg techniques were employed.
First, all variables which are currently being integrated are grouped
in the single-dlmensioned X( ) array, with their corresponding time-deriva-
tives in the DIC ) array. This enables h_ndling of all variables with "DO"
statements.
Secondly, the variables occur in groups whose size depends on the
n_ber of constraints selected. Also, some groups are never needed at the
sa_e time as others. Thus, by allowing each group to be relocatab]e in the
X( ) array, variables can be stacked and can use the same positions as others
do at other times. A definition of the storage allocation within the X( )
array is given here.
Let I be the subscript of X( ) and JC be the n_,ber of constraints.
I =
I =
I, 6 for the six trajectory variables
7, I[AST for the k adjoint variables
where IIAST = 7 * JC + 6 on all bacl_rd trajectories.
I = IIAST + ], kKl3 for A@ * A8T
£n_dance anrl opt[mi_-.ations during .eli stages except
:_p[n St,rLL;j] ized sta:3_,_.
I = IK^,ST -÷ l, I[Af,T + JC for A@ on b-_,ck_'ar8guidancc a_<_ o]_'tbri-
zatlor,t_only during 597.u s1,ab_]_.-,edstages.
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I z ILAST + i, ILAST + 2 + 3 * JC on backward linearization.
I = _13 + l, KK13 + JC for A on backward guidance and optimiza-
X
tion, over stages 4 and 5 for X adjustments and over all time for
launch azimuth adjustment.
I = 2_2, 201 + 3 * JC for exchange ratios only on backward guid-
ance before final guidance.
In the program, I ranges from 1 to KKl2, which is equal to the total
number of variables being integrated on the present trajectory. KKI2 is 6
on all forward and a maximum of 2_0 on backwmrd trajectories.
SECTIONi0
PROGRAMMING OF THE PITCH-PROGRAM
LINEARIZATION EQUATIONS
I0-i
PROG_ OF THE LINEARIZATION EQUATIONS
INTRODUCTION
The implementation of the linearization of an ascent tilt program adds
to the Scout program the option of converting the optimized e history into a
pitch program of up to fifteen linear segments. A satisfactory linearized
pitch program is one in which the trajectory constraints and certain pitch
rate limitations are also satisfied. These rate limitations include a maxi-
mum pitch rate, minimum pitch rate, only one positive rate, and a minimum
change in rate of two adjacent segments. There are several features used
in establishing a satisfactory linearized pitch program. For example, it
is desirable to have a small difference between the linearized program and
the optimized e _istory over the maximum pitch rate area following vertical
lift-off. It is also desirable to allow the largest change in g over the
coast segments. These two ends are aided by adjusting the (_) weighting
function values (page 6-4) appropriately for these sections. The availability
of fixing certain values of % in the pitch program is used to good advantage
when attempting to meet the pitch rate limitations.
GENERAL PROCESSING
The overall incorporation of the linearization processing into the
optimization program is shown by the flow chart on page 20-4. After the
Scout trajectory optimization is accomplished, the linearization processing
begins. The first step is a backward run, evaluating the integrals needed
for the linearization matrices. A linearized pitch program is then computed
and used in running a forward trajectory. When terminal constraints are not
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satisfied, or if there are violations of pitch rate limitations in the pitch
program, a satisfactory linearization has not been achieved. Further attempts
at linearization are made until one is satisfactory or until a maximum number
of attempts has been made. If this occurs, a transfer is made which ends all
linearization processing. _en a satisfactory linearization is accomplished,
the option of running 6D trajectories is tested. When not indicated, a trans-
fer is made which ends linearization processing. When the option is indicated,
all succeeding attempts at linearization use the current linearized 8 program
as a command 8, and 6D computations are included in the trajectory. The
attempts at linearization continue until a satisfactory program is again
established or until the maximum number of attempts has been made.
INPUT DATA
There are several data inputs required for achieving a linearlzed pitch
program. The bacic option for linear processing is selected by inputting
IP(7)=l in data block 4. Data block 18 is solely devoted to linearization
and must be input as a complete unit every time it is read in initially or
changed in subsequent cases. The first word indicates the total number of
linear segments to be used, allowing one segment each for coasts 5 and 6.
The approximate times at which the pitch rate changes are then listed
sequentially and are coded so as to indicate the powered stage number as well
as the time from the beginning of the stage.
The values of the weighting functions (_ from page 6-4) are initialized
in the MAIN routine by setting values for all segments to one. Data block 26
allows for input of other values as discussed on page 22- ll.
The permitted deviations in terminal constraints used during lineariza-
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tion are input in data block 29, beginning in DA14(14). The specifications
of the pitch rate limitations are input in data block 22. Themaximumnumber
of forward linearization runs permitted in attempting to satisfy terminal con-
straints and pitch rate limitations, including those with 6Dcomputations
added, is input as DA13(4) in data block 28.
DETAILEDFLOWOFPROCESSING
Initial Call of Linear
The first step in the linearization process occurs whenever data is
read into data block 18. The LINEAR routine is called immediately to esta-
blish approximate values of tj, times from beginning of stage at which pitch
rate changes. During both backward and forward linearization runs, an index
is needed to indicate the current linear segment. The stage code digits in
the input data are used in establishing KK14 and KK15 which serve this index-
ing purpose.
The trajectory optimization is then conducted through the final guidance
run. When the linearization option is not chosen by input, the flow con-
tinues to statement number lO in the MAIN program where a new case or fur-
ther optional computations are begun.
Backward Linearization Trajectory
When the linearization option is chosen, the program now initializes and
computes variables needed for all subsequent linearization runs. As the
number of forward linearization runs to be made is limited by input, a
counter of these runs is now initialized. The adjustable parameters are
held fixed during linearization. Therefore, the flags indicating the use of
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these parameters are set to zero.
The LINEAR routine now adjusts the TLIN array (tj) times so that, during
the integration, pitch rates will change at integration step times. _e
option of fixing e at any break point involves establishing the array THETAX
as ef and setting flags in IFIXED indicating which ef are fixed. At this
point in the processing, both of these vectors are initialized to zero. As
the e at the end of lift-off must be 90 degrees, the program uses the option
for fixing e for this purpose. If a maximum pitch rate was encc_ered during
the optimization, t2 is set to the stored time at the end of the maximum pitch
rate period. A computation of the time duration of pitch rate se_s Atj
is made using the adjusted time points tj of TLIN. The segments cc_respo_-
ing to coast stages use a Atj equal to the duration of coasts 5 and 6 esta-
blished on the final guided run. Matrices A and B from page 6- 5 are com-
puted, and the flow returns to the MAIN routine.
The linearization runs are processed in the main body of the _ro_
basically as guidance trajectories. The MAIN routine sets all variables
necessary to perform a backward linearlzation run accordingly. The backward
trajectory is begun and processed through powered stage 4 and coast stage 6.
(Linearization is performed in stages 1 - 3.)
Processing in TRAJ and DEQ
At the entry to stage 3 special processing begins in both the TRAY am_
DEQ routines. In the TRAY routine, before beginning a backward integration
over a new linear segment, values of the linear segment number a_ the times
at beginning and end of the segment are established. Call these J, tj, s_
tj+ 1. In the DE_ routine during integration over the segment, the integrals
used for the linearization process are computed. These are used in establishing
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the matrices D, E, L and Mon page6-5. In programmingthese matrices, the
two terms in M are treated separately, becoming
tj i- i, JC
= l _ (t - tj) Ael atMAij Atj J m l, K
tj+l
b
_ij _ --_tjj (tj÷_-t)Ae_dt
tj+l
t - tj i = i, JC
= itJ < 1 A_j _ Aei dt J = l, K
tj
so that
i = I, JC
Mil = MBi I
i = i, JC
= MA +
Mi_ --iJ-I iJ J = 2, K
i = i, JC
MiK+I = MAi K
The integrals programmed are based on the following equations.
For matrix D
Dl(n) 2e - t)
= Atj (tj+l
For matrix E
--. • %
oi_n)
Atj -J'
For each constraint, column elements of L matrix
= i = i, JCDl(_) e _i
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For each constraint, row element of M matrix
(t - tj
Dl(n) m Ael atj
(t - to)
Dl(n) = - AtjAe i AS i
i = i, JC
i" i, JC
As the end of integration over each segment is reached, the TRAY
routine stores the terms in X related to matrices D, E and M into the proper
linear segment elements. These X terms are then zeroed, initializing them
for integration over the next segment.
Computation of Linearized 8
When the backward run is completed, MAIN routine calls the LINEAR
routine, with an immediate transfer to statement 2000 in LINEAR. The region
between statements 2000 and 3018 is used once per trajectory. The region
beyond 3018 maybe used several times, as repeated attempts are made to
satisfy the various pitch rate limitations.
In the 2000 region, four operations are performed. The first is a test
for constraint of _ = Oat stage 2 ignition. If it is selected, the ef at
that point is established from a value stored on the previous trajectory, and
the I]for that segment is changed from 1. to .O1 in order to minimize propaga-
tion of effects from fixing 8 at that point. The second operation reflects
this last consideration. As various ef values are later established in the
process of satisfying the rate limitations, the _ for adjacent segments are
set to .O1. They are, however, returned to their nominal value for each tra-
jectory iteration. Thus, the nominal values are stored at 2110. Next, the
L and M matrices are given values. During linearization, the constraint on
the payoff parameter, orbit inclination and longitude of the node are not
imposed. For this, the respective elements of [L] and [M] are set to O.
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(The resultant matrix (M _-i MT) will have the diagonal element of the respec-
tive row 8rod column set to one before inversion for the same objective. )
Finally, the number of times a new linearize_ 8 program will be ccmputed on
the basis of the previous backward linearization run is limited to five.
_en a pitch program violates rate limitations, a correction is attampte_
using an additional -_lue of ef and, in some instances, changing values of _.
However, when five such attempts do not produce a linearized e program satis°
lying limitations, the last pitch program is used on the following forward run.
Even if this run satisfies terminal constraints, further llnearization proces-
sing must be done to eliminate pitch rate violations. The counter for the
number of e programs computed, KOUNTV, is initialized to 0 in this section.
The computations following statement number 3018 involve functions
which are affected by adjustments in _f and _. Therefore, after addltional
values of ef are made in attempting to meet pitch rate limitations, the flow
returns to this point and the following computations are repeated.
The matrix P on page 6-7, _-l on page 6-9, and the computations resulting
in the final linearized 8 program are then processed. The diagram on page 10-8
relates the progrs_ned computational matrices to equation (6-22) on _ge 6-10.
The final array THETAL has the fixed values of e from ef array and computed
values of e from _ computation.
The next step is determining if the linearized _ program satisfies the
limitations on pitch rate. These limitations include a maximum pitch rate;
minimu_ pitch rate; minimum change in two adjacent pitch rates; and only one
positive rate over all segments, and over the coast between stages 3 and 4.
It is assumed that a maximum pitch rate occurs only directly after _*_
lift-off. The process of matching the duration of the first linear segment
to the optimum time at maxlzum pitch rate, discussed on page 10-4, is sufficient
t_ •
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for treatment of the maximum rate limitation.
Positive Rate Violations
Positive pitch rate limitation is violated when more than one occurs,
including the rate over the coast between stages 3 and 4. When a violation
occurs, when more attempts are allowed, and when a coast segment has a posi-
tive pitch rate, then the 8 at the beginning of this coast is set to a value
which satisfies the minimum (-) pitch rate over that segment. The I]for the
preceding segment is set to .O1, and the flow then transfers to statement
number 3018.
When the positive rate violation occurs and when only powered sta&_
pitch rate segments are in violation, the 8f at the end of the second
positive rate segment is set to a value satisfying the minimum (-) pitch
rate over the segment. The _ for the segments adjacent to the fixed 8 are
set to .O1, and the flow then transfers to 3018.
When violation occurs and there have been five computations of a
linearized 8 program, none of which satisfied rate limitations, the flow
transfer to 7900 in the program, ending further attempts to compile a satis-
factory program.
Minimum Rate Violations
When the positive rate limit is satisfied, flow proceeds to a test for
minimum pitch rate violations. The limit is violated when the absolute value
of any pitch rate is smaller than the input minimum value. When a violation
occurs and more attempts are permissible, the 8f at the beginning of the
first segment in violation is set to a value satisfying the limit over that
segment. Flow then transfers to 3018.
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Again, whena violation occurs and there have been five computations
of a linearized e program, the flow transfers to 7900.
Minimum Change in Rate
The next level of processing is for the limitation on minimum change
in two adjacent pitch rates. S_Is limit is violated when the absolute value
of the change in rates of two adjacent segments is smaller than the input
value. When violation occurs but there have been five computations of a
linearized _ program, the flow transfers to 7900. When a violation occurs
and more attempts are permissible, the three ef quantities over the two rate
segments in violation are set to produce a constant rate over the two segments.
This, in effect, eliminates a segment. Flow then transfers to 3018.
When no violation occurs, a linearlzed e program has been established
which satisfies all limitations on pitch rates. Before leaving the LINEAR
routine, the coast stage 7 pitch rate is tested for minimum rate violation
and minimum change in rate violation. A message is printed to indicate such
violations. The ef established in attempting to meet rate limitations is
eliminated and the stored weighting function is reestablished.
Forward Linearlzation Trajectory
On returning to MAIN routine, initialization for a forward lineariza-
tion run is made. Again this run is basically a forward guidance run, but
the newly computed linearized e program is used in computing the trajectory.
The special linearisation steps required include, in TRAY, setting the change
to be made in adjustable parameters DTAU to zero. PCAL, on a forward lineari-
zation run, computes current 0 for stages 1 through 3 on the basis of the
pitch rate over the current segment. These pitch rate segment variables are
established in TRAJ at the start of each ]incar segment.
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When a forvard linearization run is ccmplete_, the achieved values of
the terminal constraints and their deviations from the _esired values are
computed in MAIN.
When terminal constraints are not satisfied an_ mete attempts at
linearization are permissible, a new at_pt is mede. _en terminal con-
straints are not satisfied and no more attempts are allcwe_l, flow transfers
to statement number i0 in the MAIN routinep e_ing all l_earization proces-
sing.
When terminal constraints are satisfied but there exlsts a violation
of pitch rate limitations in the current linearized 8 program, a new attempt
at llnearization is made. When no violation of pitch rate limitations exist
and the option of cumputing a 6D trajectory after successful llnearization
is not ir_licated, flow _ransfers to sta_nen_ r_nber i0.
When termln_l constraints are satisfie_ no rate violations exist
the 6D option is indicated, all succeeding backward an_ forward line_rization
runs are performed using the linearized 8 program as a connan_ 8 euxl adding
6D considerations to trajectory c_putations. _his 6D linearization pro-
cess is continued until terminal constraints and pitch rate limitations are
satisfied or until no more attempts are allowe_.
SECTIONii
PROGRA_GOF BODY DYIqAMICS
FOR NOMINAL TRAJECTORY
ll-i
PROGRAMMING OF BODY DYNAMIC EQUATIONS
Documentation of the programming performed for the body d_vnamics
simulation is presented in this section. It uses the solution for the
modified thrust attitude, shown in equations (7-6) ar_ (7-7), in computa-
tion of the resultant steady-state forces acting on the point mass• All
of the equations presented in this section are programmed in the subroutine
SIXD.
_he unit pitching moments required in equations (7-6) and (7-7) are
computed from input _ta as functions of Mach number an_ time, as follows:
c
FS) ref
- c%,(X;s- xoG)_"_s
i
• "4- -
M6 o [-cM6(_)_ef C_6(XFsXCO)_ qS
where
CM_ , CM6
CN_ , CN 6
+ _6 _ (x6 Xc°)
moment coefficients about a fixed body station
normal force coefficients
XFS = body station for moment coefficients
ll-2
X
CG
- vehicle center of gravity body station
= dynamic pressure
_ref' S =
K_6 =
X6
reference length and area
Jet vane force coefficient
vacuum thrust
body station of Jet vanes
Now compute _ and 8, the in-plane and out-of-plane components of angle
of attack, respectively, by calling subroutine CONTRL. When _ is positive,
the aerodynamic force is along + m axis (see diagram, page 7-3). When _ is
Z
• positive, the aerodynamic force is along _x axis.
Firefly we compute the control and aerodynamic forces on the vehicle.
FC_ = M_. _/(X 6-xco)
FCNLZ- M_ •_ / (X6 - XCG)
F = _ SC%
So that the total forces along the missile axes are
Fmx - FCNLX + F_ • 8
Fmz = FCNIZ + F •
The components of these two forces along the P-system axes (see diagram,
page 7-3) are then found.
Fix = Fmx cos X - Fmz sin e sin X
Fjy =-Fmx sin X - Fmz sin e cos x
= cos e
FJz Fm z
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Knowing the forces in the P-system, we transfona ",.hem to the L-_ystem
(rig. _-l) _ing the C matrix (page_-lO).
Fix FJx
_en, Fix is _ivid_ by m V cos V and a_de_ to the equation for _ in the D_
subroutine. Similarly, F_y an_ Fiz are _ivi_ed by m and mV, and ad_le_ to
These calcul_tions are performed only during stage 1 and the following
coast, and only during forward 6D trajectories. In all other stages, it is
assumed that the vehicle follows the command pitch program.
°
SECTION 12
PROGRA_4ING OF THE EXCHANGE RATIO EQUATIONS
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PROG_RG OF EX_E RATIO EQUATIONS
As was evident from the derivations shown in Section 8, computation of
the exchange ratios makes extensive use of quantities which are already avail-
able on backward guidance and optimization trajectories. Only the calculation
of matrix R and Eq. (8-17) are new operations.
The evaluation of ER3 requires numerical integration of 3 * JC quantities
over each stage. X(202) through X(240) are used for this integration. Thus,
at the start of each stage, these locations in X( ) are zeroed, and at the
end of each stage the values of X( ) are stored in ER3. During each stage
[_3 [G3 from Eq. (8-21) is formed in the DF_ subroutine and integrated simul-
taneously with all the other variables of integration.
At the beginning and end of each stage, the proper elements of the CL]
matrix are stored in subroutines INSTEP and MEQ by simply using the values
of the ad_oint variables at those times.
Finally, at the end of the trajectory, the exchange ratios are calculated
from Eq. (8-17) in subroutine MEQ. The quantity U in Eq. (8-18) is available
at that time, since it is used in the process of correcting the payoff para-
meter to a condition of zero constraint error. This has been described in
Section 9.6.
The exchange ratios are output from the MEQ subroutine after the units
have been corrected, corresponding to the specified payoff parameter.
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A__C F[FATImS _ON_
By selection of data option 2, the user of the Scout program can
impose a constraint on the time-inteEral of aerodynamic heating rate over
the duration of the trajectory. The formulation is that of an inequality
constraint, in _hich the optimization is sta_-te<! without the constraint
being applie_. If during the itermtive solution, the heating integral
exceeds the input allc_mble maximum, the hemting coas1_m_l_t is a_ed to
the list of constraint pemameters autom_ticall7 and 1_n retained for the
remmi_ler of the case.
e
_e equation which is used for the heating rate is
3.25
IR PS.L.
R
R -
p =
where heating rote, F_/f_2/see
nose radius of curvmture, I%
atmospheric densitT, slug/ft 3
PS.L.ffi sea level density
V - aero_c velocity
If the constraint is activated during the Ol_timizatlon, it is handled
in the proEram nearly the same as the other constraints. The on17 difference
lies in the set of a_oint equations which a_e solv_ for the heating con-
straint. An a_itional term is a_ed to the _ sad _r equationm since the
c_-ai.-_ is a time-irrtegr_l function of velocity a_ altitude. _e added
terms are the partial _erivltives of _ with respect to ¥ a_ r, as foii_ws.
Feldman, S., '_yl)ersonie Gas D_ie C_s of B_11ilibrlum Air," A_o Research
Laboratory, Everett, M_sm., Jan_ 1957.
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3.25 * so_8ooJ'p
W "
IR * (lo,ooo) 3"25/Ps.L.
• 5 *_2o,8oo (y)3.25 . ap
_'_ " J'_ * (m'°°°)3"25 IPs.L. Ip
Data Input
To select this option, set IP(2) = i. The remaining data input is the
same as for any constraint. In data block 8, put constraint code 14 as the
last constraint listed, but do not include it in the count of constraints.
In data block 17, word 7, input the nose radius. In data blocks 19 and 29,
input the maximum allowable heating integral and the allowable deviations,
treating heat as the last parameter listed.
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I_OC_S_ OF INPUT T_T AND WE_HT DATA
MODIFICATION OF INPUT THRUST TABLE
The Scout program can accept an input thrust table in which the thrust
is tabulated at arbitrary time points and varies with time in ar_ manner
other than a discontinuity. In order that computation accuracy be accom-
plished in the use of such a thrust histoz-$ when the integration package
uses a fixed time step, it is necessary to modify the thrust table such
that the time entries are the same as the integration times. Further, typi-
cal solid propellant thrust histories have zero thrust at time-zero and then
rise sharply into an initial pulse. This representation is very difficult
to use accurately in numerical solution of the equations of motion. This
is especially true for stage one at llft-off. Thus, a modified thrust table
is again suggested. The technique which is used to modify the input thrust
data while maintaining an accurate simulation will now be discussed.
The most important similarity parameter in modification of thrust is
the ideal velocity history for each stage. Therefore, the following sequence
of operations is performed after the thrust is input but before the trajec-
tory integration starts. Integrate the input thrust/weight history for each
stage, using fourth order Runge-Kutta with variable time steps to match the
input thrust entries. This produces an ideal velocity increment for each
stage. Call it A. Next, evaluate the integration times which will be used
in the trajectory computation. Eliminate the initial pulse by solving for
a new thrust at time-zero which will produce the same thrust-impulse over
the first integration step as in the input data. Next, from the input
thrust, interpolate a new thrust table at the trajectory integration times.
Integrate this new thrust/weight history, and call the integral B. It is the
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ideal Velocity of the interpolated table. Finally, to makeB=A, multiply
all interpolated thrust entries by A/B to produce the final mo_ifled thrust
history.
Sis computation is programmed in the REIN subroutine and is performed
at the beginning of each case in which any data have been input which would
change the ideal velocity of any stage. The ideal velocities and the final
modified thrust tables are output whenever this calculation is performed.
S3ue sa_e calculation is made in computation of dispersed trajectories
in which the ideal velocity of the vehicle is perturbed. Here, the program-
ming is repeated in the DISPRS subroutine which serves the dispersion computa-
tions.
PROVISIONFORARBITRARYDISTRIBUTIONOFDATAPOINTSAMONGSTAGES
Oneof the contractual requirements for this computerprogram, as
extracted from the work statement, is as follows.
"The thrust data inputs shall be written so that the thrust
for any stage can be changedwithout changing the other stages.
in order to eliminate the necessity of extensive changesin the
input causedby a changein stageweight, the weight time history
shall be input as an initial stepweight, consumablestageweight
remaining, and payload weight whenused as an input .......
................ Storage will be provided to
insure that at least 120 tabulated values of thrust and 120
values of weight as functions of stage time maybe accommodated.
Provision shall be madeto disperse these tabular values in
different proportion amongthe four stages at the option of the
user. "
In order to be responsive to this requirement and also minimize the
necessary core storage, the thrust and weight tables are first read into
a temporary storage area. Columns1-10 of the DDarray, which is not used
until optimization starts, serve this purpose. Then, the th_st tables for
the five stages are stacked in the "THRUST"array, which then must only be
dimensioned2 * 120. Theweight tables are handled similarly. Finally, if
data for a subsequentcase includes a changein one of the thrust tables
(or weight), the five original thrust tables are first unstacked into DD,
the newtable read in over the old one in DD, its (new) length noted, and
then all five tables again stacked in THRUSTwith, in general, a newdistribution
¢
of data points among the stages.
This logic is all coded in the REIN subroutine.
One small deviation from the wordlng of the contract is that the Jettison
weight, rather than step weight, is input for each stage in addition to the
table of consumable weight remaining. The payload is represented, for this
purpose, as a part of the fin_! stage jettison weight.
SETION 15
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DISP_RSIONS
The dispersion module controls the dispersion analysis of the opt_.]um
trajectory and is called as an input option. Starting from a given payload
weight on a ncminally performing vehicle, the dispersions in altitude, range,
velocity, and flight path angle at stage two, three and four ignition and the
final point on the trajectory, as well as the dispersions in the final orbital
elements, are defined for each of the following parameters.
i. Variation in thrust, burn time, and consumed weight.
2. Variation in weight time history- for any or all stages.
3. Variation of drag and pitching moment coefficients.
4. Thrust misaligr_ent during first stage.
5. Control system deadbands.
6. Tipoff of spin stabilized stage(s).
7. Launch azi_ath and attitude error.
8. Variation of wind velocity and direction as a function of altitude.
Output is provided so that the dispersions can be both individually
examined and also grouped as three sigma variations of egch condition
(exc]udin_ orbital elements), both by summation and root sum square techniques.
The maxi_r_&_ value of q • _ encountered on the dispersed trajectory is also
output. Since the SCOVP program was written originally for a four-stage vehicle
and then modified to simulate up to five stages, the program contains logic
in the dispersion zodule to squeeze five stages of data into four. %_is is
described starting on page 15-10.
Programming - trajecto;_ computation
The basic function of the dispersion r_odule is to store the nominal
vehicle/trajectoz7 characteristics, io_I the dispersion data, snd integrate
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a dispersed trajectory using this data. After computing the dispersions in
the trajectory variables and orbit elements, the nominal data is restored
and the process repeated for the next desired dispersion.
Due to the large volume of data that potentially must be processed,
several arrays from the standard Scout-Presto package are utilized in order
to minimize computer storage requirements. The FWB array is used for storage
of nominal characteristics, and the FWA array is renamed GIANT, SUM, and FWA,
where the GIANT matrix primarily stores the dispersions in the trajectory
variables and SUM is used for the three sigma computation. The AA matrix is
used for temporary storage of the staging point trajectory variables and cer-
tain quantities from the nominal trajectory, the pitch program from data input
goes into D4, and the DD matrix used for thrust-welght manipulations as in
the b_slc program. _ne instantaneous quantities in the new matrices are:
AA(i,j) Staging point values
for J = I
J=2
J=3
J=4
then for i = I
i=2
i=B
i=4
i_5
and for i = 7
i=8
i=9
i= lO
i= II
i=12
i= 13
of trajectory variables
stage 2 ignition
stage 3 ignition
stage 4 ignition
final stage burnout
altitude, feet
velocity, ft/sec
flight path angle, degrees
d_ra_ange distance, n.m.
crossrange distance, n.m.
nominal azimuth, radians
sin (nominal downrange angle)
cos (nominal downrange ang]e)
s_n (nomln_l geocentric latitude)
cos (nominal geocentric latitude)
no_in_.l longitude, radians
nominal latitude, redians
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F_A
FWB
but for
then for
J " 5 orbital el_ent8
- I _:, (_/s.e)2
i - 2 m, _2/.ee
t- 3 RP, 1'_
t " _ E_E_ degrees
t = 5 BETAP, _e_ees
t - 6 OMESAE, degrees
T_ and QTH stors_e vhen 4ispersions are based on a tr_ectory
us_ ltneaztzed pitch progrm
The baste _A aaT_ contains 1280 cells. In the DISPRS
subroutine, 'Urn first 1200 cells become OIART (6, 5, _0),
the next _0 beeom SUM (5, _, 2), the last unused _O
FWA.
Stc_ of n_:b_l vehlcle/traJectory characteristics
_a (900,_i) - _T_.(l,2)
Stors_ depe_ent upon dispersion trajectory code
Jl_ Co_e FWB Subscript Value
I-8 1-26o WEIGI_T
261-580 THRUST
581-71o SUPEW
711-87o S[O_ET
871-884 D_
885-89_ s_
8ge-895
9-16 i sex(1)
2_-23 z-2 _ mo:k _9
33 i STS(6)
3A,35 Odd numbers to 33
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Dispersions in staging point trajectory variables;
cells i = 1,5, J = 1,5 analogous to AA(i,J), and
JILL= current dispersion trajectory code_ For
o zm (6,j,j L)
J = 1,2
J=3
J=4
J=5
dispersion title from data block 46
maximum q._ encountered
TIMCT of q'_max
Visualize the three dimensional GIANT array as a stack of 40 horizontal
planes where each plane contains the dispersion information from one dispersed
trajectory, except No. 39, which is blank, an_ No. 40, which contains the
corresponding unperturbed trajectory variables from the nominal trajectory.
A dispersion is defined as (variable on dispersed trajectory) - (variable
from nominal trajectory) and is computed with the equation
GIA_(i,J,JILL) = AA(i,J) - GIA_FP(i,J,40)
and the proper subscripts.
j,k) Storage for the three sigma confutation
i = traJecto_j v_riab!e index
J = staging point index
k = t_e of three sigma calculation
k = 1 for E (dispersions)
1
k = 2 for [E (dispersions)2] _
Other important variables whose values are dependent upon the type of
dispersion are:
CHANGE JILT Code Value
9-16
24-29
30- 32
33
34,35
stage weight increment, lb
control deadband angle, radians
fourth and/or fifth stage tipoff angl_ =
effective attitude chanze, radians
launch azimuth change, radians
launch attitude change, radians
L
i5-5
DATE
 (21)
JACK
--1
,,+l
for
Dispersion type title, from data block 46
yaw plane dispersion trajectory
pitch plane dispersion trajectory
i = i stage one thrust misalignment
i = 2 stage two control deadba_
i = 3 stage t_ree control dea_
i = 4 stage four tipoff
i - 5 winds
otherwise IDSP - O
= i dispersion module will be called
= 0 no dispersed trajectories are required
- -i pitch plane dispersion is being co_d
= -2 yaw plane dispersion is being computed
Storage for nominal trajectory values of NSTAGE, NTHR T, and
NWEIGH arrays
Code for type of dispersion trajectory currently being
¢cEputed, see data block 46
Programming - three sigma variations
Three sigma variations in each of the dispersed trajectory variables
are formed in two fashions, both by summing the dispersions and by the root
sum square method. The dispersed trajectories are divided into two groups
for the three sigma analysis, high/low trajectories and yaw trajectories, as
designated by data block 46.
The three sigma variations for the yaw trajectories are computed first.
Since these yaw trajectories are processed with no distinction between right
and left crossrange dispersions, if the input data results in both positive
and negative dispersions, the three sigma worst-on-worst summation will be
less tA_an a maximum crossrange variation (computed by summing absolute values).
h_:l.mr tmJoet4='iee reFremmt ]?l_.h ]?_zue 41spathes,. '_e
oms,vehes the h4._t_]mr I_"oup, mm_zl.ing _Lnd, dl,lspez,eimm, m_ eo:lAto'U t,booo
'lgL'q_Joc-_ee _ :_1 a,.1.t,4't_ d.£1r/_:Lo_ :Le w:Ltivo foz' 1;_ h_
si_ns computation, an_ those tr_eetorlee _:ose £tnal &l_l_u4e 4J4pe_stcm
De_tve fo_ the _ _ee si4p& @co_3_HMat:loD. _ _ &1_1_1@ dLl_loD is
ser_, t_e veloel_ 41s_ioa Is e_ (posl_ive 4J4rpersion f_ hII_ throe
•rs_ee_orlea ewe e_ a_ a44a4 to the a__e _ree eJ4as a_ aa4
then o_. _als h_ in a4_ the vla4 41s_e=slom to _Me hi_M/l_v t_ree
si_ e_atlon alloys _e user, on one e_ pus, _o see the veMiele/
launaher three et_a 41spe:stol separated _ the _al three sips vazta.
't:ton that eo_14 be e_om_-e4.
Follmrln_ the cartput of all the _eeessary 41spersion Lafoawatlon, the
DXSPRS au_zot_ine then in:Lti&'l;ee tMe reseaer_io_ of the a_t_l t_s_ee_,
vlt_ proper st_ in the st4_ sz_. 5_eei_iasll_, the a_alasl _z_Jee-
_ory's TD4L'Y, x, y, s position his_oz7 is loaded into the FKA a.rA-a.y £'_. RADAR
an4 the standard tra_eetm7 w_rlables ewe losde4 into the FVB arrs_ for
sad D_J_T.
Prol_m_n_ - Slid - Dispersion
Mo_Lffications vere _ to the SIII)-D su'o_rtl_e to 1='o1_']7 _ou_t;
for the first sta_e thrmrt misslt_xmen_ and wind _tsperse_ tra_eet<wles.
Far flrs_ s_sge thr_t aAsall_at, a _ is added _o the e_tim
for the veMiele's resultant _:_st &tti_4e t_eta {¢hi)7 computed i_ _. (?._
(7-'/') in Se_tion 7, _o_ Dynamics Simulation. The _i_ie4 e_uatlo_ is
e_en the JILL cede indicates a high/lov (_av) trajectory, the thrust aisal/4u-
=ent angle is a_s_ae4 in the plteh (yu) plane.
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whe_ _T
%T
T
0 -
K8 M 6 - M
= thrust misalignment unit pitching moment
= T-(thrust application station - XCGI)
= net thrust
_T = thrust misalignment angle, radians,
where positive angles give positive moments
See Section 7 for additional &efinitions.
The additional control force required to keep the missile in rotational
equilibrium and the thrust misalignment force are added to the total force
Fmz (Fmx) in the missile axes system with the term
T'_ T
• I 1 (x_- XCGI) J
The wind dispersion analysis requires modification of the integrated
velocity term to an aerodynamic velocity vector for angle of attack compuTa-
tions, recalcul_tion of the dynamic pressure and redefinition of the aero-
dynamic forces.
The wind velocity and azimuth at a given altitude are obtained from the
input d_ta, and subtracted from the integrated velocity to form the air mass
relative velocity of the vehicle, as
Vlx = - Vw • sin ($w" _)
Vly - v - v. cos(_w"_) "
viz = vw. cos (_w" _) " sin
where V
W
_W
cos
= magnitude of wind velocity
= azimuth of wind's velocity vector
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V m
y -
x(1). _gra_ veloe1_
x(2). integr_e_ f_ _th _
_e aero{)_Lc _loelty components in the tnerk_l]_r fixed pl_'_orm
_x
Vjy
vj,
g
V:L_
vi.v
Vlz
The dynamic pressure and drag force are next redeflnecl uslng _ Vj velocity.
Following _he programming flow throu_ Sections 7 and ii, the solution for
the angles _ and A_ is unchanged. Ho_mver, computation of _ and _, the
in-plane and out-of-plane angles of attack, requires the components of Vj
along the missile axes, Vm.
v=
v
v
cos X -sin X 0
cos e sin x cos e cos x sin e
-sin 0 sin x -sin e cos x cos e
Vjx
Vjz
Then tan ct = .Vmz/Vn_
and tan B - -v_/V
Finally, the new drag force is added to the other forces in the J axes
system u_ing direction cosines from
FiX (increment) = - D • (Vjx / IVj j )
Fjy (incr_ent) - - D • (Vjy / IVj I )
Fjz (Inel_nt) - - D • (Vjz / [V_J )
then D = O.
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The drag term D is zeroed so the DEQ subroutine will not account for
drag a second timJe, since Fj, transformed to Fi' is used as a corrective
term in the equations of motion.
Although it is assumed that the dispersion analysis will always be
generated including body dynamics effects, the thrust misalignment and wind
dispersions are the only two that require the SI_-D subroutine, and the
other dispersion trajectories could be computed without body dynamics.
PROGp_I_",ENG - _[O_IL_.L DATA TRA},_FO_,_\TION
iS-io
Before dispersion calculations are begun, the subroutine SQU_E
tr'ansfo__ms the maJcriby of optimization module data into the form used by
the dispersion package routines. SQ[_FZF, initially tests for conditions
which are unacceptable: these include a coast after final powered stage,
a !inearized pitch program of more than 13 linear seEments , and too many
entries to _{RUST or WEIG}V2 array _lcen the modified histories are used on
a five-stage vehicle.
For vehicles having _ or less powered stages, the transformation is
done by fairly simple data manipulatio_s. However, 5-stage vehicles require
data not preview:sly available to the dispersion package. Two additional
az-_-ays were cstablished, STGTW and NSTG55,f, to transfer this information to
DISPNS and qTuiJD, q%ese arrays contain stage _, 5 and 9 data on t_es,
ntumber of integration point, s, jettison weights, and TH]gUST and WEIGHT table
indice_ relating to coast 9 and po_ered stage 5. The TH-_UST and W_IG_P
arrays are modified so that the time entries for stage $,9, 5 are continuous
from a time of 0 at stage _ ignition. To the T}T/dUST array is added one sc_-lent
of thrust equal to zero over the coast. %_ne %YEIGHT array is modified so that
each of the stage $ weights have added to them the stLm of the propellant
wei_it at stage 5 ignition and the jettison weight of stage _. Table indices
indicating the beginning of coast 9 and stage 5 in both %_TRUST and WEIGh"[ '
arrays ere s toi'e_l in the _iO'f_/ array.
SQU_:!_Zi,;stor(_s the %'[}[table as the nominal @ history for dispersions.
}_en disp__rsions are based on a linearize_ nominal trajectory, the linearizod
O hiztot 7 i_ stor_d_ fo]]c_::d by the spin stabilized stsge O, if app]icab]_e.
PROGRAMMI}[G- COAST STAGE 9 A_ID POWERED STAGE 5 DISPERSION CALCULATIONS
The integration procedure has been modified so that for a flve-stage
vehicle, an integration step size is set at the beginning of each stage.
These At's are determined using the current dispersed trajectory stage
durations and the number of integration points specified for that stage on
Input to the optimization package. A critical time is also set to the value
of the (dispersed) stage duration. The THRUST and WEIGHT table indices are
also initialized to the correct value at the beginning of each stage. The
stage is then integrated to the critical time established and whatever testing
is required for control angle dispersion, etc., is done. This continues
through stage 5-
Vacuum thrust variation in stages 4 and 5 require the inputs described on
page 22-30. The dispersed stage durations for 4, 5, a computed value for
coast 9, and the computed stage At's are stored. The input thrust/weight
histories are first modified as described in the discussion of the SQ_E
routine on the previous page. The modifications discussed in section 14 are
n(7w calculated. This is done by integrating over stage 4 with the stage At,
setting the coast segment values, and then integrating over stage 5 with its
stage At. The indices of the THRUST and WEIGHT tables relating to the first
points of coast stage 9 and stage 5 are stored. They are used in the stage
initializing procedures mentioned above.
Fourth and/or fifth-stage tipoff dispersions are included in the dispersion
package. These are tested for and implemented at the staging points described
above.
SZCTZON16
F_MODE _ TURN C_JT_Oim
e
HARDOVER TJRN M_\_JV_S
Summary
As an input option, hardover turn maneuvers may be computed for the
first three stages, starting from points in the optimum trajectory where a
control malfunction is assumed to have occurred. These turns correspor_l
to a haz_over msaeuver in pitch or yaw due to maximum deflection of the fins
and Jet vanes on the first stage, and control Jets malfunctioning for the
second and third stages.
Programming
_ne computational flow through HRDOVR, after setting input constants,
first picks up initial ccm_itloms for the trajectory variables from a
specified polnt along the nmmln_l trajectory. Instantaneous forces and vehi-
cle characteristics _ dompute_; followed by evaluation of the over-turning
moments sad angular accel@ratlon. If there is a thrust misalignment, the
component of thrust along the body axis is correspondingly reduced. The
equations of motion are evaluated and integrated _sing an Euler method
technique. Checks are made for exceeding a dynamia pressure times angle of
attack constraint, sad for excessive tumbling or reaching the end of the
stage. If these constraints are not violated, the hardover turn _cmputation
is continued until ten seconds has elapsed, after which new initial condi-
tions are read in and the process repeated.
Equations
_ne equations of motion for the two dimensional problem of point mass
motion over a flat Earth (non-rotating reference system) are:
_r = _T@os_._D. ssin
m M
T L= _ s_ ,_ + :---_-"
X"
where V - veloclty
V = flight path angle of V from horizontal
h - altitude, distance above Earth's surface
r - _Istance from vehicle to Earth's "center"
T = net thrust
D - aero_c drag
L = aerod_ic lift
m - _qzrrent mass
g . gravitational acceleration
= angle of attack
- gravitational constant
For the special problem of hardover turn maneuvers, the maximum _urnlng
capablli_y of the velocity vector is assumed identical in both pitch and
yaw. Since this turning capability is computed only by integrating the
equation, the g coe ¥/7 term is deleted as requested in Reference (a).* Also,
the gravitational acceleration g and, for the upper stages, sin V are assumed
constant during the maneuver.
The vehicle's attitude angle, measured from horizontal to the vehicle's
longltu_inal axis, is defined as _, with _ = _ - V. When the over-turning
forces acting normal to this axis are included, the equations of motion
becQEle:
Reference (a). COMPMR Instruction 5100.2C, Policy, Criteria an_ Procedures
for Missile Xn-Fli_t Safet_ in the Pacific Missile Range PMR_ 4 September 1963.
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(T • sin u + L +FORCEN • cos o)/mV
vsinv o
where FORCEN for the first stage is defined as
_101_ l -- T " at T - _ • _ (Cl_D_IT • '_ • S "_ T v ! _1,6)
_T - thrust misalignment angle
5 - Jet vanes and fins deflection eagle
K_V 6 - Jet 'vane effectiveness
S = aerodynamic reference area
Definitions for other terms may be found in Section 21, Coding Nomenclature.
And, for the upper stages,
FORCEN = -T • _T (mode 1) or
Fosc - (modes2 ana 3)
where TC = control Jet thrust force
Note that positive angles and forces give positive moments (vehicle nose up).
Hardover turn maneuvers are computed assuming the following ccmbinations
of over-turning moments.
Stage i
Control fin and Jet vane deflection, with simultaneous
additive thrust misalignment.
Stages 2 and 3
Mode I. Thrust misalignment only
Mode 2. Single control Jet oueration
Mode 3. One pitch and one yaw control Jet operation, with
45 ° roll angle assumed
1 simulation tnel_les the &_os_e:Ic ei_ec_s of • rest_rtag
:_ent due _o a_le of a_._._ and pitch damping moment; all stages taclu_e
Jet da=ping effects.
The &ppli_ble :cent equations are:
1.. (a_trol o_nection) . 6 { _ • s • (-C_EL= •
e
_ref " CIDE_ •
(xcol- x_)) + ,C,_v6 • my" (x6" :cruz)]
reference len_h for aero _c:ent data
Jet vane thrust application station
X_Gi -
3. M (a_le oz attack)
vhere CMQ - pitch damping coefficient
5. M (Jet damping) . _ • (ix(XCGI - XTA )2 + _y)
where m - instantaneous mass time derivative
- pitch or yaw moment of inertia tlme derivative
6. H (contrelJet,)- Tc • (X_Ac - XCGI)
vhere XT_ - control force application station
_e vehicle's instantaneous attitude _ is determined by integrating the
ItL_alt 11'
lul:n_ llllPAc't Iix_
"L¢
I
,f,,
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IMPACT
As an input option, impact points may be predicted for the booster,
both assuming thrust failure during operation of the first three stages, and
for the expended casings of %21e first three stages. _e initial conditions
for the impact trajectories are taken from the optimum trajectory at speci-
fied intervals, and aerodynamic drag force is included for all trajectories.
Programming
Coast stage 6 nomenclature is used for the integration of the impact
trajectories, so the nominal stage 6 drag and quotient arrays are stored in
the DD array. The current failure mode drag curve and corresponding quotient
table are loaded into the respective stage 6 arrays. Initial conditions
for the trajectory variables are taken from the FWB array, and program con-
trol is transferred to subroutine IE_fPIM (INsToP for IMpact). INTPIM sets
the integration step size dependent upon the magnitude of the drag accelera-
tion force. Four step sizes are used, corresponding to whether the vehicle
is still in the at_mosphere, has left the atmosphere, has reentered the atmos-
phere, or is at terminal velocity. Integration proceeds until impact occurs
on a geodetic Earth model. Program control then returns to IMPACT, the impact
location is output, and the process repeated for the next set of initial
conditions.
RADAR _ COORDXNATES
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C_A'_ON8
_e rada_ subroutine confutes the look angles and slant ranges fr_
Earth-fixed locations to the optimum trajectory as an input option. _he
radar site locations are input in terms of geodetic IAtltude, longilnxle,
an_ altitude, and up to twenty sites can be ace_odated.
Pro_ing
The input radar site identification and coordinates are stored in
XSTATN and STCORD. The time history of the booster's x, y, z geocentric
rectangular coo_inates on the optinmm trajectory have been stored in the
FWA array. For each radar station, the geodetic location is converted to
geocentric reetanguler eoor_r_tes _ a transformation matrix is computed.
Then, starting at launch and continuing through stage-four burnout, the
booster's position is taken frnm the F_A array at each timepoint and the look
angles and slant range are compute_ and output. The process is then repeated
for the next radar station input.
Equations
_e following equations are for the c_atlon of azimuth and elevation
angles and slant range distance from a geodetic Earth-fixed location to a
space vehicle:
i. Azi_mth
a = Tan "I _Ygi
l&.e
2. Elevation
e- Tan"I "Zgl
e Slant Range
i/2
,,(X2gl, ÷ z2,1)
In equations I, 2, 3, the quantities Xg i, Ygi' Zgi are topocentric goedetic
coordinates of the vehicle relative to the ith tracking station with Xg i
_irected along the local geodetic north an_ tangent to the spheroid; Ygi
_irect along the local east and Zg i is normal to the spheroi_ and positive
towards the geocenter. They can be found fram the following transformation:
Xgi
Ygi
Zgi
X - X i
Y " Yi
z- zi
xi = ri cos k cos u i
Yi = ri cos k sin u i
zi = ri sin k
ui = Greenwich longitu_e, positive eastward,
k = Geocentric latitude
r i = Geocentric radius
of the ith station
In this transformation x, y, z, and xi, Yi' zi are the geocentric coordinate
locations of the vehicle and Ith station, respectively, with the x, y coomii-
nates lying in the equatorial plane and z along the polar axis positive north.
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The tranmformation from the inertial geoeexrtrie to the inert£e_, t_Levt£c
is the following.
I
- toe uI |in _g - ein u i sin _cl oOs kd
- sin U:l" cos _1 0
©
In the above trsnsfara_tton, k4 Is the geodetic l&_i_ude.
_he geocentric coord_ates or the _ station (xi, ¥i' si) are coeputed
fro: the l_t ge_letic latl_de, iongit_le, snd alti_ laeatloa of the
station. _e oblate Eaz_ is re_sented by an elllpso14 of z_ez_a_e
O
havi_ an inverse 1_ttealng of 2_.3. _e equations fe_ _Me geoee_Ic
rectangular coozdlnstes aze:
. (:-m)
zi =
.  98.3
Where Re = equstorlsl radius, A_ = station's al_i_le
x_ i - Re cos RA +ALT cos k4
xi " _I cos uI
7i - z_I sin uI
I_ e
See reference on _ _-21.
s_o_ 19
SPECIAL _JB_OUTXNES
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sco_A_osPmmEs_Ro_
(1962_ MODe)
Required: Density, Pressure, Spee_ of Souncl
(p) (p) (_)
S_mbols
h
H*
P
P
a
TM
h_
geometric altitude in feet (h - r - Re)
geopotential altitude in geopotential feet'
density in slugs
pressure in ib/ft 2
speed of sound
molecular-scale temperature in
gradient of T in terms of H* ; i.e., _-_
OR at altitude H*
_TM in%/ft'
Subscripts
o denotes property at sea level h = H* = 0
b denotes property at base of particular layer
Coustants
go =
R* =
32.174 ft/sec 2 (acceleration of gravltymeasured at sea level)
1715._827 ft2/°R sec 2, gas constant for air
Equations
H*
R "h
e
R +'H
e
T,jpei (L_)b o o
19..2
h'u)b '-j
P - Pl_ TN
TABLE OF CONSTANTS AT BASE ALTITUDES
- _% - -(_")\ _ (_)b
i
0 518.69 -3.56616 x i0"3
36,089.239 389.988 0
82,oe0.997 389.988 1.646592 x 10-3
154,199.475 508.788 0
173,88_.514 508.788 -2.46888 x 10-3
259,186.3_ 298.188
0
295,275.591 298.188 2.19_56 x 10-3
_, _. 189 _o6. ].88 z. 09728 x 1o"2
2.3769 x i0"3
7.o5_7 x m "4
7.7615 x 10-5
2.88a9 x 1o-6
1.396_ x lO-6
_. 1123 x 10-8
_.2%o x io"9
2.2243 x 10"10
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DERIVATIVES OF (Pt Pt a) WITH RESPECT TO ALTITUDE
le
o
P go
_0 ,, .
e For Type II (LM) b _ 0
. E_÷_o_ (_)_
[_* (_)_'(_.)_,c_'",%)
•_ + p
=
o.7 _ (LM)b
8.
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THE RKAD IRTBGRATION SJBROUI_NE
_he numerical integration subroutine in the Scout program makes use of
both the Runge-Kutta and the Adams methods of integration. _he Adams
method is faster than the Run6_-Kutta but requires s_red derivatives of
the variable at three points prior to the current point. It, therefore, can-
not be used to start the integration. The Runge-E_rtta method does not
require past information and can be used to start the integration.
An integration interval constant over each stage is used in the program,
both for speed and bookkeeping ease in the optimization trajectories. In
powered stages an interval one to two seconds is reasonable. However, since
the thrust can vary rapid_ with time, the Adams method is not sufficiently
accurate with that large an integration step. Therefore, the Run_e-Kutta
method is used during the powered stages. However, during the coasts the
integration starts in Runge-_utta and switches to the Adams method after
four steps.
The Runge-Kutta method used is stanlard fourth order. The Adams metho_
computes the increment in any variable in terms of the current derivative
_nd the derivatives at the three previous points.
by
The increment 6y is given
w 59/'2 ÷ 3z/'3 9 6t
where 6t is the size of the integration step, 31
and Y2 is the derivative one point back, etc.
is the current derivative,
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Identification
FI*ML F HSIV SYMMETRIC MATRIX IAVERSXON
Ira C. Hanson, Lockhee_
.November 1962
Purpose
This subroutine calculates the inverse of a s_nm,etric matrix.
Method
The algorithm of Cholesky is used to decompose the s_mmetrlc matrix A
into a triangular matrix B such that A = BB*. The asterisk denotes trans-
pose. If the matrix A is not positive-definite, the matrix B will contain
some imaginary elements. The triangular matrix B is then inverted by direct
elimination. Since (B'I) *= (B*)-I, it is unnecessary to compute (B*) "!.
The final inverse is then computed as follows. A"I = (B*) "I B"I. All
imaginary elements drop out at this point. Only the upper triangular part
of A is used in the computation.
For a complete description of the algorithm of Cholesky, see E. Rodewig,
"Matrix Calculus," North Holland Publishing Company, Amsterdam, 1956, pages
if0-114.
Entrance to the subroutine is made via the FORTRAN statement in t_he
calling program.
where i) A is the l_bel of the matrix to be inverted. 0aly the
upper triangular part of A is required. After the inver-
sion is complete, the inverse is stared in the lover triangu-
lar part of A. _he original matrix is destroyed.
2) N is the number of rows in the matrix.
3) ISI_ will _e set to zero if the inversion was maccessful.
ISIRG will equal one if the matrix in A is singular.
The subroutine uses three temporary single subscripted arrays. These arra_
must be dimensioned at least as large as the roy entry of the A array. These
arrays may be p_ced in CO_DN to conserve storage if desire_.
Restrictions
The Cholesk_ decomposition will fail if a zero appears during the computa-
tion of the diagonal elements and also if A(I,I) = 0. This does not neces-
sarilM mean the matrix Is singular, but it does mean the calculation of the
inverse has failed. Ther_ is no practical fool-proof method of a priorily
interchanging rows and columns to avoid this trouble. Interchanging after a
zero is detected is not a solution because the remaining elements may also be
zero and the matrix still not be singular. Therefore, no pivot search is
attempted in this subroutine and it should only be used in a physical appli-
cation where it is known that this restriction is not prohibitive. 0therwise,
the CTout method subroutine FLWML F HINT should be used which has a complete
pivot search.
Space Required
620 cells are required.
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_mn_ng t_ (T In 8eeo._) i, __ T - .O0005 n3, _here a l-
the number of rows in the m_trix° A 36 x 36 case took 3.6 seeo=Is.
Accuracy
Accuracy _epends on the parti_lar cue _elng run. E. Bcdewig 8eye,
"A feature of the method is that it yields smaller rounding error8 than the
method of Gauss-Doolittle or other methodl." Several r_ ease8 were com-
pared with the Crout inversion su_routlne FI_ML F HINT and in all cases _he
AA "I - I check was as good a4, or better, using SYM_RT.
©
S_I'ION 20
PROGRAMORGANIZATION
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PROGRAM ORGANIZATION
In this section the computational flow of the Scout program is _ocu-
mented. The subroutine organization an_ interrelationships Lre describe_
along with lists of functions performed in each subroutine. Finally,
block flow diagrams of some of the individual, more complicated subroutines
are provided.
Overall Computational Flow
In this program there are several different types of trajectories to
be computed, dependent on the user selection of input options. The MAIN
program sequences these trajectories, sets up initial values of various
quantities needed for the trajectory, and then calls a subroutine to complete
the calculation of the trajectory before a return to MAIN. Aside from these
two levels of subroutine organization, there is a third level in which most
of the program subroutines fall. These routines are called at least once per
integration step and are generally concerned with evaluation of the time de-
rlvatives of the trajectory variables for numerical integration. Figure 20-1
shows the calling relationships among the routines including the grouping for
the optimization and pitch program linearization on the right side, the slmi-
far group for computation of _ispersed trajectories on the left, and the
radar, hardover turns and impact trajectories in the center. Also indicated
are the page numbers for the flow diagrams of the respective _abroutines.
On the following page a listing of the groupin_ of the subroutines in overlay
links is shown. Finally, the types of operations performed in each subroutine
is indicated so that the reader can receive a basic familiarity with the com-
putational organization.
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SUBROD_L-NE OVERLAY LI_<AGE ARRANGh_t_qIT
LLACK Z:CRO LINK O_VE LINK TWO LIk_f THREE Llhq< FOUR..
Always in Case Setup Optimization and Dispersion Hardover,
Core Exchange Ratio Trajectories Impact, Radar
AT_DS
C_,t_T
COf_RL D_ D_D DEQIM
DISPRS
SDISPR
ICS ICSD
INER
LOOK
LO0 K%_
N-XSCON
OBLATE
OPCi','I,
HRDOVR
IMPACT
INSTOP INSTPD INTPIM
RLIN LINEAR
OPTION
REIN
SY_,_T_T
MAIleD
PCAL PCALD
RKAD RKADD
SIXD SIXDD
TRAJ TRAJD
SQu,ZTLz
WIC
R_])AR
R_I_
RK#LDDI
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HBDOVR SUBROUTINE FIEW CHART
Statement
Number
5
1010
Z7
Z5
31
35
-_1oo
_3
Call REII_, set constants
Load CMQ_ Iyy, Inltiallze slm_e 1 indices
Compute stage 1 flags
Load initial conditions
Look up current forces and coefficients
_L
EvalVuate T, D
Compute moments
Compute _, DT, D_
V
Yes _v No
_1==te% :y,_.
Integrate equations of motion
(zs _U:MZTZ,,,,s_n l?>
_No Yes_
Is_.mS. x exceeded? >
| No _, _es
T
_ TLIMIT negative? >
Yes _ No
<Ha_
i
many intelration steps?
_.Yes _No >
_LfsTG_F)e_psea.?>
No Yes _> jr
Increment forces and coefficients I
,V I
_Yes No £>
_DoneVin stage I? >
<] No _ Yes
Y
Set upper stage constants
KK2=2
HRDOVR Subroutine Flow Chart (Cont'd)
120
 5/ 5o
175
176
---_ 141o
2_
281
1500
4> 295
296
a97
Zero sta_e time
Initialize stage in_tces
C_pute stage flags
Mo_e= 1
V
Lo_ Inlti_l conditions
I_k up current forces and coefficients
Compute moment dependent upon mode
ee
Compute _, DT, D_
V
_aS vehicle tumbled 360_>
Yes
•luate s _, r
Zute_cate equations of motion
negative ? >
_. Yes No
¥
4 Yes No_
'Yes No
v
Increment forces and coefficients
_s thrust ne_tive_>
Yes No
Increment mode
_Is Mode = 4? >
<_ne in stake?
4 No _ Yes
IDerement KK2
%
No _ Yes
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IMPACT SUBROUTINE FLOW CHART
Statement
Number
22
6_
I00
<
__
Initialize constants
Stor_ TDS, QD5
Call REI_
_ •
Stage i failure '
Loa_ CDIF, set constants
Load initial conditions _mL-x
Call INTPIM
(mite _t _atlon)
<Done in stage i?> No
Yes
Stage 2 failure
Load set constants
I_F'
Load initial conditions
Call 7I_1T]2"I
(Write impact location)
V
Done in sta_e 2? > No
7 Yes
Stage 3 failure
Load CD_F,j set constants
Load initial conditions
Call INTPIM
Write impact location)( ,
Done in stage 3? > NO
I Yes
®
® Stage i casing
Load set constants
CDIE'
Loa_ initial conditions
Call I_IM
(write  ati 'n)
Stage 2 casing
Loa_ set constants
? %2E'
Load initial conditions
Call INTPIM
(_i_ _t location)
Stage 3 casing
Load set constants
CD3E'
Load initial conditions
Call INTPIM
(Write impact location)
Re'tore TDS, QD5
iReturn toi
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Ih"_D_ SUBROUTINE FLOW CHART
Statement
Number
231
3oo
¢
Set DT based on D/WEIGHT
Call RKAD
<Is altitu&e ne_tive?_
Yes_ No
Integrate to zero altltu_e
C_te _ownrange
IMPACT J
RAUAR _ YI_W CRART
b_
bf
500
1000
Call
Set constants
Start of station loop
Pick up station' s geodetic
latitude, longitude, altitude
Compute station's xi, Yi, zl
Generate A(_d, Ui) matrix
Start of sighting loop
J_
CVo_pute x, y, z; zgi
xgi' Ygi'
Compute azimuth elevation, slant range
in.variety of output formats
{Write range, azimuth, elevation)
L
_More trajectory points?
<J Yes _ No
Mor   tion 7)
<J Yes / No
ReturnMAiNtI
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SUB-PROGRAMNA ESA_DFJRCTIONS
le
e
_-o_'a_
Set constants
Call REIN
Call OPTION
Compute integration intervals
Set up flags for a_Justable parameters
Determine what type of trajectory is to _e compute_
Set up initial values for stage in_ices
Compute initial _elt-mass _esire_
Increment launch _ stage weights
Call ICS
Call TRAY
Check on meeting termin_l constraints
Add heating constraint
Check on success of optimization
Store characteristics of successful run
Call LINEAR
Call DISPRS
Call HRDOVR
Call IMPACT
Call RADAR
TRAJECTORY Subroutine
luit ial entry
Set stage and bring in stage data
Compute vertical lift-off
Set output frequency (vs stage and type of trajectory)
Pick up first point on backward trajectory
Call ICS for intermediate constraints on backward trajectories
Store achieved values of intermediate constraints
Loop entry
Adjust matrices row limits for s_oring and picking up:
trajectory variables
capital lamb&a' s or B' s or D' s
Call PCAL
Call INSTOP
Determine initial integration step size
Compute S matrix
Calculations at start and end of each linear segment
Test for end of stage and/or trajectory
Call MEQ
Return to loop entry or initial entry
Call MISCON at end of trajectory
20-21
@
3. REIN Subroutine
Read _ data
Modify Input thrust d_ta
Store THRUST and WEIGHT arrays
_. _ Subroutine
Compute linearize_l theta program
5. OPTION Subroutine
_K_te lnl_ options and set switches aecordlnKly
7. MISCON (Mission Constraints) Subr_Ine
Compute current value of stopping parameter
Cc_pute achieved values of termlnal constraints
ICS Subroutine
Assign initial conditions to trajectory and ad_oint varla_les
_zz D_
9. PCAL (Pre_ Calculations) 8ubz_utine
Compute changes in pitch program
Compute changes in adjustable l_rameters
Check for swi_.h between closed-loop and open-loop
Compute vector
I_pose zero alpha constraint
i0. ATMOS Subroutine
Compute atmospheric density, pressure and speed of sound
Compute partial derivatives re: atmosphere for ad_oint equations
11. OBLATE Function
Computes surface radius on oblate Earth
12. I_STOP Subroutine
Call ICS
Call INER
Stm_ first point when going forward
Call OPCNL
Call RKAD
Pick up store_ _jecto._, _._-ri&bles when integratir_ backward
Stop integration when stopping parameter is reached
Call MISCON
Store T matrix for exchange ratios
20.22
13. RKADSubroutine
Logic for integration using both Runge-Kutta a_ A_ams integration
14. DEQ Subroutine
Calculate thrust and aerodynamic forces using ATMOS an_ LOOK
Check whether trajectory equations an_/or a_Joint equations are required
Compute time aerivatives
IF. MEQ (Matrix E_uationR) Subroutine
Store trajectory variables
Evaluate trajectory deviations
Generate lambd_ ar_ I matrices
Store R a_d TT matrices for exchange ratios
Compute A matrix
Invert A matrix (call subroutine SY_T)
Compute and output exchange ratios
Compute B, D and C matrices
Compute payload cha_e for fuel error a_ustment
16. SYMVRT Subroutine
Zuvert symmetric matrix
17. LOOK Subroutine
Linear interpolation table lookup using stored quotients
18. LOOKUP Subroutine
Linear interpolation table lookup without stored quotients
19. OPCNL (Output Control) Subroutine
Write output
20. INER Subroutine
Compute inertial trajectory variables and downrange distance
Store coordinates for RADAR
21. WIC Subroutine
Write out input data
22. CMAT Subroutine
Compute C matrix
23. CONTRL Subroutine
Compute angles of attack
24. SIXD Subroutine
Computes vehicles thrust attitude
23
SCOUT/PRESTO
Optional Computations - Subroutine Names and Functions
le
e
o
he
o
DEQD (Dispersion)
Calculate thrust and atmospheric forces using ATMOS and LOOK.
Call SIXDD.
Compute time derivatives for trajectory equations.
Calculate drag force using ATMOS and LOOK.
Compute time derivatives for trajectory equations.
DISPRS (Dispersion)
Store staging point trajectory variables from nominal trajectory for
reference.
Read and load parameterz for dispersed trajectory after storing
nominal values.
CalI MAIND.
Compute and store dispersions in staging point trajectory variables.
Restore nominal values of dispersed parameters.
Compute three sigma variations.
m_DOVU_ (Haraover)
Call REIN_ and load first stage data.
Pick up initial conditions from nominal trajectory.
h_aluate thrust, atmospheric forces, and overturning moments.
C_mpute and integrate time derivatives of trajectory variables and
attitude angle.
Write out,at and check for end of hardover turn.
Repeat for all desired first stage points.
The above logic is repeated for all three failure modes in both the
second and third stages, excluding atmospheric effects.
ICSD (Dispersion)
Initialize trajectory _riab_es after liDt-off.
Calculate vertical coordinate matrices.
20-24
e
e
e
e
z AcT
Call REIN4.
Load failure mode drag curve.
Pick up initial conditions from nominal trajectory.
Call INTPIM.
Write impact output.
ZNTPIM (INSTOP for IMPACT)
Control integration step size.
Call DEQIM.
Call RCADIM.
Stop integration at zero altitude.
INSTPD (IESTOP for DISPRS)
Call ICS.
Call IN_.
Store first traJectory pointwhen regenerating nominal trajectory.
Call OPCNL.
Integrate forward using body .dynamics; call READ, TNER, DEQD, SIXDD.
MAIND (Dispersion)
Initialize indices and lift-offv_riables.
Call ICS.
Call INER.
Call OPCNL.
Call TRAJD.
i0. MEQD (Dispersion)
ii.
21
Store nominal trajectory variables.
PCALD (Dispersion)
Control upper stage pitch control deadbands.
Call CMAT.
Call CONTRL.
Determine commanded theta.
Call DEQD.
Call SIXDD.
RADAR
Call REIN4.
Determine station's geocentric position and transformation matrix.
Compute look angles and slant range for nominal trajectory.
Write radar output.
I • II , ..... , ......
&\
13. REI_
_e
20-25
Read _ardover, Impact, a_ Radar input data.
i_. R_ADD (Dispersion)
Logic for integration using both Ru_-K_ta and _ Integration.
Call DEQD.
15. mc mzM (y ps t)
Logic for inte6ration using both Runge-Kutta and _ integration.
Call DENIM.
16. SIXDD (Dispersion)
Computes vehicle attitude from commanded attitude when body dynamics
are included.
Computes effects of wind dispersions.
Adds influence of first stage thrust miaalig_ment dispersion.
17. TRAJD (Dispersion)
Initial Stage Entry
Set stage data and set integration to Runge-K_ta.
Set output frequency (use intermediate trajectory freque_).
Stage One:
Upper Stages:
Stage T_o:
Stage Three:
Stage Four
or Five:
Loop Stage Entry
lift-off calculation
store dispersed trajectory variables at sta_e
ignition
set dlspersed yaw control deed._
set dispersed yaw control _ba_d
set tip-off dispersions
Adjust matrix row limits for trajectory variable s_sge.
Call PCALD.
Call INSTPD.
Test for end of stage and/or trajectory.
CallMEQD.
Return to loop entry or initial entry of next mtage.
Call MISCON at end of trajectory.
Store orbit elements for dispersed trajectories.
S_E
Output original optimization module affected values.
Test for _ce_b!e conditions.
For 5-stage vehicles: modify THRUST and WEIGHT strays and indices.
store stage _, 5 and 9 values of times, weights
and thrust/wei_t table indices.
For all affected data, transform to 'original' dlmpersion module format
FOr linearizea nominal trajectory, store liaearized 6 ]Wo_'_ and
stage 0'a in TI_ table.
Output 'squeezed' values for dillon packa_.
ii"
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SECTION 21
CODING NOMENCIATURE
21-1
CODING NO_,_;CLA'fURE
A3D
Ag_
AA
ACTN
ADD6D
ALIT
ALPEA
AIP}L_E
AZW
B
B(70,2)
BB3D
BETA
B_fA6D
B_TAP
BTU
C
C3D
CCHI
CD
CDLA_,[
CG/_4
CG_
CGSP"
CHI
ClNV
CL
CL_.,!
CliC.[O
C_] 1%
CD2P
matrix of position and direction at present time
A matrix at start of open loop computation
A matrix
answer from t-quadrant arctan routine
terms added to _, y, _ from 6D simulation
local speed of sound
resultant angle of attack from theta and chl
right ascension of present position
force resolution angle in 6D
B matrix
theta increment over integration step
transformation of coordinates matrix BB'
in-plane range angle from ascending node
aerody_.amic yaw angle of attack
argument of perigee
total heating
. C matrix
thrust resolution matrix C
cosine of CHI
total drag coefficient
cosine of DI_J4
cosine of flight path angle gamma X(2)
cosine of inertial flight path angle GA_[[
CG_q ._,oPo I
¢
tlu-_st ye._Jangle
transformation of coordinates matrix C-I
lift coefficient
cosine of ........_ _-_+._ 7(5]
cosine of initial launch geocentric Istitude
21-2
CISP
C>_.LPH
C_&OELT
Ci_DELT
CPSI
CPSil
CPSIIQ
CRTIM
CTI
C'i2
CT3
c_4
CT5
CTAU
C'_AU0
CTPZETA
CTCG
CTCX
CTSO
CTSX
CL_,I*SPSI
data block 35
data block 36
data block 34
cosine of azimuth X(4)
cosine of inertial azimuth PSII
(CPSII) 2
time at end of stage (or during linearization of pitch program,
time at end of linear segment )
data block l0
data block ll
data block 12
data block 13
data block 14
cosine of longitude X(6)
cosine of initial launch longitude TAUO
cosine of q_IE_fA
vector of function of transformation matrix C3 THETA and CHI
CTAU_ CGAM
CTHETA*C CHI
CTAU*SG_$_
CrI_RL'A*SCHI
D
DI
De
D3
D_
DAI
D_2
DA4
DA5
DA_
D_',7
DAI2
DA13
drag
first set of derivatives used.in integration
second set of derivatives used in integration
third set of derivatives used in integration
fourth set of derivatives used in integration
data block 16
data block 17
data bJock 19
data block 20
data block 21
data block 22
data block 27
data block 28
DAI4
DA6D
DAH
DALP]_'A
DATE
DD
DELTAY
DELX
DETC
D_JI'LAM
DLa_
DLAMO
DLIN
D_._ASD
D_[LiM
DF2
DPDPSI
DPH
DPSI
DPSIS
DR/@_GE
DRI-:
DT
DTAU
I_TOLD
D:_p
DT_P_,pDC
K9
E1
EK
EL
ELIN
EL_g2
EI/._A
21-3
data blcck 29
data block 33
derivative of localspeed of sound/altltude
change to be made in control variable THn,_A
data block 3
D matrix during optimization
increment in X's from integration routine
deviations from nominal trajectory
determinant of C3D matrix
geodetic latitude
difference between geodetic and geocentric latitudes
geocentric latitude at launch
matrix D in linearlzation process
calculated initial payoff improvement
dump limit for floating point variables in common
estimate of integral of square of control deviations
partial derivatives relating payoff to error in terminal constraints
•derivative of pressure/altitude
negative of error in terminal constraints on latest nominal trajectory
negative of error in terminal constraints on latest trajectory
downrange distance in nautical miles
derivative of denslty/altitude
current integration inter_-al
changes to be made in adjustable parameters
integration interval from previous step
increment to be added to payload
maxim[_ change in payload at any one time
angular momentum
I matrix "
K vector
L matrix in linearizatlon of pitch program
E _trix in linearizatlon of pitch program
k matrix at start of open loop computation
k matrix
21-4
n_B
E_,_
E:_J
ETA
ETA_LIN
EYE
matrix term of M matrix in linearization of ascent tilt program
matrix term of M matrix in linearization of ascent tilt program
mass at end of closed-form lift-off
longitude position from node angle
ALPHA component in vertical plane
data block 26
orbit inclination
FJ
FL
F_FU
I_4UD_JI
FWA
FWB
J matrix
llft
gravity constant
storage area of latest nominal trajectory
storage area of latest trajectory
G
GAMI
GA_Cg
GEOC EN
GEODET
GG
GO
local acceleration due to gravity
inertial flight path angle
force resolution angle in 6D
matrix of geocentric vertical factors for transformation of
coordinates
matrix of geodetic vertical factors for transformation of coordinates
exchange ratio matrix
factor for converting weight to mass
H
HAERO
HCAM
HEADI
H_/ADe_
HL
HSTR
altitude
altitude above which aerodynamic computations are by-passed
Mach nt_iber
data block i
data block 2
altitude at "end of closed-form llftoff
geopotential altitude
I
IBI
IB3
IB4
IBL
used as index loeal]y
data b]_ock 6
data block 8
data block 9
vector of iniexes used in REIN subroutine
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IC
INTC-
type of trajectory
1 = optimization
2 = guidance
RKAD_ntegration packageentry flag
... I = to start or restart integTation using RDq_GEIgJT_2Amethod
A. Initial entry - set by user
B. Subsequententries - set by RKAD
•.. 2 = normal continuation of integration
A. Set by PC<AD
iS(l)
is(2)
IS(3)
is( )
 s(5)
is(6)
IS(7)
 s(8)
 s(9)
IS(lO)
is(m)
IS(m)
IS(13)
IS(14)
IS(15)
IS(n) SUBSCRIPTED INTEGER SIGNAL FL_GS
... Available
... Available
... 0 = zero density (drag = lift = O)
I = non-zero density
... 0 = zero drag
I = non-zero drag
... 0 = zero lift
i = non-zero lift
... Available
... 0 = correct flag
i = wrong f]ag
... Avails_le
... -i = error exit from REIN
0 = proceed to case compu_tions
i = end of job
... i = to bypass adjoint equations
0 = to compute
... Available
... 0 = heating is not being constrained
i = heating is being constrained
... 0 = do no_ set _ = 0 on this integration step
I = this is the first integration step in stage 2;
•.. 0 = skip all exchange ratio co_nputations
i = end of a stage
2 = middle of a stage
3 = start of a stage
•.. 0 = unsuccessful fo_Tard trajectory
i : successful fo_ard trajectory
set &,= 0
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is(16)
IS(17)
is(18)
IS(19)
IS(20)
is(21)
IS(22)
IS(23)
is(24)
IS(25)
IS(26)
IS(27)
I8(28)
IS(29)
Is(3o)
IS(31)
IS(32)
IS(33)
IS(3 h)
 s(35)
IS(36)
IS(37)
... 0 = DSTASD has not been computed yet
1 = D_L:_D has been computed
... 0 = more for;ard runs are allowed
1 = no more forward runs allowed
... 0 = program is in closed-loop mode
1 = program is in open-loop mode
•.. 0 = time is not within _ = 0 region
1 = time is within _ = 0 region
• , Q
o,°
0
i
0
i
0
i
-i
0
i
0
i
0
i
upper limit for page line count
temporary value for KI°OINL
plus = T9 point count is greater than or equal to input
vah_e (after storage)
zero = T9 point count is less than input value
negative = T9 point count is greater than or equal to
input value
current output frequency
current output count
0 = continue trajectory
1 = stop trajectory with non-success predicted
storage for IS(IO)
0 = normal outputs
1 = bypass initial outputs on initial stage
0 = bypass zero aerodynamic computations
1 = compute zero aerodynamic terms
0 = exchange ratios are not being computed
1 = exchange ratios are being computed
= do not store radar computations in F_IA
= store radar computations in F_JA
= stopping conditions not yet reached
= reached stopping condition
= failed to meet terminal conditions
= terminal conditions have been met
= call ICS from MAIN
= call ICS from INSTOP
= do not ca]] ICS
= do not init_allze X's for intermediate constraints in ICS
= call ICS to initialize X's for intermediate constraints
= do not store trajectory variables in FWB
= store trajectory vari_oles in F%_
storaze counter for radzr co_putations
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 s(3s)
is(39)
zs(4o)
 s(41)
is(42),
IS(43)
Is(44)
IS(45)
IS(_7)
IS(48)
IS(49)
IS(50)
Is(5 )
IS(52)
IS(53)
 s(54)
•.. 0 = call 5[ISCON - compute only stopping parameter
1 = call _SCON - compute all constraints
... 0 = linearization times not adjusted yet
1 = linearizatlon times adjusted to match integration times
... -i = backward linearization t_"ajectory
0 = nonlinearization trajectory
1 = forward linearization trajectory
.... 1 = constant terms in LINEAR have been computed
0 = new values of TLIN were read in for present case
1 = new v_lues of TLIN not read in with present case
... 0 = do not evaluate linearization integrals
1 = evaluate linearization integrals
... 0 = no _ constraint over this time interval
1 = _ constraint applied
•.. 0 = do not apply @ limit
a 1 i" maxi do pp y imi%
... 0 = no violation of pitch program limitations occurred
during llnearization process
1 = violation of pitch program limitations occ_trred during
linearisation process
.... -1 = backward trajectory inc]nding body dynamics
0 = boJ_v dynamics not included
1 = fo_ard trajectory including body dynamics
•.. 0 = do not include body dynamics in this stage
1 = include body dynamics in this stage
... 0 = MEQ is called from an intermediate point in a stage
1 = _._EQis called from the final point in a stage
... 0 = KPOI_[L has not yet been computed
1 = KPOINL has been computed
•.. 0 = normal integration in DEQ
1 = integration through lift-off for exchange ratios
... 0 = present stage uses continuous control 8
1 = present stage uses fixed 8
•.. 0 = present stage uses adjustable X
i = present stage uses fixed X
•.. available"
•.. 0 = stage h is spin stabilized
1 = stage h uses continuous control
•.. 0 = stage 5-is spin stabilized
1 = stage 5 uses uu,___._o_s ,.:_,_.,.,.,.
is(58)
 s(59)
is(6o)
... 0 = do not ignore constraints i, 3, 5 and 9 d_tring linearization
1 = ignore constraints i, 3, 5 and 9 during linearization
... 0 = do not consider pitch rate over coast following stages
using continuous 8 during linearization
1 = consider pitch rate over coast following stages using
continuous O during linearization
2 = stage 4 used continuous @ and stage 5 is spin stabilized
... 0 = stage 4 tipoff at stage 4 ignition on current case
1 = stage 5 tipoff at stage 6 ignition on current case
... 0 = present stage is not tipoff stage
1 = present stage is tipoff stage
... 0 = not currently in spin stabilized stage
1 = currently in spin stablized stage
ISTATN
ISTGE
ITI
IT3
IT4
ITAP
J
JC
JCI
matrix for radar station identification words from data block 41
data block 5
used as index or flag locally
used as index or flag locally
used as index or flag locally
used as index or flag locally
(I) available
(2) available
(3) sequence number of % constraint
used as index locally
number of constraints
n_rber of constraints
JC_.L_T2
JC_)LT
JCNDLT
JTDI
JTD@_
JTD5
TABLZ I_ICES
... current linear segment index for tables C_LPH
... current linear segment index for table CMDELT
... current l_near segment index for table C_ELT
... current linear segment i_dex for table TD1
... current linear se_cnt index for table TD2
... current ]inear segment index for table TD5
JTHRST
JTLI
JT_
JWEIGH
JW_Z
JWNDVL
JXCGI
JXCC_
JXCG3
JXC_
Table Indices, cont.
... current linear segment index for table THRUST
•.. current
•.. current
•.. current
•.. current
•.. current
•.. current
•.. current
•.. current
•.. current
linear se@ment index for table TLI
linear segment index for table TTH
linear segment index for table %PEIGHT
linear segment index for table WINDAZ
linear segment index for table WINDVL
linear segment index for table XCGI
linear segment index for table XCG2
linear segment index for table XCG3
linear segment index for table XC_4
K
KFLAG
KKI
KA_
_3
KX4
used as index locally
flag(s) indicating use of adjustable parameter(s)
... current stage index
... current stage code
i =powered flight stage 1
2 = powered flight stage 2
3 = powered flight stage 3
4 = powered flight stage 4
5 = powered flight stage 5
6 = coast stage i
7 = coast stage 2
8 = coast stage 3
9 = coast stage 4
lO = coast stage 5
... trajectory type code
1 = initial fomlard trajectory
2 = intermediate fo_,_ard trajectory
3 = intermediate fo_;ard trajectory
4 = last forward trajecto_:
5 = available
6 = back_,ard trajectory
current s%age c_le
2=
3=
4--
5 =
6=
7 =
8--
9--
i0=
powered flight stage I
powered flight stage 2
p_;ered fl_ght sta_e 3
powered flight stage 4
powered flight stage 5
coast stage I
coast stage 2
coast stage 3
coast stage 4
coast stuge 5
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m<5
KK_
KK7
KK8
KK9
KKIO
KKII
KK12
_KI3
KKI4
KKI5
_KI6
KKI7
KKl8
KKI9
KE20
KK21
KK22
K_3
KE_4
KK25
KK26
KK29
e,.
,.o
... -i = backward trajectory
+i = forward trajectory
... nt_mber of stages in the trajectory
... forward trajectory ... KK7 = K_K6
backward trajectory ... KK7 = 1
... current index for selecting aerodynamic constants
•.. storage index computed dux'ing initial forward run
•.. staging constant = 1
... type of forward trajectory
3 = first forward trajectory
2 = intermediate forward trajectory
1 = last forward trajectory
number of variables being interpreted
subscript of X for last A2 being integrated
first time segment in stage 2 in linearized pitch program
... first time segment in stage 3 in linearized pitch program
.... i = initial forward trajectory
0 = optimization run
i = guidance run
•.. 0 = m&ximum pitch rate not imposed
positive = point count at end of imposed maximum pitch rate
... ]ast time segment in present stage of a linearization run
•.. return code
... last stage
•.. avai ]ab le
... index for adjustable parameters
•.. 0 = C matrix must be computed in D_Q
1 = C matrix is computed in PCAL before entering DEQ
... point count at stage 2 ignition
... KK25 = 5 - KK3
... integration frequency for current stage when including body
dynamics (equal to ST2(I7))
... counter for integration steps when including body dynamics
•.. number of present case
•.. n_nber of derivatives needed for integration in llnearlzation
process
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KK30
_51
KK33
KX34
KK35
KK36
KK37
KK38
_<39
_<O_[E
KLIN
KPOINC
KPOIh_L
KPOINS
L
L!
12
L3
L_
LBD
LF_,_AB
LINE
M
_3
_2
_I
_3
•.. 0 = evaluate derivatives in D_.
i = evaluate forces only in D_
•.. subscript of first linearization derivative
•.. current time segment during linearization
... last powered stage in current case
... last powered stage in previous case
... first time segment in stage h in linearized pitch program
... first time segment in stage 5 in linearized pitch program
... last linearized stage
... last TLIN stage code
•.. available
value of _I at beginning of backward trajectory
number of time segments used in linearization of pitch program
count of integration points from beginning of trajectory
integration point count to switch from closed to open loop
number of integration points on last successful for_ard run
used as index locally
used as index locally
used as index locally
used as index locally
used as index locally
limit on storage index for D matrix
limit on storage in _.rA and F..fB
current page output line count
used as index locally
upper index for storing in B matrix region
increment in _I per integration step
upper index for storing or picking up in _B
lower index for storing or picking up in _B
upper index for storing A matrix
increment in _i
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N
NBI
NB3
NFI
NY2
NF3
NLI
_[L3
NN
NPRI}/f
NSTAOE
NTHRST
]T,_EIGH
used as index locally
upper index for picking up from B matrix region
increment in NBI per integration step
upper index for storing or picking up in FWA
lower index for storing or picking up in FWA
increment in NFI and NF2 per integration step
upper limit for picking up A matrix
increment in NLI
used as index locally
key for culTent type of printout in 0PCNL
vector with number of entries in tables of thrust and weight by stage
vector of subscripts of first entry for each stage in T}_RUST table
vector of subscripts of first entry for each stage in _FEIGHT table
OMEGA
0MEGA2
0MEG_J_
O_.fEGAQ
earth rotation rate
2 * 0_GA
longitude of ascending node
(OI,_GA) 2
P
PDA
PDM
PF
PG
PH
PI
PJ
PK
PLA
PLM
P0
PSII
PS_7_H
local atmospheric pressure
partial derivative of drag/ALPiL&
partial derivative of drag/_L_CH
partial derivative of DV/dt
partial derivative of dy/dt
partial derivative of d_/dt
partial derivative of dr/dt
partial derivative of dk/dt
partial derivative of dT/dt
partial derivative of lift/ALPHA
partial derivative of Iift/MACH
sea level atmospheric pressure
azimuth of Vl
flag in _{AD indicating (past) method integration for previous point
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QBAR
Q.BARA
QDI
ejm_
oj_5
QL1
Q_
R
_0
RSTR
S
SCHI
SDLTU4
S_A
SE_AQ
SGI
SG2
so3
sea
_JG5
so6
SG_,!
SG_.
SLAM
SLAMO
SLCP
SLCI.CP
SLOPET
SIDP_.I
dynamic pressure
ALPHA.-* Q_AR
slopes of linear segments in table TDI
slopes of linear segments in t_b].e
slopes of linear segments in table TD5
slopes of linear segments in table TLI
slopes of linear seEnents in table TTH
exchange ratio matrix
orbit semi-major axis
local radius of earth based on oblate earth computation
local atmospheric density
orbit perigee radius
gas constant for air
S matrix
sine of CHI
sine of 6k
sine of ETA
(S_A) 2
data block 39
data block 39
data block 39
data block 39
data block 39
data block 39
sine of flight path angle y
sine of inertial flight path angle GA_
sine of latitude k
sine of launch latitude DLAMO
SIAM * CPSI
SLAM * CLAM * CPSI
slopes of linear se_ents in ........._nnuo_ _"_u__
slopes of lineal" segments in %_IGHT table
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0
SLSP
SPHi
SPSI
SPSII
SSP34
STl(1)
STY(2)
ST1(3)
s_(1)
s_(2)
ST2 (3)
s_(4)
STY(5)
s_2(6)
s_(8)
S_(9)
s_ (lo)
S_(l_)
s_(m)
s_(13)
S_m(ll_)
S_ (16)
sT2(17)
sz2(18)
ST2 (19)
s_ (22)
SLAM* SPSI
sine of roll angle PHI
sine of azimuth
sine of inertial azimuth PSII
current mass
STI(n) CURR_ STAGE DATA
... Jettison weight
... aerodynamic reference area
... nozzle exit area
ST2 (n) STORAGE
... -I = backward trajectory
1 = fom.tard trajectory
counter for the number of forward trajectories
stored value of stopping parametero,a
.oo
8,,
,. °
,,o
past DT
current DT
past time
time at upper end of current linear segment during linearization
time at end of imposed maximum pitch rate
value of _ at end of imposed maximum pitch rate (at S_(9))
slope of e program over current time interval (radians/sec)
time at beginning of current time segment in linearized pitch progrcm
- _ at stage 2 ignition
pitch rate
flag for linearization with body dyn_,ics
D_JEL multip]icative factor
integration frequency for current stmge when including body dynamics
stored payoff dcrivative on stage 2
+i constrain stage 2 q; -1 eliminate q constraint
pitch ratc slope on back_rard linearlzatlon run
D_2_,D_X
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ST2(23)
ST2(2_,)
SZ2(25)
ST2 (26)
ST2 (27 )
s_(28)
s_ (29)
s_ (30)
sT (3!)
ST2 (32)
STe(33)
SZ2(34)
S_ (35)
ST2(36)
sle (37)
STe(38)
STe(39)
ST2(_0)
ST3(n)
ST4(_)
ST4(2)
ST4(3)
ST4(4)
S_4(5)
ST4(6)
STY(7)
ST4(8)
STY(9)
_4 (ZO)
oo.
I,o
,oo
• Q •
,oo
o,o
• o,
DA_(3)
DAI2 (4)
DAI2 (5)
payoff correction for constraint errors
DAI2 (I0)
DAI2 (II)
wBs(2)
WBS(3)
w_s(4)
w_s(5)
linearization iteration number for output
... storage for terminal constraint computations containing
achieved values of terminal constraints for n = I,]3
ST4(n)STO_E
•.. heatin Z constraint term
... heating constraint term
... heating constraint term
... heating constraint term
... DAI(n)
•.. DAI(13)
•.. DAI(15)
•.. DAI(17)
•.. DAI(19)
... available
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ST5
STAU
STAUO
STCG
STGH
STHETA
STSG
storage for adjustable parameters
sine of longitude 7
sine of launch longitude
STAU*CG_
stage integration intervals
sine of THE_rA
STAU*SGAM
T
TA!_AG
TA}E_
TAUO
TAUI
TDI
TD5
TDELIN
TO
THETA
THh_CAC
THETAL
T}SRUST
TI_£B_J
TI]'_!CT
TIMCTS
TIrg,__
TI},[£
TI_,n'S
TITL_]I
TITLF2
TITL_
TL
TLI
TIIN
thrust
tangent of angle
numerator of TANAG
launch longitude
inertial longitude
data block 31
data block 31
vector of durations of time segments of linearized pitch program
current time in Space Age Date
launch time in Space Age Date
thrust angle to horizontal 8
eo_v_anded _leta when including body dynamics
linearized ascent tilt program values of 8
table of thrusts for all stages
heating rate
time from launch including coasts
saved value of TIBET
time from beginning of present stage
CT1(lO)
time from launch excluding coasts
saved value of TI_
four word variable, page title for first line of output
six word variable, page title for second llne of output
21 words used for variable _ge titles TITLE1 and TITL_
time duration of closed form lift-off
data b]och 32
data block ]8
Tr
TVL
VII
VI
v_
vJ6
VL
W
WBS
WEIGHT
WINDAZ
WINDVL
x(1)
x(2)
x(3)
x(5)
x(6)
x(i)
xO)
initial thrust for lift-off calculation
matrix for exchange ratios
data block 40
thrust at end of lift-off calculations
initial vacuuz thrust
twice the total energy of the o_bit
hyperbolic excess velocity
inertial velocity
velocity components in trmJectory integration coordinates
velocity components in platform eoordinmte|
velocity at end of closed form lli_-off
weight as measured at sos level
total weight in remaining stages (Jettison weight and consumable weight)
data block 38
aata block 5_
data block 53
consumable veight for each stage
total consumable weight in remaining stakes
X(n) VARIABLES OF IRTE_RATION
= V aerobic velocity
= y aerodynamic flight-pmth angle
= r radial _istance from center of Ea_ to vehicle
= _ azimuth
= X geocentric latitude
= 7 longitude
ac_oint vs.riables (i = 7, ILAST or KKL_)
integrals of functions of A for optinization of @(t), optimization of
stage 4 0 and. X, optimization of lmmch af-imu_, or linearization
of e (J = IL_T+I, x_ 2)
exchange ratio R in--Is (k = 20_, KK_3)
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STORAGE ORDER FOR DI_ D2_ D3_ D_ X; and XI ARRAYS
TRAJECTORY VARI_S_LES
Subscript Value
I W velocity
2 y flight path angle
3 r radial d.lstance
4 _ azimuth
5 l geocentric latitude
6 T longitude
ADJ01NT VARIABLES
Subscript Value
7 Xvl
8 k
,(I
9 krl
io k_1
ii kkl
12 k l
13 lnl
14 kve
15 i_2
16 kr2
17 _@2
18 kk2
19 k[2
20 km2
21 kv3
22 XV3
23 kr3
24. X$3
25 kk3
26 )'T3
27 Xm3
28 Xv4
2
or for i constraint _All
2
or for 2 constralnts_ll
or " " " _i
or " " " " 42
2
or for 3 constraints All
Subscript
29
3o
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
_3
_4
45
46
Value
kr4
_4
kv5
_5
_r5
_5
k_5
_v6
_r6
k_6
or for 3 constraints
or for 3 constraints
or for 3 constraints
or for 3 constraints
or for 3 constraints
or for 4 constraints
orfor 4 constraints
or for 4 constraints
or for _ constraints
or for 4 constraints
or for _ constraints
or for 4 constraints
or for _ constraints
or for _ constraints
or for 4 constraints
or for 5 constraints
or for 5 constraints
%
1
4.
4.
%
%
%
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or for 5 constraints
or for 5 constraints
or for 5 constraints
2
All
%
21-20
Subscript
47
48
49-188
Value
2
XT6 or for 5 constraints _33
km6 .or for 5 constraints A_I
Subscripts and values in same manner up to subscript 188
for all 13 possible constraints
XCGI
XCG2
xco3
xcc_
XI
XISP
XR
data block 37
data block 37
data block 37
data block 37
temporary storage of X(n) in _<AD
vacuum specific impulse for each stage ...........
matrix of values of exchange ratios by stage
Y
YY
available locally for storage or temporary terms
available locally for use
ZETA true anomaly of position
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DISPERSION CODING NOMENCLATURE
Variables In C0_MON that have been redefined, and new variables defined for
DISPRS (including SDISPR and DISOUT) and SIXDD.
AA
AEROVL
CHANGE
DATE
FWA
FWB
GIANT
 sP(1)
 (21)
IS_0
JACK
JILL
JI1220
JILI_
JWNDAZ
KLINI
MGOOSE
Temporary storage of staging point and final burnout traJecto_j
variables, orbit elements, and certain quantities from nominal
traJectory
Velocity relative to air mass
Dispersed parameter variation
Dispersion title
Nominal theta storage
Renamed GIANT, SUM, FWA
Temporary storage for nominal vehicle characteristics
Storage for the dispersions in trajectory variables and orbit
elements, trajectory titles, and nominal trajectory variables
and orbit elements
I = i thrust misalignment dispersion
I = 2 stage 2 control system deadband dispersion
I = 3 stage 3 control system deadband dispersion
I = 4 stage 4 tipoff dispersion
I = 5 _rlnd dispersed trajectory
IDSP(1) = - yaw dispersion
0 no dispersion
+ pitch dispersion (high/low)
= -i pitch plane dispersion
= -2 yaw plane dispersion
Storage for nominal IS(40)
Local variable
Storage for nominal NSTAGE, NTHRST, and NWEIGH
Code for type of dispersion trajectory being processed.
data block 46.
JILL
JILI_2 0
Wind azimuth table index
Wlr_ velocity _ _
See
Number of entries in TLIN and THETAL arrays
Sequential storage of JILL codes called and flag indicating
pitch or yaw dispersion
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MGROW
MBROWE
NPRNT
NSTGE
NSTORE
N1
STIME
SUM
TWOE
WCHA_
WINDAZ
WINDVL
JILT85
NSTW_,TW(17)(18)
(19)(20)
(21)
(22)
(23)(24)
(2)(3)
(4)(_)
(6)(7)
(8)(9)
(lo)
(13)
(2o)
(2_)(22)
_r_,o-osv.(mRow,l) --jiu.
MGOOSE (MGROW, 2) - 0 pitch dispersion
= -I yaw dispersion
Counter for total number of dispersed trajectories which have
been requested at any time
Dispersion array output index
Index for output of input data
Stage in which dispersion parameter occurs
= -1 nominal parameters have not been store_ in FWB for
thrust dispersion trajectory
= 0 nominal parameters have been stored
Local index
Local index
Used in loading linear theta into theta array
Storage for three sigma computation
AEROVL during trajectory computation
CHANGE in input units
Wind azimuth table
Wind velocity table
Flag for dispersion code 7 or 8, vacuum thrust dispersions, for
a 5-stage vehicle
= 0 No
= 1 Yes
Noraina 1
Nominal
Nominal
Nominal
Current
Current
C_urrent
Current
Stage 4
Coast 9
first time point
first time point
first time point
first time point
first time point
first time point
first time point
first time point
duration nominal
duration nominal
of coast 9 in WEIGHT table
of stage 5 in WEIGHT table
of coast 9 in THRUST table
of stage 5 in T}_UST table
of coast 9 in WEIGHT table
of stage 5 in WEIGHT table
of coast 9 in THRUST table
of stage 5 in THRUST table
value
value
Stage 5 duration nominal value
Number of integration points in stage
Number of integration points in coast 9
Number of integration points in stage 5
At integration step size for stage 4
At integration step size for coast 9
At integration step size for stage 5
St'age 4 jettison weight nominal value
Stage 5 Jettison weight nominal value
At of current stage 4
At of current coast 9
At of current stage 5
Ctu'renb stage h dictation
Current coast 9 duration
Current stage 5 duration
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_//%DOVERCODINGNOMENCIA_Xn_E
Variables in COM_DNthat have beenredefined as well as newvariables defined
for HRDOVR.
ARMTV
CAIPHA
CON
DI
De
Be_DOT
93
DA6D
DELTAY
DD4AX
DETA
IYn4AX
DTMIN
EDOTDT
EDOT
ETA
FORCEN
GAMOID
ICKY
INK
INX
INXLIM
IRISH
IRK
IXPTR
JTD2
JTD5
LINECT
MODE
Stage i thrust misalignment _nd pitch dampingmomentarm
Cosine of angle of attack
57.295... radian to degree conversion
Hardover first derivatives for integration
lyy = pitch axis momentof inertia
Iyy time derivative
lyy quotient tableSeedata block 45
Seedata block 33
CMQ quotient table
Maximum allowable attitude angle step
51] = attitude angle step
Maximum allowable integration time step
Minimum allowable integration time step
_= angular acceleration about pitch axis
= angular velocity about pitch axis
= attitude angle
Force normal to vehicle longitudinal axis
Vo = flight path angle at start of hardover turn
Access frequency for initial conditions
FWB subscript for first element of current point set
Relative counter for FWB points
INX limit
Maximum number of integration steps allowed per turn
IRISH
Index for current FWB point set
CMQ segment index
lyy segment index
Output line counter
Stage 2 or 3 failure mode index
OPFLAG Output time counter
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QBPJ_
SALPHA
SAMDOT
SGELD
SUMDN
SUMDT
T]_D
TLIMIT
x(9)
XT
X_CG
XMC_Q
XMD_
X_CG
XMTM
XTIMCT
Z
m
Integration stops one second after q'_max
Sine of an_le of attack
Mass time derivative
Sine 7
x DETA
E DT, used as flag in evaluating forces
Time since hardover turn started
Time remaining in hardover turn
Integrated change in flight path angle
CMQ = pitch damping coefficient
M_ent due to angle of attack, per radian
Moment due to pitch damping
Total damping moment
Moment due to control surface deflection, per radian deflection
Moment due to thrust misalignemtn or control Jet
TIMCT at stage ignition
Local variable
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IMPACT CODING NOMENC_
Variables in COMMON that have been redefined and new variables defined for
IMPACT, INTPIM, and RKADIM.
CON
DD
ICKY
INK
INSTNT
INX
_(23)
ISIZE
IVY
IXPTR
LINI_T
MTER_
QD5
STINCT
TD5
VCOEF
VOLD
VTERM
XSTI
XST2
XST3
XST4
XTIM_T
57.295..., z_adian to _egree conversion
Drag curve storage
Access frequency to FWB storage
Local index for FWB trajectory variable set
Stage indicator
Index for FWB storage
Impact failure mode flag
= -i thrust failure
= -4 expen_ed casings
= -i0 expended casings at terminal velocity
Index for DT branch
Number of FWB sets for current stage
Points to current starting values in FWB
Output line counter
Terminal velocity flag
Current impact drag curve quotient table
Storage for TINCT
Current impact drag curve
Terminal velocity coefficient
01d velocity for reference
Terminal velocity
Storage for STGH(5)
Temporary output storage
Temporary output storage
Temporary output storage
Current stage base time
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RADARCODING NOM_NCLAE_GRE
N_a variables defined for RADAR in addition to redefined variables.
All, AlP, AI3
A21, A22, A23
A31, A32, A33 J
AZ_IS
AZ_IN
CLAT
CON
CU
DIAD
DLOD
E_LS
EL_£1N
FWA
IAZD
I_XED
ISLE
ISTA_"_{
LIN_T
RADT
RA
SIAT
SRRED
SP
STCORD
Sk_Or_O
SU
XALT
XBAR
XGI
XOB
_qE
XYST
A(kd, ui) transformation matrix
Azimuth angle, mills
Azlmu+_h angle, minutes
Cosine of station's geodetic latitude
0.017453293, degree to radian conversion
Cosine of station's longitude
Station's geodetic latitude
Station's longitude
Elevation angle, mills
Elevation angle, minutes
Booster's Tr4CT, x, y, z history
Integer azimuth angle
Integer elevation angle
Number of stored trajectory point sets
_amber of radar stations
Station identification
Output line counter
Radar output time
Ri_It ascension of station's position
Sine of station's geodetic latitude
Slant range reduced
Slant range
Station input coordinates
Station input coordinates
Sine of station's lcngitude
Station's altitude
Geocentric coordinate difference
Topocentric geodetic coordinate
Flattening factor for oblateness
Equatorial radius
Station's rf piano projection
Geocentric coordinate difference
Topocentric geodetic coordinate
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ZBAR
ZGI
ZI
Z
Geocentric coordinate difference
Topocentric geodetic coordinate
Station's Z geocentric coordinate
Local variable
P.Mt_ X'X'X
tB_ I M_I_.AtI.
i
!
I
!
SE_'TXON
SCOUT _ OP_L'_ON
PRCORAM _0_
In the Scout _, several ___erent t71_s of _raJectc_7 calculations
are available to the user at his option. _is sactlon l_vides Instructions
on data input and interpre_tton of the _ OUtl_ ineludtag, inttial_,
a discussion of the sequence of _:sJee_ ccuputatloas.
Sequence of _m_ector 7 Iterations Durin_ Optimization
TrsJecto_7 cc_utations use4 in this l=ogrs: fall first into the cate-
gories of either "foz_mAxl" or "_e_az_." On a forvsz_ traJec_, time
ceeds l_sitivel_ and on a _kmu_ tra_ee_, negatively. On a f_ tra-
Jectory on_ the equations of motion are integrated; on a backeard traJect<_
the ad_oint differential equations are solved. The next: ms_loz' categories are
"guidance" or "ol_imtsa_ton." On a gut&uwe tz_eetc_r one is eo_erned only
vith meeting termlnsl constraints on the trajectory vs:iables; in optimization
improvement of the l_yoi_ l_eter is attempted as yell.
Since solutions of the ad_oint equations are used dlfTerrentl_ for for-
vaz_ guidance versus optimization runs, a forvard guidance run must be pre-
ceded by a backvazd guidance run. Similszl_, a for_ optimization run is
preceded by a backvazd optimization run. Details of the differences between
these are defined in Section 9.2. The remaining ma_r categories are "success-
ful" or "unsuccessful," as Judged at the end of each forvard trajectory. A
successful forward guidance trajectory satisfies terminal constraints within
acceptable lialts, and a successful forvazd optimization achieves some increase
in the payoff I_ as yell.
_e sequence of tr_ectory iterations starts vith an initial n_ninal.
This is siwp_y an integration of the equations of motion using an input thrust-
direction history. This _ninal trajectory is then used as the basis for a
backvazd guidance tr_ee_n_, vhieh is followed by a forward guidance run. It
is alvays assmaed that a f_-'_._._..idance _e_ represents an i=provement
over the previous n_mlnal. _us, each for_ guldanee ta_ectory becc_es the
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new nominal and the basis for a new solution of the adJotnt equations. Back-
ward and lea-ward guidance runs are continued until one is Jua@_l "successful."
At this point a backward optimization run is made and the magnitude of the ini-
tial payoff improvement attempt is computed (see Section _.7). A forward
optimization run is then made. If it Is successful, it is used as the new
nominal and backward and forward optimization trajectories are computed, etc.
If it is unsuccessful, that trajectory is discarded and another forward opti-
mization is computed with half of the previous attempt at payoff improvement
specified, etc. Thus, a succession of successf_,l and unsuccessful optimiza-
tion runs are computed either until the atten_ted pe_off improvement is smaller
than a specified magnitude or until the count of forward trajectories is within
one of a specified limit. In either case, the sequence is then ended with a
backward and a final forward guidance trajectory which represents the optimum
path under the assumption of point mass motion.
Linearization of Pitch Program Option
The next step is the automatic linearization of the optimum pitch program.
This is accomplished as a sequence of backward and forward guidance trajectories
wherein the 6 history is linearized with minimum-integral-square change in
subject to meeting all trajectory constraints and rate limitations on the pitch
program. This is done first for point mass motion and will generally require
one to three iterations. When all constraints are satisfied, the linearization
will be repeated, by option, with the simulated bc_ dynamics effects added to
the equations of motion as a final check on the trajectory.
Dispersed Trajectories Option
The next computation in sequence is the evaluation of trajectory disper-
sions due to various vehicle and enviromnental anomalies. This is accomplished
through a series of forw_ trajectories with each of the dispersion sources
considered in turn. After the last of these a su_ statement is output of
all the individual dispersions; worst-on-worst summations of high, low, and
side dispersions; and RSS combinations of these mz_bers.
Hardover Turns Option
Failure mode turns are computed next, where failure is considered at speci-
fied intervals along the nominal trajectory.
DATA I_POT FCEMAT
D_ta Blocks
Data required for prograo execution are grouped and input in 4ata blocks
vhieh are idantified by numbe_. Each block contains a ec_ type of informs-
%Ion such as the ease title c_ • sta_e thrust table, and utilizes a speeifie&
I_RTRAN fca_m_ for the entire data block. _he contents of each data block
are aiacuased and then m_arized on the next several paps.
Header Carda
Input data are punched on cards _hich are placed behi_l the program
hines7 deck. Cards for each data block are Irm_eeded and identified by a
"header" card. The fcmwmt of the header cards is _13, where the first field
is the _ block mmber and the second and third fields give the (inclusive)
locatlo_ within the data block that the subsequent data wca_ are to be
placed. _usp if the user wished to change constants 2, 3 and 4 in data
block i0, the header card vould be punched i 0 2 _ , and the
first three fields of the next card would contain the three constants. _e
fourth field of the header card is used to i_enti_ the vehicle stage number
for the data, where necessary. _he stage desiEr_tion should be included only
for the data blocks as specified on the follcving ps_es.
Card Sequencin_
Cards vlthin each data block must foll_, sequentlal_. Further, groups of
data blocks must follow in correct order, as follows. All data for trajectory
optlalzatlon and pitch program linea_izatlon (including 6I) simulation in stage
one) a_pea_ in data blocks 1 through _0 and must be first in sequence. A
blank card then rollers. Next in sequence are the groups of cards for disper-
sion, ha_ turns, impact locus, e_ radar, in that order. A blank card
follows each gro-p. Data must be inl_ for a given _ only if the respec-
tive option has been selected. With the exception of the data for the dis-
persed trajectories, the data block- vithin each group may appear in any order.

Successive Cases
Successive eases _n be run with a _ of sd4/ttemsl 4ats input.
For optlni_tl_ and ]J_m_l_tion, _ the e3mn_e in 4sts _ the ]weaedlng
case _st be i_t. For all other e_ti_ _ _ _ be _t_l. A
blank ea_1 nut £o11_v tbo _ £_ u_b _.
999 Card
A card vtth 999 lxmebo4 in the first three eolmm8 nut end the dst_ deck.
It 18 to be placed behint the bleak card vhleh sa4s the data far the finsl
case. When the READ ro_lm e_mmterl the 999 eard,• nmwal itop is tntt-
cste4 to the nsehine opea_, so that the Job esn be terutaste4.
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DISCUSSION OF THE DATA BIDCKS
This discussion is a supplement to the detailed instructions beginning on page
22-18.
Data Blocks l, 2, 3
Alph&-mLmeric comment cards that are output at the top of each page.
block 1 is the first line; data blocks 2 and 3 appear on the second line.
Data
there
spun_
Data Block
Basic computation options are as follows:
(1) Selection of payoff function influences the required sequence
of constraint parameters (data block 8) and the units of the performs_nce
exchange ratios (see page 22-31).
(2) If heating constraint is to be imposed, see Section 13.
(3) If selected, performance exchange ratios are computed at end of
optimization. See Section 8.
(4) Not used.
(5) Not used.
(6) Select 0 if running only to obtain an optimum trajectory with no
requirement for exact definition of trajectory. Normal sequence of trajectory
iterations would call for inclusion of body dynamics effects following optimi-
zation and point mazs ]inearization, for which set = 1. This option can be
set = 2 if only one for_rard trajectory is specified in Data Block 28.
(7) Linearization of the % history at completion of optimization will
be done if set = ]. Requlres input of times of beginning of each linear seg-
ment in Date B]ock 18. If IP(6) = l, then IF(7) nmst = I.
(8) Not use_.
(9) Specification of sp_n/no--spin in stages 4 and 5. Set = 3 only when
ar-: five stages. Otherwise, i or 2.
(i0) yaw an_]c in stooges 4 and 5 coup]ed or independent. _en 4 and 5 are
se% = 1.
(i7) In order to mlnim_.ze the q • _ history over the final desiga trajec-
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tory, the user can impose a zero-alpha constraint over az7 portion of stage i
by this option. The time interval is Input in Dsta Block 22. In general, the
beginning time should allow for the initial piT_.h over maneuver. Suggest
start and stop times of approxlmately 15. and 60. seecmds. This eonstrain_
is applied only during optimization.
(12) By selection of this option, the pitch angle @ will be adjusted to
produce a zero angle of attack at ignition of stage 2. _lis viii be cetera-
plashed during linearization as well as optimization. No further input is
required.
(13) Select type of q constraint at sta_e 2 ignition,
(1_) Not USed.
(15) For convenience, pr_ilT in checkout, the fl_ing-point numbers
in camon have been grou_ and eas be _u_ in T_e fl_ting-point format
when requesting a _usp at the end of the Job.
(16) _ us_.
(17) Selection of this option provides • T_-_D-page Outq_ut of all the
input data for each ease. _e data are identified by _ bloeM _ and
a few descriptive words.
(18) Not used.
(19) Not us_.
(2o) Not us_a.
(21) Data for runui_ dirpersed tr_ectories includes that m_rmall_
required for running one f_ tra4ee_ with 6D, plus da_a for stages 2
and 3 in Data Blocks 33 and 37, plus _hat described in the _is_sion of Data
(2) See atm_sion for tm_rt %o Data B_ks _ sad &_.
(23) See alscussion for _ to l_ta Bloc.Ms _ 8nO. k3.
(2_) See discussion for input %o Data Block &l.
Data Block
•.e _ s_,_ _ ,_t a_m, _e -_ !_ 6 _ !
8 _ 2 _ _ 2 1 0 0 except +_t the_ _nee can be terminated with
the final zero after s_ powered or..eo_st s_. _at is, the sequence must
al_ay_ begin with i_ end with O_ and have the S'_t, KOS appee_ in the above order.
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Data Block 6
For each adjustable parameter selected here, a weighting constant must
be input in Data Block 27. If coasts are driven to zero during optimization,
they will automatically be eliminated as adjustable parameters. When the
sensitivity coefficients reveal a possible pe_ff improvement with any or all
increased coasts, the coasts will automatically be adjusted.
Data Block 8
Specification of trajectory constraint parameters. In listing the para-
meters, the sequence is important. The first word is the total number of
trajectory constraints, including the payoff parameter but not including
either the heating or _ constraints in the count. The second word must be
the payoff parameter. Next are listed the terminal constraint parameters,
starting with altitude if it is to be constrained but is not the payoff.
When mass is not being optimized it is not included as a constraint. Then,
the constraints to be imposed at stage points are listed in reverse chronological
sequence (starting from the end of the trajectory). Finally, the heating con-
straint code (14) is listed if the constraint is to be imposed. The constraints
at stage points are coded by the number of the stage at the end of which the
constraint is to be applied. U_lerstand that a constraint can be imposed at
the beginning of a powered stage by coding it for the end of the preceding
coast stage.
Data Block 9
Frequence of output points. There is generally no need to output every
computed point. In fact, from an economy standpoint, there is every need to
minimize the output, since that operation is relatively slow. Output of
nearly every computed point is often desirable on the final (optimum) trajec-
tory, but can be almost entirely eliminated on the previous iterations. The
user also has the ability to vary the output frequency between stages if, for
example, a more frequent c_rtput is desired during the atmospheric phase of
boost than is required for the upper stages. Rep_dless of the c_tput frequency,
the initial and final points of each sta_e are alwmyu output. There is no
output of the trajectory v_riables on the backwmx_ tuna. Linearlzations are
treated as final trajectories and dlsperslon runs aa intermediate trajectories.
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Data Block 10
Nominal constants. Of particular note is the quantity _0, the alti-
tude above which all aerodynamic computations are byp_sed regardless of the
aerodynamics option selection. This logic is in the interest of computation
speed. The nominal altitude of 250,000 feet for this cutoff genmrally
corresponds to a dynamic pressure of less than 1.O lb/ft -_. All the constants
in this data block are a part of the pro_ binary deck aml net be input as
data only if a change is desired.
Data Blocks 11 r 12 t 13_ i_
Constants for A1940_phere subroutine. The 1962 ARDC model constitutes the
nominal atmosphere as described in detail in Section 19. _he wto_ constants
used in each exponential segment can be e_ here with data input.
Data Block 16
Control of stoge times and n_ber of integration steps. In order to gain
maximum speed in integration, a constant time increment is used in each stage.
The user specifies this integration frequency by inptrting the stage duration
and the number of integration steps desired for the sta_. This information
must be input for stages 1 throt_h 10 if they have been e_eeified in the stage
sequence. The total mmber of tntegrstton steps in sta_es 1, 2, 3, _ and 5 must
not exceed 168. The total number of integration steps tn sts_s 1, 2, 3, _ 5
and 6 should not exceed 177. There mast be Et leant 25 steps in stage 1. Care
should be taken to limit an integration step to cover no greQter than about
_O ft/sec for the powered stages _1 no _reater than 10 to 15 seconds during
the coasts on the final tra_ectorT.
Data Block 17
Various input data. Words 5, 6 am1 9,10 are the ncoinal attitudes in
stages _ and 5. Word 7 is used in the heating comIartatton. Word 8 is the time
before lift-off at which the control systes _ are unea_d. Word 1_ is a
vei_btlng factor which should be set = 1.0 for SCOUT payload maximization cases.
When the total vehicle _ weight is maeh _ter than SCOOT, at abo_t
]9,000 pounds, the weighting consfant should be Aeere_ed _hen opti_izing mass.
Word 16 is m !___mit on the adjustment in c0_$_ tlme on a_y one iteration and must
be in_ if an_ coast is used as an sd_ustable _r. Thls number should
not exceed 100 seconds.
Data Block 18
Ties at which the pitch rate is _. The ltneartz_tion routine requires
times st the end of the vertical ll1_-off period_ at sta_ 1 burnout, and at
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ignition and burnout of all non-spun powered stages. Additional times may
be specified in the middle of these stages. The first word input is the nt_mber
of linear segments. This count must not exceed 15, does not include the
vertical lift-off nor any maneuver after burnout of the final non-spun stage,
but does include one segment each for intermediate coast stages. _nen proceeding
into dispersion calculations the number of linear segments must not exceed 13.
Next foll_;s the list of times, coded by powered stage number and seconds from
stage ignition. The first digit is the stage number and the remaining decimal
number the time. Thus, the llst of times for stages l, 6, 2 would be lOB.O,
182.6, 200.0, 239.2 for one segment in each stage, a lift-off time of 3 seconds,
and stage 1 and 2 burn times of 82.6 and 39.2, respectively. The complete llst
of times must be re-input if any change is desired.
Data Block 19
Desired magnitudes of the trajectory constraint parameters that were
specified in Data Block 8. Note that since the llst of constraints can appear
in any order the magnitudes must be in pure units; hence, all angles in radians.
Rax_e has units of nautical miles. Heating is in Btu/ft 2.
Data Block 20
The second word in this data block is the launch date, expressed in decimal
fractions of days since 0.0 hours, January 1960. Expressed another way, it is
the Julian date mimls 2,436,934.5 days. It must be input whenever the tel_inal
constraints involve an inertial longitude reference.
Data Block 21
Initial conditions on the trajectory variables are input in the rotating
frame. Velocity must be zero, longitude in degrees + from the prime meridian,
latitude in geocent['ic degrees _ from the equator, azimuth degrees east of
north, flight path angle must be 90 degrees.
Data Block 22
Magnitudes for control variab]e constraints. Times to initiate and to
release _ = O. constraint are measured in seconds from launch.
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Data Block 26
These weighting constants affect the amount of change in e over each seg-
ment during linearization. Nominal values are automatically set into the pro-
gram. However, the user should input 5.0 on segment i and 2.5 on segment 2
to retain the optimum initial pitchover.
Data Block 27
Weighting constants for optimization parameters. For numerical reasons,
it is necessary to use non-unity weighting constants for some of the adjustable
parameters. The recommended weighting constant for spun stage e and
is i0. For coast stages use 10-4, and for launch azimuth and
date use 2.0 and 10-6 . Smaller numbers will produce larger adjustments on
any one iteration. The weighting constants must be input for all specified
adjustable parameters.
Data Block 28
Convergence data. The first word is the initial payoff improvement to be
used if the automatic computation of this number fails. Five percent of the
expected final value woul_l be a reasonable number. The second word is the
"epsilon" or allowable proximity to optimum for ceasing the optimization. When
the attempted payoff improvement becomes less than this number, the final guid-
ance runs are made. Due to the halving process that is used and the usual
nonlinearities that are encountered, the user should input a number that is no
bigger than one-third of the actual desired condition. For the third word,
thirty iterations are generally more than sufficient. Four linearization
attempts are usually adequate.
Data Block 29
Allow_ble deviations in trajectory constraint p_rameters. Since each
forward run is Judged successful or not partially on the basis of satisfying
+-he terminal constraints, an acceptable "deadband" must be specified for each
constraint parameter. This "deadband" is important primarily on the inter-
mediate iterations and hardly affects the constraints miss on the final
(optimized) trajectory. If too tight limits are imposed, the payoff improve-
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_nt will proceedwith ur_necessarily small steps. If the limits are toe loose,
someiterations will unwisely be Judged "successful. " Recommendedlimits are
20,000 feet on distances, one degree on angles, 20 feet per secondon velocity,
andI0 poundsper ft 2 on q. Stsa-ting in DA14(l_), corresponding numbersare
neededfor the linearlzation. Sere, the user should put in his required
to lerances.
Data Block 30
Vacuum thrust tables are input as functions of stage time for each powered
stage specified. The total number of data points cannot exceed 120. If a
change in data is necessary, the entire table for the given stage must be
re- input.
Data Block 31
Aerodyns_ic drag coefficients are input as functions of Mach number for
stages l, 2, 6.
Data Block 32
One table of CL_
and 6.
versus Mach number is required. It is used for stages i
Data Blocks 33, 34, 35, 36, 37
Assorted data for 6D simulation. All body stations are in inches. Into
DA6D(]2) to (15) must be read integration frequency _:itipllers. They are
normally 1.0, but if a more frequent integration is desired during 6D forward
trajectories, the user should input 2. or 3. or whatever integer multiplier is
desired. Center of gravity histories are expressed as body station in inches.
Hardover turns and impact computations for stages i, 2 and 3 also utilize
these data blocks.
Data Blocks 38 and 39
Stage weight and area data. The total number of weight data points cannot
exceed 120. Weight is input as consumable pounds remaining and Jettison wei_ht
e2,13
for each stage. If a change in Data Block 38 is necessary, the entire table
for the given stage must be re-lnput.
Data Block 40
Command pitch program for initial nominal trajectory only. When running
dispersion analysis following initial nominal, the input theta table should
be carried to the ignition time and theta of the spun stage(s) and the table
then ended with 1.ElO.
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DISCUSSION OF THE DATA BLOCKS
OPTIONAL COMPUTATIONS
The general organization when optional computations (dispersion analysis,
hardover turns, impact, or radar) are desired will be to group together all
the data necessary for %hat module and add it behind the blank card of the
optimization data for which the computations are desired. Data must not
appear for modules that will not be called. The sequence must be:
• Basic Scout optimization data, inel_llng setting proper options
• Blank card
• Dispersion analysis data
#46 Header card
title
#XX Header for required data
Data
#_6 Header card
Title
#XX Header for required data
Data
• Blank card
• Hardover turn data
Header cards
Data
Header card
Data
#33
#37
Header card
Words 7, i0,
Header card
All of data
ii, 16
Blank card
I_paet prediction data
#_2 Header cards
Data
_3 Header cards
Data
#33 Header card
Words 17, 18, 19
• Blank card
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• Radar angles and ranges
#_l Header card
Data (one card per station)
• Blank card
• 999 card if end of Job
Unlike the basic optimization data input capabilities, the optional
computations data package does not have the ability to change an individual
data word by manipulation of the second and third fields of the data header
card. This means the data package must be correct and complete with no
"patches. " Further, successive cases are not allowed.
Data Block 41: RADAR
Header field 4 indicates the number of cards to be read, one radar
station identification and location per card.
Data Block 42: I_LPACT
Drag coefficient tables for failure mode impact predictions. Initial
conditions are taken from the optimum trajectory at each integration point
of the first three powered stages, and the equations of motion are integrated
to impact assuming zero thrust using these drag tables which must start at
)_ch number zero.
Data Block 43: IMPACT
Drag coefficient tables for expended stage casings; must start at Mach
number zero.
Data Block 44: HARDOVER
Loads both the pitch moment of inertia of the first three stages and
the first stage patch dampSng coefficient.
Data Block _5: F_RDOV_q
Assortment of various constants, test flags, and necessary data to
generate hardover turns.
Data Block 46: DISP_SION
Header field 4 indicates the type of dispersed trajectory desired from
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a list of 38 possibilities which must be specified in increasing order. Block
46 data is a title card that must include the dispersion code as listed on
page 22-26. Data necessary to run each particular dispersed trajectory, pre-
ceded by the appropriate header card, must i_iately follow its block 46
cards. Available dispersion trajectories and necessary data are listed in the
data input section. Dispersion data must include the correct signs. Only
trajectories for which dispersion information is provided will be computed.
When the fourth or fifth stage of a five-stage vehicle is investigated for
effect of thrust on dispersion, both stages must be input along with data
block 55. This special input is described on page 22-30.
Three Slgma Variation are computed by loading the last data block
h6 card as t_ectc_y type _0 with the title "nominal traJ."
Data Block 47: DISP_SION
Constant Jettison weight increment to be added to s%,o_ specified on
header card.
Data Block 48: DISP_SION
@
Percentage drag variation to be used for all s_m_es.
Data Block 49: DISPERSION
Thrust misalignment angle for first stage, positive angle gives nose
up/yaw right moment.
Data Block 50: DISPERSION
Magnitude of control system deadbands.
Data Block 51: DISPERSION
Magnitude of effective angular'change in thrust attitude.* This effective
angular change is a preccmputed input, since an analytical solution of the
vehicle's instantaneous space attitude is beyond the scope of this program.
See NASA TR R-IIO, "Analytical Method of Approximati_ the Motion of a Spinning
Vehicle with Variable Mass and Inertia Properties Acted Upon by Several Dis-
turbing Parameters," by J. J. Buglia, G. R. You_, J. D. Timmone, and
H. S. Brinkworth, for a complete discussion.
Data must carry correct sign. Data for all yaw dispersions should cause
resultant crossrange dispersions to be in the same direction to realize
maximum worst-on-worst three si_sa sunmation.
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Here it is asmme_ that if the spin stabilise4 _ 8t_e receives a
ttpoff rate at section, as the s_e Qtma abo_ t_e total sz_u]a_ momentum
vector, the out-of-pla_e motion avera_8 to zero eo _t the effective result
of the tlpofT is an attitn&e areola offset in _ plmae of _ae tipofT. For
exile, if the total az_iLr momen_ _me_
where
p =
q
roll m0ment of inertia
pitch moment of inertia
spin stabilisation rm_e
spin rate resulting from t_
then the effective thr_t attitude ehange $ la
t - (z,n, q) / p)
Data Block 52: DISPIBZOB
Incremental change in _ sstmw_ or atttt_le, e
Data Block 5_: DX_IOHS
Table of _ind velocity as a fttuetion of alttt_e.
Dita Block _: D_IO_3
Table of azi_ of wind veloci_ veete_ (_ eleckwise from north)
as • function of altitude. Each wind diaper_ tr_ee_ requires both
wind tables. Yew wia_a must i_cur eroe_ &i_lee_ in the Nam
direction as other yme dixpersiou.
Data Block 55: DYSP_SIONS
When simulating five-stage SCOUT in &Isperaicm_ of thrust in stage _ or 5
(Dispersion Code 7 or 8) it is necessary to input the time 4_rstlon of the stages
_s use./ in the dispersion analysis. These must be the same as final entries in
data blocks 30 and 38. Special input to _ata blocks 30 Im_ 38 is described on
page 22-_). Only when both fourth an_ fifth s_es are considered nominal can
this input be ignored.
Data m_t carry correct alan. Dm_a for all yme _lepm_iem_ sbc_l_ cause reeul-
eroem_mge 41s_rstou to be, in the sam 41ree_ton to realise msz/mm
wmmr_co-woz_ three s_ms m_stlcm.
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DATA INPUT
DATA BLOCK NUT.[BER TITLE FOR/,L&T COMMENTS
I Main Heading I?A6
2 Case Heading 12A6
3 Date 2A6
4 Options 2_I1 IP(n)--See list of available options,
page 22- 24.
5 Stage Sequence iii3 ISTGE(n)
Powered flight stages 1 through 5
Coast stages 6 through lO
*End sequence with zero
6 Adjustable ]213
Parameters
*_ Adjustable Parameter Codes
1 Stage 4 pitch angle, 8
2 Stage 4 yaw angle, X
3 Length of coast after stage 3
4 Length of coast after stage 2
5 Length of coast after stage 1
6 Launch azimuth
7 Launch time of day
IBl(n)
ISl(1)=The number of adjustable
parameters to be optimized
IBI (2) =The adJustable pare_eter
 [( )codes
8 Stage 5 pitch angle, 8
9 Stage 5 yaw angle, X
lO Length of coast after Stage 4
ll Length of coast after Stage 5
TraJecto_ Con- 1413
straint Par_,_eters
IB3(n)
IB3(1)=Number of trajectory constraint_
IB3(2)=List of constraint codes
IB;(14)
*Payoff parameter must be first constrs_n;.
Payload can only be a payoff in this
data b lock.
** Terminal Constraint Parameter Codes **
0 Payload
i Inertial velocity
2 Inertial path angle
3 (VI - Local circular orbit velocity)
Z2-19
DATA BLOCK NUMBER TITLE FORMAT COMMENTS
9
I0
4 Radius
5 Aerodynamic velocity
6 Aerodynamic path angle
7 Altitude
8 Downrange distance
I0 Orbit inclination
Ii Perigee radius
12 Longitude of ascending node
13 Argument of perigee
14 Total heating
* * Constraints at Stage Points **
Output Frequency
X5 Aerodynamic velocity
X6 Aerodynsmic path angle
X7 Altitude
)(8 Downrange distance
X9 Dynamic pressure
X = The..number of the stage, at the-end o_whleh the .......
•c0_strain% _s-£o-be {pplie< X = i,9
4013 IB4 (n)
_equencyDefined As:
(number of computed points)
(number of output points)
IB4(1) - Initial trajectory
IB4(2) - Intermediate
IB4(3) - Final
IB4(4) - Stage code
IB4(5) - Initial trajectory
IB4(6) - Intermediate
IB4(7) - Final
n (8) - stagecode
IB4_0)- etc., for all I0 stages
Nominal Constants 15E12.8 CTl(n)
Nominal values shown
Input only if changes are desired
CTl(1) - 7.29211E-5 rad/sec Omega
CTI(2) I._07735E16 ft3/sec 2 n_
CTI(3) - 20,925,696. ft RE at Equator
_mlt4_ 171g h_ 7 ga_s _nn_tant for
atmosphere subroutine
CTl(5) - 32.174 ft/sec 2 measured
sea level gravity; weight-
to-mass conversion factor (GO)
P22-2O
DATA BLOCK ND_BER
ii
12
13
14
16
TITLE
Atmosphere
Subroutine
Constants
Constants
Time Duration
and Number of
Integration Steps
Within Each Stage
FORMAT
8E12.8
8E12.8
8E12.8
8E12.8
20Em.8
_1(8) -
_(9) -
_i(io)-
_l(n)-
CTI(12)-
CTI(IS)-
C_(n)
CO_UWS
2116.2Ib/_2 PO
Sea level ambient pressure
250,000 ft HAERO
Altitude above which all
aerodynamic cc_putations
are by-passed
_. Upper limit of lines
per page
•O17_5B29_ degrees to
radians conversion
.02 sec TIMEP
Time-epsilon increment to
insure hitting critical
time
1.0827 x lO-3=J2 oblate
Earth constant
298.3 Earth flattening
factor
1.0
Nominal values tabulated
CT3(n) in report section 19.1
crY(n)
CTS(n)
*Input only if changes from nominal
values are desired.
_Al(n)
Time in
DA1,
DA_3)
n_ 5)
DA_6)
1_1.i
D/U.I iO tDAllV,ea.i
DA1 20)
Seconds
Stage I time duration
Stage i points
Stage 2 time
Stage 2 points
Stage 3 time
Stage 3 points
Stage 4 time duration
Stage _ points
Stage 5 time
Stage 5 points
Stage 6 time
Stage 6 points
Stage 7 time
Stage 7 points
8rage ]0 polnts
DATAB__
17
18
19
2O
21
22
26
TITLE FORMAT
Input Data 2OE12.8
Pitch Program 17E12.8
Linearizatfon Times
Trajectory Con- 13 El2.8
straint Magnitudes
Initial Times 2E12.8
Initial Conditions 6E12_.8
Control Vsa'i_ole _ _
Constraints
Wei_tlng Con- 15E12.8
stauts for
Linearizatien Se_ents
COMMENTS
Dm( )
DA2(5) Stage 4 8 (deg)
Nose radius (it)
DA2(8) Seconds before launch to
uncage gyros
DA2(9) Stage 5 _ (deg]
O (10) Stage × (dog)
O (15) Payload weighting factor
DA2(16) Limit on coast time
change each _'^-'_'_""
DA2(17) Minimum coast duration, sec.
TLIN(1) Number of linear segments
TLIN(2) Coded stage times at
" start of segments
TLIN(I7) Form: 10On+t, where n is stage
number and t is seconds
from stage ignition. In_t
complete data block.
DA4(n)
DA4(1)
e
are the desired values of
the constraints listed in
the same order as in Data
DA4(13) Block Number 8
*Units are feet, radi_ns, seconds, nauti-
cal miles for range.
DA5(n)
DA5(1)
DAS(2)
Time duration for vertical
llft-off calculation (see)
Launch time in Space Aa,e
Date (days from 0.0 hours, Jan. l
OA6(n)
DA6(1) Altitude (feet)
DA6(2) Longitude (degrees _ from
prime meridian)
DA6(3) Geocentric latitude (dog)
DA6(4) Velocity (ft/sec)
DA6(5) Azimuth (deg)
DA6(6) Flight path angle (deg)
DA7(1) Time to start _ = 0
DA7(2) Time to end _ = 0
DA7(3) Max. pitch rate (dog/see)
DA7 (4) Min. pitch rate
DA7(5) M_In. change in pitch rate
ETALIN(1) For linear segments
" identified in Data
ET_(!5) Block 18
22-22
DATA BLOCK Nt_4B_
27
28
29
3O
31
33
TITLE
Weighting Con-
stants for Opti-
mizationParameters
Convergence Data
FOPJ_T
11 El2.8
6E12.8
Permitted Values
of Trajectory
Constraint Devia-
tions During
Optimization and
During Linearization
26E12.8
Vacuum Thrust 250E12.8
Tables
Drag Coefficient 42/22/_2E12.8
Tables (ALPHA= 0)
Lift Coefficient
per ALPHA Table
42 E12.8
Data for 6D 20E12.8
Simulation
COMMENTS
DA_.(1) For adjustable parameters
identified by code number
_-_ll) as listed for Data Block 6
DAIS(2)
nAi3(S)
D 4(25)
Initial payoff improvement
robe used if (automatic)
internal computation fails
Magnitude for stopping
attempted payoff improvement
Maxlmumnumber of forward
trajectories per case
during optimization
Maximum number of linear
trajectory iterations
List in same order as in
Data Block 8, excluding
payoff parameter
During optimization
During linearization
*Stage code required on he_der cards
Sequence: time, thrust, t_me,
thrust ....
TDI, TDe, TD6
*Stage code required on header cards
Sequence: blank, mach, CD, mach,
CD, each .... I.OEIO
TLI
Sequence:
Units:
blank, each vs CL_ ,
l.OElO
CL per radian
K_ Position Gain
Rate GainBody station of Jet
vanes and fins in
s_ I
(i0) ._TV^ Jet vane effectiveness
(IbTlbTV/deg/vane)
(II) XFS body station reference
for moment coefficients
_) 6D Integration frequency
ratio for sta_<o 3-4
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DATA BLOCK NUMBER TITLE FORMAT COMMENTS
DA6D(16)
(17)
Cm)
(1£)
Reference length for
aero moment data (ft)
n: where impact locations
are computed from every
nth integration step on
no-minal for stages l, 2, 3.
35
36
3?
38
39
4o
Fin Normal Force _2E12.8
Coefficient per Delta
Pitching Moment
Coefficient per
ALPHA
_E12.8
Fin Pitching
Moment Coefficient
per Delta
42E]2.8
Stage Center of
Gravity Histories
22E12.8
Stage Consumable-
Weight-Re_ining
Histories
25oE12.8
Stage Data 3E12.8
Theta History for
Nominal TraJectory
32E]2.8
Sequence: blank, roach vs I.OEIO
Units: CN/radian/fin CN6 '
maul(n)
Sequence: Same
Units: CM/radlan
c  T(n)
Sequence: Same
Units: CM/radian/fin
XCGI,XC02,XCG ,XCC4
each dimensione_ 22
*Stage code required on header cards
Sequence: blank, stage time vs c.g.
body station, 1.0ElO
WEIGHT(n)
*Stage code required on header cards
Sequence: time, wei@ht, time,
weight ....
SGI, SCe, SG3, SC_, SG5 (each
dimensioned 3), so6 (2)
*Stage code required on header cards
SGX(1) Jettison weight (lb)
SGX(2) Aerodynamic Reference Area
SGX(3) Total nozzle exit area (ft 2)
Sequence: blank, time vs theta,
i.OEIO
Units: degrees, seconds from
launch
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DATA INPUT
_(1)
ZP(2)
_(3)
zP(4)
ZP(5)
rP(6)
IP(7)
ZP(8)
ZP(9)
ZPClO)
zP(n)
zP(13)
zP(16)
_(17)
Payoff Function
Heating Constraint
Exchange Ratios
6D
Pitch Program
Linearization
Spin Stabilized or Contin-
uous Control in Stages k & 5
Stage 5 X stages
Zero-Alpha Constraint
in Stage I
Constraint on Alpha
at Stage 2 Ignition
Constraint on q at
Stage 2 Ignition
Memory Dump
Output of Input Data
0 Payload
I Aerodynamic or Inertial velocity
2 Altitude
0
I
No constraint
Impose inequality constraint
0 Do not compute exchange ratios
I Do compute exchange ratios
0
0
0 No 6D at all
I 6D after successful linearization
2 6D on initial nominal
0
1
0
1
2
3
No linearization
Linearization after optimization
Stages 4 & 5 Spun: 0. = 84 ;4oont nuous
Stages 4 and 5 continuous
0 Fewer than 5 stages
1_=_
2 X5 independent of ,'<4
0 None
I ALPHA = O. over specified time
0 None
i Do constrain _ = 0
0 None or equality constraint
i Inequality (_ _ x) constraint
0
0
1
0
0
1
• Do not dump memory
Dump memoryat end of Job (includes
floating-point dump of floating-point
numbers in common)
Do not output data
Output data
Z_(zS)
_(zg)
zp(=o)
ZP(2_)
zF(==)
='(23)
DiQ_miou
_ fZm mm_mJ.
0
0
0
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
Hone
Sl:eetfte4 &t.Sl_='stons
c_to m
_ne
i_se_ m
None
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_011_ DATA M _ CFTZ01_ _lqB
_B_M
ZLXlI_I
_,_.8
7_klm'o _ _v_In2.. 8
O_t_Letent TabZes
k3
22]_9.8
fieie_t for _ -
_2.8
_5 im_w M_ 22_.8
CM_TS
kth field of header -
total mmber of stattonB.
station identifie&tton,
geo4ette latitude, da_es,
l_Itude, degrees,
&ltltuAe, feet
CDIF, CleF, CD3F
eStage code required on header
cards
Sequence: blank, Maeh, CD, Math,
CD... I.OEIO
CDIE, CI_E, CD3E
eStage cede required on header
cards
Sequence: blank, Math, CD, MAth,
CD... I.OEIO
ZYYI, ZYY2, I_Y3
eS_d_e ec_e required on header
cards
Sequence: blank, time, Iyy, time,
L_.... i.OEIO
Units: slug:._t2
c (n)
e_ eo4a 4 required
Sequence: blank, Math, C_,
- Ma_h, C_ ... I.OEIO
units: C_ per Mien about
instantaneous CG
1. n: Stage 1 hardover turns
• re ec_ted every nth intents-
tlon step.
over Integration stops one second
3. (DETA)_sX, de6rees, maximum
alMle ehan_ in pitch stri-
per integration step.
a+. (_)mmx, seconas, mex_
lnte_rstton step size.
_. {_T)mtn , seconds, alnimm
integration step sise.
6. Maxllm m_be_ of Integration
_ _ wra.
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A_O_ DaTA lm_T YCB _ff_mL C_TATX0m
IA_X_mm, D_
BI_ew_ Dsta a6m .;8
Difpersion
•snA Title .
7. 1st stake l_b_ust missltgnnemt
angle, degrees.
8. 2,,,5 sts_e thrust misali_ment
s:_lo, daK:ees.
9- _1 sta_e thrust mtsalt_nt
en;le, 4e_ees.
10. Sta_e i thrust applie_tion
station, inches.
11. Is_ 8tsKe eontroi fin A,_ vane
deflection, daK_ees.
12. Mode B sta_e 2 control Jet
f_cep lb.
13. Mode B stage 3 control Jet
force, lb.
11_. Mode C stage 2 control Jet
force, lb.
15. Mode C stage 3 control Jet
force, lb.
16. S_ 2 thrust &pp_Ic_tlon
station, inches.
17. Sta_e 3 thrust application
station, inches.
18. Stage 2 oontrol Jet application
station, inches.
19. Sta_e 3 control Jet application
station, inches.
20. 0_ frequency, seconds.
21. n: stage 2 hardover turns are
computed every nth integration step.
22. n: stage 3 har_over turns are
computed ever_ nth integration step.
23. (DE_A)max, de_ees, maximum allow-
able change in pitch attitude per
integration step, Upper Stages.
2_. (DT)mx" seconds, maximum inte-
gr_tlon st@p size, Upper Stages.
25. (DT)min, seconds, minimum inte-
_ratic_ step size, Upper Stages.
26. MSxi_u_ number of integration
steps per turn, Upper sta_es.
Type of tra_ectc_7 to be c_mputed is
t_tea'_l by the code in field 4 of
header card _6. Codes of available
dispersions are tabulated on the
foliowi_ l_e, along with the type
of da_ required for each 41sperse4
 eet v.
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ADDrI_ONAL DA_ I]Pt_ _ _ (_0tq_M'l"Olm
DZHPm_ION _
c_ _ _,_r,e sty=
_ata Im_
1 Va_mm _L_ust VIImtAttoo Ht_ 1
2 " " " I_v 1
3 " " " Hi_ 2
5 " " " Wt_ 3
6 " " " _ 3
7 " " " HI_ k
8 " " " I_ k
9 Weird: Zaerenest nlg_ 1
1D " " LOW 1
ii " " HI_ 2
12 " " EOw 2
13 " " wls_ 3
l_ " " LOw 3
_5 " " wls_ k
16 " " Low k
#30 tJ=u_ t_les
#55 sta_e _ e_[ 5 Auzsttons for
• c_Le= 7 eu=l 8 on five-stage
vehicle. Also, see _ 22-30.
eStaKe ecde re<luire_ on heeder
eaz_L8
_7 _ _t Ineremat
e_ ec4e re_mlre4 ca ]_er
ee_
1"/' _ Variation H_ 1,6,2
18 " " I_v 1,6,2
19 _x Variation Fornz4 1
20 " _ 1
2,, _ru_t m,,alil_,eat Ri_ 1
" " LOw 1
23 " " Yaw 1
_k9 ntsslJ4p_ez_ ea_le in 4e_rees,
tJ_:_l: &pplle&ttoa s_atton, thebes
eSts_ e_Le z_tz_
2_ _z s_,te= _ wigh 2
25 " " " 1or 2
26 " " " Yaw 2
" " " wish 3
28 " " " 1,_ 3
29 " " " Taw 3
3o _t_ a=L/er _ S_ _A_x_'Z sisb
31 " " " LOW
32 " " " T_W
kor_
k==,_
_ 8,u_le in Ae_'ees
eo4a l'_mlr_l.
#_1 e_eetiv_ sa_lar
_ aes_ee
ee4e _t_4
33 laum_ Aslmxth T_
_ a_tt.ao ._
_o Cc_ three =Ips wszlatioas.
1
1
1
#'_ sadist e_ in 4e_rees
#_3 1_J_l_,, alt. v8 _loet_ table
IrJ_l_, alt. w tstn_ table
"]lomlnsl 'J_._" s8 title. Iio e44i_ionsl
WmdM4,
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ADDITIONAL DATA INPUT FOR OPTIONAL COMPUTATIO_
DISPERSED TRAJECTORIES
DATA BLOCK NUMBER TITLE FORMAT
Stage Weight Increment
48
49
Percentage Drag Variation
Stage 1 _nrust
Misalignment
5o
51
Control System Deadband
Angle
Fourth Stage Tipoff
Launch Dispersions
53 Wind Velocity
Wind Azimuth
55 Stage 4 and 5 Durations
E12.8
El2.8
2E12.8
E12.8
E12.8
E12.8
32  .8
32E12.8
2E12.8
COMMENTS
Increment in p_nds
*Stage code re_ired on header
card
Input as O.xxx
Misalignment angle in degrees,
thrust application station, inches
*Stage code required
Angle in degrees
*Stage co_e required
Effective angular change in
attitude, degrees
*Stage code required
Launch azimuth or attitude
change, degrees
WINDVL(n) = wind velocity
Sequence: blank, altitude, velo-
city, altitude, velo-
city ... 1.OElO
Units: feet, ft/sec
WINDAZ(n) = azimuth of wind vector
measured from North
Sequence: blank, altitude,
azimuth, altitude,
azimuth ... 1.OE10
Units: feet, degrees
(I) = Stage 4 duration
(2) = Stage 5 duration
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SPECIAL INPUT FOR THRUST DISPERSION IN FIVE-STAGE SCOUT
When simulating a flve-stage Scout, thrust dispersions in stage 4 and/or
5 require input to data blocks 30 znd 38 in a special manner. This is
necessitated by the change in program format, during development, from
four-stage to five-stage. Input of the thrust and weight histories of both
stages 4 and 5 must be done into the stage 4 tables. In order to facilitate
input the user shall form the tables in the following manner.
Thrus t
0
Weight
o 3'2
T_e T_e
0 21
That is, the thrust and weight are tabulated in stage time as during optimization
but are stacked for the two stages in the stage 4 area. Note that the coast
duration is input arbitrarily as two seconds in the above tables; the program
automatically changes this to the optimized value.
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OUTPUTFOP_AT
OPTI_IZATION AND LIN_ARIZATION COMF_rATIONS
The program output consists primarily of the tabulated history of the
trajectory variables for each forward iteration. There is also an output
of all data which has been input (selected by option 17), output of the
corrections to be made in the terminal constraints on each iteration, output
of several mass improvement parameters, performance exchange ratios, and
linearized command pitch program. A definition of all output quantities
follows :
Column Headings for Trajectory Listings
TIME
VEL
Gm_MA
PSI
ALTITUDE
GEOC LAT
TAU
QBAR
_RUST
WEIGHT
GEOD LAT
RADIUS
HEAT RATE
THETA
Dq_HETA
VI
GAMI
PSII
MACH
ALPHA
DRAG
LL_T
QALPHA
RANGE
BETA6D
C_{.I
TH_'TAC
THL_I_ADOT
Total time from launch
Velocity in rotating frame
Vertical-plane path angle of VEL from geocentric horizontal
Azimuth of VEL, degrees east of north
Distance above local Earth surface
Geocentric latitude, degrees north of equator
Longitude in rotating frame, degrees east of prime meridian
Dynamic pressure
Net thrust
Sea level weight
Geodetic latitude
Distance from vehicle to Earth center
Stagnation point heating rate
Vehicle pitch attitude referenced to launch geodetic horizontal
Change in theta from current nominal trajectory
Velocity in inertial frame
Vertical-plane path angle of VI
Azimuth of VI
Mach number, VEL/local speed of sound
Vertical angle between THRUST and VEL
Aerodynamic drag
Aer od_u_amlc lift
Product of QBAR and ALPHA
Great circle arc between la_uch site and vehicle, converted to
nautical miles by 1 n.mi. = 1 minute of arc
•Sideslip angle of attack
Yaw angle between thrust and platform pitch plane
Commanded vehicle pitch attitude
Commanded pitch rate
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Output of Terminal Conditions Orbit Elements
TWOE
EH
P_
EYE
BETAP
ECCE_fRICITY
RALFHA
PERIOD
OMEGAE
,)
2_=vl _- 2_/r
Angular momentum, V I • r • cos _I
Perigee radius
Inclination, degrees
Argument of perigee, degrees
Orbital eccentricity
Semi-major axis, feet
Orbital period, minutes
Longitude of ascending node, degrees
Output at Start of Each Iteration
Constraint
Correct ions
These quantities, called d_i in the equations, are the
negative of the errors in constraints on the current
nominal. Units are the same as in data block 19.
Nominal Payoff
Increment
Initial Payoff
Increment
Payload
Increment
Present attempted improvement in payoff function.
Automatically computed initial payoff.
When payload is payoff only.
Corrected
Payoff
Payoff function corrected to condition of zero error
in all constraints.
Performance Exchange Ratios
When option 3 is set = i, performance exchange ratios are computed and
printed out during the backward guidance run preceding the "final guidance"
trajectory at completion of trajectory optimization. _ese quantities are first
order approximations to reopt_ized trajectory solutions for the sensitivities
of the payoff function to unit changes in each of five vehicle parameters.
The units depend on the payoff and the vehicle parameters but are of the form X
units of payoff change per unit of vehicle parameter change. Units are as
follows:
Payoff
Payload - - pounds
Velocity - - feet/sec
Altitude - feet
Vehicle Parameter
Burn rate .. 11%%Specific impulse - -
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OUTPUT FORMAT
DISPERSION AN_LYS IS
_ne dispersion analysis of the optimum trajectory from error sources
listed on page 22-28 provides three different forms of output: (1) staging
trajectory variables and their dispersions for each individual dispersion
trajectory, (2) a s_a_j of corresponding _nd_v_dual dispersions, and (3) three
sigma variations, if selected.
The trajectory variables that are considered are:
ALTITUDE Distance above the Earth's surface
VELOCITY Velocity in rotating frame
GAMMA Vertical path angle of VELOCITY from horizontal
DOWNRANGE Great circle distance between vehicle and launch
site, assuming 60 n.m. per degree of arc
CROSSRANGE Distance between vehicle and instantaneous plane
of motion existing at nominal vehicle staging posi-
tion, measured in great circle normal to this
plane, assuming 60 n.m. per degree of arc
Note all definitions are identical to these for basic Program, except CROSS-
RANGE, which appears only for yaw dispersed trajectories.
In addition, the orbit elements achieved on the dispersed trajectory, and
their dispersions from those of the nominal trajectory, are output. The stand-
ard definitions are repeated here for completeness.
TWOE
EH
RP
EYE
BETAP
OMEGAE
2E = VI2 - 2_/r, twice the energy per unit Mass
V I - R • cos _I' angular momentum
Radius of perigee
Inclination
Argument of perigee
Longitude of ascending node
Dispersions are defined as (trajectory variable on the "dispersed" trajectory)
(trajectory variable from nominal boost history).
For wind dispersed trajectories, the vehicle's velocity relative to the air mass
is output as A_ROVL with the standard trajectory output.
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Aerodynamic drag - -
Jettison weight - -
Propel1_nt weight - -
i ft2 of drag area
I pound
i p_nd
Linearized Pitch Program
At the start of each forward linearization trajectory, the linearized
pitch program is output as a series of points of pitch angle 9 versus stage
time. Then, during the trajectory, the pitch rates are output at the start
of each linear segment.
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Three sigma variations are computed usir_ two methods: (i) a summation
of the dispersed trajectory variables, and (2) root sum square. Trajectories
are grouped according to the stage _ burnout altitude &ispersion, high or low.
If there is no altitude dispersion, the stage 4 burnout velocity dispersion
is used. Yaw dispersion trajectories, as specified by the input codes, are
handled as a distinct and separate set for the three _i_na variations.
L2_ACT
Impact points on the geodetic Earth are predicted for the optimum tra-
Jectory assuming stage failure during boost of first three stages, and
also for the expended stage casings. Output consists of the failure time from
launch, predicted impact time from launch, and the impact location in geodetic
latitude, longitude, downrange distance, and geocentric latitude, all standard
definitions. Drag effects are included for all trajectories.
HARDOVER TURNS
Assuming a control system failure, hardover turn maneuvers are computed
for up to ten seconds duration for the first three stages at a frequency speci-
fied by the user. The first stage failure mode corresponds to a har_over
maneuver in pitch or yaw due to maximum deflection of the fins and Jet vanes
on the first stage in conjunction with a thrust misalignment that will add
to the angular rate produced. The second and third stage control malfunctions
are:
Mode I: Thrust misalig_ment with no Jet control
Mode 2: Single Jet control operation
Mode 3: One pitch and yaw Jet operations,, assuming
the vehicle rolled _5 degrees
Output for each hardover turn indicates the time in the nominal trajec-
tory that the failure occurred, and:
TIME Frc_ start of hardover turn
CHG GA_ Change in direction of the nominal relative
velocity vector
QBAR-A Dynamic pressure times angles of attack (first
st_e only)
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RADAR
In addition to radar station identification and location, the slant
range and look angles computed from the optimum trajectory are output as a
function of time from launch for as many as t-_enty different tracking sta-
tion locations that are input in terms of latitude, longitude and altitude.
RANGE Slant range from vehicle to tracking station
YDS Range in yards, decimal system
YDS(OCT) Range in yards, IBM Octal system
YDS-11650OO Range in yards - 1165OO0. yards, IBM Octal system
AZIMUTH
DEG
D_(OCT)
D_ MIN
MIIB
Azimuth of the vehicle with respect to the tracking
station measured clockwise from north to the local
geodetic horizontal plane
Azimuth in degrees, decimal system
Azimuth in degrees, IBM Octal system
Azimuth in degrees and minutes, decimal system
Azi_rath in mils, decimal system
ELEVATION
DEG
DEO(OCT)
DEG MIN
MILS
Elevation of the vehicle with respect to the
tracking station geodetic horizontal plane
Elevation in degrees, decimal system
Elevation in degrees, IBM Octal system
Elevation in degrees and minutes, decimal system
Elevation in mils, decimal system
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H4.1 DEFLXITION OF SYMBOLS FOR HYPERBOLIC AS_4PTOTE COb"ITaliCS
B
K
Booster burnout
Direction of Outward Radial
Equatorial projection of H
i = EYE Inclination of geocentric orbit plane
OD_fWARD RADIAL = the vector direction of hyperbolic excess velocity vector
translated to Earth center
P Perigee of orbit
Equatorial projection of P
_ Magnitude of hyperbolic excess velocity
W- Ascending node of the orbit plane
Right ascension of Outward Radial
_e H
BH In-plane angle from ascending node
8p--.-- Argument of perigee
_ Declination of Outward Radial
True anomaly of booster burnout
_H .... True anomaly of hyperbolic asymptote
[ ......
OJ Inertial longitude angle from ascending node
_e Longitude of W
...._:-> _.....Vernal equinox -
H4".6
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DIAGRAM AND EQUATIONS FOR k-YPF2j3OLICEXCESS AS_/_TE ORBIT E_S
The nature of the trajectory optimization process in SCOUT is virtually the
same for all missions. The differences lie only in the form of the constraints
imposed on the trajectory. For near Earth missions terminal constraints can
be imposed on the trajectory variables explicitly, or they can be specified in
terms of conventional orbit elements which are functions of the trajectory
variables •
For the addition of the Earth escape missions, the terminal constraints have
been formulated as parameters which are functions of Earth-referenced orbit
elements. Thus, multiple use of the coding is made possible and the form of
the constraints is conceptually similiar for all missions.
The unit sphere diagram and orbit equations for the hyperbolic excess velocity
asymptote are documented on the following pages. The three terminal constraints
that have been added to the program are (1) the magnitude of the hyperbolic
excess velocity vector, (2) its right ascension angle (in radians), and (3) its
declination angle (in radlans). The direction of the vector is that of the
asymptote to the departure hyperbola, and the desired values for these para-
meters are input with the other constraint information.
The analysis incorporates the following approximations, which allow a closed
form solution of the Earth departure ballistic path. Since the direction of
the asymptote is stated in terms of its right ascension and declination, an
u
Earth-centered origin of the asymptote is implied. The first approximation
employed is to accept any hyperboia of the required energy whose asymptote
is parallel_o the required direction. Since typically the asymptote passes
within one or two Earth-radil of Earth center, this approximation is relatively
slight •
The second approximation is that of using the booster burnout conditions to
define the hyperbolic ballistic path. Since the SCOUT program incorporates
an oblate Earth model, the gravity model will perturb the ballistic coast path
from that of a simple hyperbola after booster burnout. Although these pertur-
bations should be small_ t-heir effect can be included by introducing an
integrated_coast following the final stage. In this way, the terminal con-
ditions of the coast stage should provide a more realistic representation for
injection onto the hyperbolic path when higher accuracy is required.
Agalnj it_should be realized that with the above formulation the optimum
injection c_nditlon_ are _t-6--_-t-i-d_l!y_foundSasan implicit part of the
trajectory optimization process.
%-
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"GEOZ_-'2RYUSED TO D_LTE TI_ HYPERBOLIc EXCESS
VELOCITY VECTOR ORBIT ELL_
°
°
o
T
°°.
HYPERBOLIC EXCESS %_LOCiTY VECTOR ORBIT ELE_G_TS
. &-20d
_o Hyperbolic excess velocity (VH).
2. Declination of the hyperbolic asymptote (Sell)
. w 5eH&eH = sin "I (sin i sin _H ) _ _ g
where: I = inclination, Bp = argument of perigee
with BH =_p + _H
ana Cs =-limiting value of true anomaly of hyperbola
-i HVH
CH = _ - tan _ ,
H = angular momentum
@
Right Ascension of the hyperbolic asymptote (aeH)
_e H
= _e + "-VH
"_H = tan-i (...cosi sin,.,BE
cos BE
Oe = Longitude of Ascending Node
0 g_ < 2w
use 4 quad tan "I
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H5.5 INITIAL CONDITIONS FOR I_GRATION OF T_IE ADJOLh_2 EQUATIONS
The adjoint differen_la! equations, shown on page 5-9 of Section 5.2, are
integrated backwar_ along the trajectory to form the k (JC, 7) matrix_which
is a time function relating perturbations in the state variables to the
perturbation in each constraint at the final time. Recall that the ad_oint
differential equations themselves do not depend upon the constraint parameter
involved. Only the initial conditions for the adJoint equations depend upon
the form of the constraint parameter, as discussed in Section 5-2.
Since the constraints of hyperbolic excess velocity, asymptotic right
ascension, and asymptotic declination are applied at burnout of the last
stage, the initial conditions for these terminal constraints are simply the
partial_ derivatives of these constraints width respect to the trajectory
variables evaluated at the final time. They are evaluated using a chain
rule procedure of the form
B (constraint) .
(s%ate variables )
B (constraint)
_' (inertial variables )
(inertial variables )
B (state variables)
In Section H5.5'I, the complete matrix of partial derivatives for initializing
the adJoint variables is given for these three constraints. The partial
derivatives of the inertial trajectory variables used in these equations have
already been coded in SCOUT, and are defined in Section 2-5. The new, additional
05-23b
terms necessary to complete the adJoint variable initialization are the
partial derivatives of certain orbit elements as wel! as the ._artia!
_erlvat_ves of the _hree _@nstralnt8 wi_h _e_e_t t@ the Ine_la_ t_a_ecto_
variables, and these are defined in Sections H5.5-2. and HS.5-B. The nomen-
clature and equations describing and defining the honstralnt parameters
themselves are given in Section H4.1 and H4.6.
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Partial Derivatives of Orbital Elements
Inclination, i
i sin k sin #I
B k sin i
B i cos k cos $I
_I sin i
HS.5-2b Longitude of Ascending Node, .Oe
cos i cos _I
sin k
2
sin i
C_e
3.
H5.5-2c Argument of Perigee, Bp
r2 (sln2 ¢) 'hh.
vz vz t_ Yz
m
_r
• - • . .
sin 2 _
H tan Vi
°
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" r
F_- _._ r 1
_ " .c_o_C)L_Fo_]-_ • _._._
b_ sin _ cos
k sin _ cos
= sin _ cos _ sin $I
_z cos _I
HS.5-2a Ryperbola's Limiting True Anomaly
b vI
._
CH
-- II
l_ _F t
-- III i
br
]i+
r _H
r
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ES.5-2e Hyperbola's Limitir_g In-plane Angle, _H
_H B _p _ _H
_ +
VI 5 VI _ VI
.. = _-
VI 5 ¥I _ ¥I
5r 5r 5r
t
r
5k 5),
HS.5-3a
Partial Derivatives of Hyperbolic Asymptote
HH_rbolic Excess Velocit_
_V H 2 VI VI
Vl 2 VH VH
u
vH a-7
r 2V H VH
5-23i
HS.5-3b Declination of H._rbolic Asymptote
6e H sin i cos BH B _H
m -- -.
VI I 1 - sln26eH _ VI
B6
eH sin i cos _H _ _H
5e H sin i cos _H _ _H
6eH
-- sm
1
t 1 - 2 8%
(sin i cos _H + sin _H cos l _T 1
5ell 1
k II . sin 2
sin i cos _H _H bi 1+ sin _H cos i _-_
H5.5-3c Right Ascension of H_erbolic As_nn_tote
b aeH cos i/cos2 _H _ _H
. •
5-23j
_eH .... +
r = 1 ÷ tan2_H 5 r 5 _I 5 r
_ _e H (cos i/cos 2 _H 1 _ _H
_-T" __,u_-_-,j _
k 5 k I + tan2_.H / tan2_H
___e H = _ Qe + Ic°s i/cos 2 _H _) 55__H$I" tan _Htan2.1JH5 *r 5 *I 1 + tan2"b)H / 1 +
i
sin i
-.
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H21.1 HYBERBOLIC ASYMPTOTE CODING N0_NCLATURE
Definitions for new variables appearing in ICS_ LINEAR, MAIN and M_SCON
subroutines for the hyperbolic asymptote constraints.
BH
CBEH
CENUH
CI
DECLIN .
ENUH
ILlO1
in-plane angle between ascending node and hyperbolic asymptote
Cosine (BEta H) = cosine (BH)
Cosine (ENUH)
Cosine (Inclination)
-DECLINation of hyperbolic asymptote
_H = inertial longitude angle of hyperbolic asymptote from
ascending node
flag for right ascension constraint
P AEH GI
PAEHL
PAEHR
P AEH SI
P AEH VI
P BH GI
P BH L
P BH R
.P BH SI
P BH VI
partial derivatives of (right ascension of
hyperbolic asymptote) aeH
with respect to inertial state variables
partial derivatives of BH with respect to
inertial state variables
partial derivatives ^_ "_o [ ..... o_+. _+" ).... •_ _ ....... perigee
with respect to inertial state variables
inertial gamma
Latitude
Radius
inertial azimuth
inertial velocity
V
r
YI
r
21-20b
P DEH GI
P DEH L
P DEH R
P DEH SI
P DEH VI
partial derivatives of DEclination of the
Hyperbolic asymptote with respect t9 inertial
state variables
Yl
k
r
F_I L
P I SI
partial derivative of inclination with
respect to:
latitude
inertial azimuth
POME L
F-OME SI:-: _
._ . ... : _
partial-derlvatives of 0e (ascending node.) latitude
-with respect to: --:.:_ _ , : .... - :--:--- inertial azimuth
....... :L: - ..
. :." _ _ .. .............
P- VH. : R _ -partial, derivatives of VH (hyperbolic excess -
P..V/_ VI velocity) 'with respect to:
•. radius
inertial velocity
PZH GI
P ZH R
PZH VI
partial derivatives of ZH (true anomaly of
hyperbolic asymptote) with respect to:
YI
r
:vI
RTAS
SBEH
S_JH
SI
SIQ
SZETA
SZETAQ
TENUH
. .
VH
Right AScension of hyperbolic asymptote
Sine (BEta H) = sine (BH)
sine
Sine (Inclination_
Sl squared = (Sl)z
Slne (ZETA = true anomaly of position)
SZETA squared = (SZETA) 2
magnitude of hyperbolic excess velocity
- ....-
ZETAH ZETA HT1oerbole = limiting true anomaly of hyperbolic asymptote
22-13a
H22.3 DISCUSSION OF THE DATA BLOCKS
Data Block 8
Three new para_ters have been added to the llst of terminal constraints;
namely, hyperbolic excess velocity, right ascension of the hyperbolic
asymptote, and declination of the hyperbolic asymptote. These are terminal
constraints which must be specified before listing of intermediate stage -
points. In general, the Earth-departure missions utilizing these three
new constraints will also require imposing the perigee radius constraint
..
for consistent optimization.
DEFINITION OF DATA INPUT
8
i00
i01
102
Title
Trajectory Constraint Parameters
Terminal Constraint Parameter Codes
HyperN_c excess velocity (VH), ft/
sec
Right ascension of asymptote, radians
Declination of asymptotes radlans
Format
14"r3
22-33a
The three new constrain_ parameters have been added to the list of terminal
condition orbit elements that are output, defined as:
HYPLRBOLIC EXCESS VELOCITY
AS_E DECLINATION
ASYMPTOTE RIGHT ASCENSION
l_/sec
degrees
degrees
.p
